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On approximation by unitary operators 
JOSÉ BARRÍA and RAMÓN BRUZUAL 
Introduction. Let § be a separable infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space. 
Let be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on In [3] D. D. ROGERS 
has determined the distance from an arbitrary operator in ¿f (§) to the set of unitary 
operators in He also has given sufficient conditions for the existence of 
unitary approximants. 
In this paper we prove the density of the operators with unitary approximants ; 
the existence of unitary approximants for «-normal operators is established. The 
proofs of these results rely on the paper [3]. For easy reference we state below the 
results that are needed. Let •£?(§). Write \T\=(T*T)V\ and let ae(T) be the 
essential spectrum of T. Let me{T) denote the infimum of the set <re(\T\). The 
index of T is defined by ind r = d i m ker T—dim ker T* with the convention that 
ind T= 0 if ker T and ker T* have infinite dimension. A unitary approximant 
ôf T is a unitary operator U0 such that || T—1/0|| = inf {|| T- U || : U unitary in 
Theorem A [3]. Let 
(i) If T=U\T\ with U unitary, then U is a unitary approximant of T. 
(ii) If ind T< 0 and me(T) is an eigenvalue of\T\ of infinite multiplicity, then T 
has a unitary approximant. 
1. Density. In [3] it is proved that an operator TÇi? (§) has no unitary approx-
imant if T has negative index and its distance to the set of unitary operators is equal 
to one. However, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. The set of operators in with unitary approximants is dense 
insem. 
Proof . Let sé be the set of operators with unitary approximants. Let si 
be the closure of si in the norm topology. Let Clearly T^si if and 
only if T*<is4. If ind T—0, then Theorem A(i) implies that T^stf. Therefore, 
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it is enough to show that whenever Thas negative index. If ind T<0, then 
r = S | r | where S is an isometry. Let £>0. Let l=me(\T\). Since k£ve(\T\), 
from [1, Theorem 2.18] there exists a closed infinite dimensional subspace § 0 such 
that | r | has the representation: 
fA+^i X\ 
I K2 Y \ 
with respect to the decomposition where isTf is a compact operator 
and H-Kill^e, for ¡'=1, 2. Since |T| is a positive operator we have X=K% and 
7 s 0 . Hence \T\=P+K where P=X®Y^0, K is a compact operator and 
{\K\\^2e. 
Let T0— SP. We now show that T0 has a unitary approximant. Since 
S(ker T„) Q ker T*, then ind T0^Q. If ind T0=0, then T^sJ from Theorem A(i). 
Now we assume that ind T0<Q. Since T—T0=SK is compact, it follows that 
me(T)=me(T0)=X. Furthermore, \Ta\—P implies that me(T0) is an eigenvalue of 
| r 0 | of infinite multiplicity. Then from Theorem A(ii) we have T ^ s i . Since 
| | r - r 0 | | = ||A:i|s2e, the proof that T^s i is complete. • 
2. «-normal operators. An nXn operator matrix r = ( r f j ) " i = 1 acting on the 
direct sum of n copies of § is n-normal if the set {7\,}"J=:1 consists of mutually com-
muting normal operators on It is well known (see [2]) that an n-normal operator 
matrix is unitarily equivalent to an «-normal operator matrix in upper triangular 
form. 
Lemma 1. Let T={Tij)"i j=1 be an n-normal operator matrix in upper triangular 
form (i.e. Tij=0 for i>j). If ker 7,11={0}) then 
dim ker T = dim ker T0, and dim ker T * = dim ker T* 
where T0 is the (n-V)-normal operator matrix obtained from T by dt feting the first 
row and the first column. 
Proof . Let S = ( — r u ) © / © . . . © / acting on the direct sum of n copies of §>. 
Let m={(T12x2+... + Tlnx„, x2, ..., x„):(x2, ..., x„>€ker r0}. Clearly 9K is a closed 
subspace and dim 9)1=dim ker T0. Now we show that ¿»(ker T)~=9Ji. From this 
equality and ker S= {0} the first assertion of the lemma follows. 
Let (jtx,...,x„)€ker T. Then T12x2+... + Tinxn= - TnXl and <x2,..., *„><Eker T0. 
Therefore, S(x1>..., x „ ) = < - r l l x 1 , ..., x„) is an element of 9JJ, and S(ker 
Let E be the spectral measure of Tn. For k^l we define Pk=E^£C: 
For * in £ we have !|jc-/>t;t | |2=||£'(jz€C: | z | < - i j j ^ - ^ ( { O } ) ^ 2 Since 
£({0})=ker J u ={0} , then \\x-Pkx\\-*0 
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Now we are ready to prove that SDig S(ker T)~. Let (y, x2, ..., xn)£9M. Then 
•y=TaXi+...+TuxH and (x2, ...,x„)ekerT0. - Let ym=Pky and xf^=PkXi 
0=2 , ..., n). Since Pk and Tu commute, then y(k)=TVixf + ••• + Tlnx(k) and 
( x f , ..., x®)€ker T0. Therefore (ym, x®, *®>6SK and (y(k\ x f , ..., 
•-*(y>x2> (k—°=). If §>k=Pk§>, then reduces Tn and Tn is bounded 
below on § k ^ITnicll^-i llxll for x in therefore the restriction of 7 U to §>k 
is an invertible operator. Since y(k)£§>k, there exists x(k)£§>k, such that T11xf)= 
= - y (« \ Therefore Tuxfy+'... + 7,lnx<")=0 and ( x f \ ..., x®)€ker T. Further-
more, S(xf\ ..., ;£>)=</» x f , ..., x2,...,xn) ( k - 4 Hence • 
(y, x2, ..., x„)6iS(ker T)~ and SRQ S(ker T)~. This completes the proof that 
9J?=S(ker T)~. 
The second assertion of the lemma follows from the fact that Ker T* = 
= {(0,x2,x„):(x2, ...,*„)€ker ro*}. • 
Theorem 2. Let T=(Ti])"i j=1 be an n-normal operator matrix. Then 
dim ker T = dim ker T*. 
Proof . We need to consider only the case when T is in upper triangular form. 
Then we assume that Ttj=0 for i>j. Now the proof will proceed by induction 
on n. If n = l , then T is a normal operator and ker J = k e r T*. Next we assume 
that the theorem holds for all (n—l)-normal upper triangular operator matrices. 
Let =ker T i n k e r 7;n, § 2 =(ker Tnn © S^) ffi(§ G ker TnTJ and § s = 
=ker Tu Tn„ Q ker T„„. Then the subspaces § 2 , § 3 are pairwise orthogonal and 
§=§ i©§2©§3- Since ker Tn, ker T„„ and ker TUT„„ reduce TtJ, then §>k 
(k—i, 2, 3) reduces TtJ for all i and j. Furthermore, if Tlf=Tij\9)k and Tk= 
=iTij)",j=i (k—i, 2, 3), then Tk is an n-normal operator matrix in upper triangular 
3 
form and T=T1®T2®T3 with respect to the decomposition © (§&©•••©§*) k = 1 
(n copies) of § © . . . © § (« copies). The next and last step in the proof is to show 
that dim ker 7^=dim ker Tk for k=1,2,3. 
We consider first the operator T1. If the dimension of is finite, then Tx 
is acting in a finite dimensional space and the assertion is true. Assume that 
has infinite dimension. From the definition of we have jT^^ 7 ^ = 0 . Therefore, 
§i©{0}©...ffi{0}gker Tx and {0}ffi...ffi{0}ffi§1gker T*. Therefore dim ker Tx= 
=dim ker T*=dim 
Now we consider the operator T2. From the definition of § 2 it is clear that 
ker Tj'f = {0}. From Lemma 2.1 we have dim ker T'2=dim ker T2f0 and dim ker T* = 
=dim ker where T2i0 is the (n—l)-normal operator matrix obtained from 
T2 by deleting the first row and the first column. Now from induction dim ker T2 0= 
dim ker T2 0. Therefore, dim ker r 2 =dim ker T2. 
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Finally, we consider the operator T3. From the definition of § 3 it is clear that 
ker {0}. It is easy to see that T3* is unitarily equivalent to the «-normal, upper 
triangular operator matrix with entries (for 0 ^ / ^ y ' ^ n - l ) 
and = 0 for /</'. Since the (0, 0)-entry of this operator is one-to-one, the argument 
given for the operator T2 applies in this case. Therefore, dim ker T2 =dim ker Tz. • 
Corol la ry 1. Let T=(TiJ)" J=1 be an n-normal operator matrix. Then T has 
a unitary approximant. 
Proof . The result is immediate from Theorem 2 and Theorem A(i). • 
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Functional models and extended spectral dominance 
H. BERCOVICI, C. FOIA?, C. M. PEARCY, and B. SZ.-NAGY 
In the paper [4], SCOTT BROWN showed that every subnormal operator on 
Hilbert space has nontrivial invariant subspaces, and thereby originated techniques 
which could be applied to broader classes of operators also; from the rapidly growing 
number of pertinent papers let us only mention a few: say [1], [2], [5], [7]. Two 
further papers, [9] and [10], took the first steps to exploit similar techniques in 
the setting of the functional model of contractions. The present paper is a partly 
expository synthesis and a continuation of these two papers, with some applica-
tions to invariant subspace problems. We have chosen to reproduce here, with 
some rearrangement and simplifications, the pertinent parts of [9] and [10] because 
of some shortcomings in their redaction (in particular the definition of the functional 
t] in [9]), which unnecessarily restricted the applicability of the results. 
In this paper we shall have to do with Lebesgue and Hardy spaces L", H" 
(1^/?^°°) relative to the unit-circle C={e": 0^t<2n} and the normalized Lebes-
gue measure dm=dt/(2n) on C; the general reference may be, e.g., [6]. For any 
measurable subset s of C, L"s will denote the subspace of LP consisting of functions 
vanishing outside of s. Every function /£L P admits a harmonic "extension" / 
to the unit disc D={X: |A|< 1}, defined by 
where P' is the Poisson kernel function on C corresponding to the point fiÇD, i.e., 
The function / can be recovered from /almost everywhere on C, as a "non-tangential 
Received April 28, 1980. 
1. Fonction spaces. Dominance of sets. Convex hulls 
(1.1) 
(1.2) P„(,ei,) = {\-\n\i)\\-Ueit\-2-, 11^1 = 1-
\ 
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limit": /(e")=iim f(p) as / i -e" , non-tangentially to C. If f£Hp, / is analytic 
in D, and in this case it is customary not to distinguish between / and f . We denote by 
HI the subspace of H", consisting of the functions vanishing at the point 0. 
Recall that H°° is the Banach dual of the space V-jHl through the bilinear 
form ( / • , u)—j fu dm ( / € L \ w€H°°), /—/ ' denoting the natural map of L1 onto 
V-jHl- For the sake of simplicity, we shall also write, for any /(jL1, || f\\iMH} instead 
of II /•Ik»/««1' a n d ll/IUv) instead of [| /|i||z.i(j). By the definition of the norm in 
a Banach quotient space, we have 
(1-3) \\fLw= infJf+g\\Li, and hence, | | f \ \ L l , H } ^ 11/11 
A subset S of the unit disc D is called dominating for a (measurable) subset s 
of the circle C if almost every point of s is the non-tangential limit of a sequence of 
points of S. (It is easily seen that for any set S<^D the set of all non-tangential 
limits of S on C is measurable, indeed an FaSa.) A set S dominating for the whole 
circle C will be also called simply dominant. Such a set enjoys the property 
(1.4)3 sup |m(A)| = ||u|U for all cf. [3]. 
* 
Consider now an arbitrary complex Banach space X, its (closed) unit ball Xly 
and an arbitrary subset E of X. The absolutely convex hull of E (aco E) is defined by 
acoE = c-xt (finite sums): x£E, c,€C, 2 lcil — l} ; i i 
its closure will be denoted by aco E. 
We shall need the following standard consequence of the Hahn—Banach theo-
rem (cf., e.g., [5], Prop. 2.8): 
Lemma 1.1. Let the subset E of the unit, ball X1 of the complex Banach space X 
satisfy 
(1.5) . sup|<p(x)| = ||</>|| for all q> in the dual space X*. 
X€E 
Then aco E=Xl. ' . 
We consider two special cases: 
a) X=L1(s) and E={P/1\s: fi£S}, where S is a subset of the unit disc D, 
dominating for the measurable set s on C. 
b) X=L1/Hq and E={P- fi^S}, where 5 is a dominant subset of D. 
In case a) we have X*—L°°(s) and we infer for any ££Loa(s),. using Fatou's 
theorem, 
sup 1/CP„dm\ = sup |f (/i)| = ess sup |£| = ||£||L-(s). 
*es 1 1 /tes s • 
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In case b) we have X*=Hm and we deduce for any again by using 
Fatou's theorem, 
sup'|<P;, 01 = sup I f P„Sdm\ = sup = ess sup = [|£||H~. 
Thus condition (1.6) holds in both cases, and we deduce from Lemma 1.1: 
Lemma 1.2. 
a) If the set ScD is dominating for the measurable set sczC, then 
b) If the set SczD is dominating for C then 
aco{P;: /i65} = (L1///01)1. 
2. Functional model and representation theorem for L1 and I}\H\ 
Preliminaries. Denote by (CNU) the class of completely nonunitary contrac-
tion operators T on a separable complex Hilbert space The (unitarily equivalent) 
"functional model" of an operator (CNU) is the operator S{&) on the Hilbert 
space § ( 0 ) associated with a purely contractive analytic function {(£, (£*, 0(A)}, 
on the unit disc D ((£ and being separable Hilbert spaces) in the following way. 
0 (e") being defined as the a.e. existent radial limit of 0(A) on C, and setting A (eil)= 
[/—0(e")*0(e")]V2, consider the Hilbert function spaces 
(2.1) &+(&)= H\<&J®AlJ(&j . and § ( 0 ) = tf+(0)e{0w0d>v: w€#2(®)} 
and the orthogonal projection operator P ^ e ) : ft+(0) — §(0 ) . Then the operator 
5 (0 ) defined on § ( 0 ) by 
(2.2) S{0)(u®v) = P^e){ei,u®ei'v) (u 9 »€$(©)) 
is in (CNU). It is unitarily equivalent to a given operator !T£(CNU) on § if 0 coin-
cides with the characteristic function 0 r of T, i.e., with the function {ST, ®T*, 0T(X)} 
defined by 
(2.3) 0 r(A) = [ - T + X D r ^ I - X T ^ D r W Z r , 
where 
(2.4) DT = (,l-T*TY>\ DT* = (I-TT*)1/2> X>r = D^, = D^S-
Note that 0 T (O)=- :T | I> r , and hence 0 r(O)*= - r * | £ T , so that 0 r (O)*0 r (O)= 
= T*T\S)t and 0t(O)0t(O)* = TT*\T>t,. Further, note that r * r | § 9 ® r = 
=Jz>e*T a n d T T * \ w h e n c e we infer that 0 r(O)*0 r(O) and 
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T*T, and hence their positive square-roots also, have on [0, 1) the same spectra 
a and the same essential spectra a e . The same holds for the other two products 
with the factors in the reverse order. It is also known (we refer for all these facts 
to Chapter VI of [8]) that for any /i£Z) the characteristic function of the Möbius 
transform 
(2.5) T„ = (T-nW-ßT)-1 
coincides with j l> r , 5>r*, & т whence it follows as above that the parts 
on [0, 1) ofthe spectra and ofthe essential spectra of (Q{p)* &(ji))V2 and (T* TJ1'2 
are equal, and the same holds for the factors in the reverse order. We shall only 
need that, in particular, 
(2.6) inf (Je(eT(ß) вт(мГ)г'2 = inf oe{TJ$4\ 
where, in case dim 35r*<oo, the left hand side is taken to be 1. 
Let us add the remark that, for any selfadjoint operator R on an infinite dimen-
sional Hilbert space we have 
inf (Te (7?) = sup inf ||7to||, 
H a l l = 1 
where Ф denotes the family of finite codimensional subspaces of SR. As a con-
sequence, 
(2.7) infae(SS*y1 2 = sup inf Ц^аЦ 
Я6Ф а€'Л 
» a l l = 1 
for any operator S: §>— §>' where may be another Hilbert space. Thus (2.6) 
may be written in the form 
(2.6)' sup inf ||0г(/г)*а|| = sup inf | |7> ' | | , 
«€«> оея «'e®' o'eäv neu = 1 llo'U=l 
where Ф and Ф' denote the families of finite codimensional subspaces of D r , and 
respectively. 
The product h • A'* and some of its properties. Starting from a purely contrac-
tive analytic function {(£, (S*, 0(A)} we define, for h—u®v, A'=H'©I/£§(0), 
the "product" h -h'* by 
(2.8) (h . h'W) = (Не% h'(e'%tee = (и(е"), + v'(e<%; 
it is clear that 
(2.9) h-h'*=h'-h*<iL1. 
We are looking for conditions under which every function / in L1 can be represented 
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in the form f=h -h'* on C or on a given subset s of C, or on C in the form 
f=h •h'* modulo Hq. In order to do so we use elements of § ( 0 ) associated with 
points fi£D and vectors ai©* in the following way 
(2.10) noa = P^e)(pfia®0), 
where 
(2.11) Pll(X) = (1 -M 2 ) 1 / 2 ( l 
A straightforward calculation yields that 
(2.12) fioa = (p„a — 0w)©(— Aw), where is given by 
(2-13) w(e") = [pil(ei<)G(ei'ya]+ = p^e'^QiTa; 
[ ] + and []_ denote the natural orthogonal projections of any (scalar or vector 
valued) function space L2 onto its subspaces H2 and L2 Q H2, respectively. 
For any h=u@v£§>(0) we have then, using the second representation of w 
in (2.13), 
(2.14) (p.oa) • h* = (p^a-0w, u)St-(Aw, v)e = (p^a, x)St = (a, f^x)^, 
where x=u—0(ji)(0*u+Av). 
i If K > r any orthonormal sequence in then (2.14) implies that (p, o a„) • h* ->-0 
pointwise on C, as n — M o r e o v e r , we have 
\ ( n ° a J - h * \ * \ P l t \ M * . Z L \ because p ^ L 2 , x t L 2 ^ ) ; 
by virtue of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we infer \\(p o s j 
as «-<-«=. Recalling (2.9) also, we have proved: 
Lemma 2.1. If dim®* = °° and {a„}~ is an orthonormal sequence in then, 
for any (i£D and A£§(0), 
(/ioa„) • h* -» 0 and h-(fioan)* — 0 
in L1, and a fortiori in every Lx(s) and in U/Hq. (Cf. (1.3).) 
Next we derive from (2.12) and (2.13) the following relations for n£D, 
N « , = 1, 
(2.15) (jioa)'(jio a)* = ||pMa - 6>w||l, +| |dw| | | = 
= I 0 w \ t ~ { 0 w , P^)ffit + ||w||| = |p u \ 2 - (0* P f l a , w)e-j>, 
where, using the first one of the representations in (2.13) for w, we have 
y = (w, 0*plia)e-(w, [0*Plla]+)s = (w, [0*p„a]-)<E-
As w£H°° we infer that while 
M i a ^ f I M U [ 0 * P „ a ] - M m ^ | |w|| t 2 ( (E) | |[0^a]_||La( (E)^ 
= II'w||L.((E)l|0*P„a||L8((E)S ||w||L1(S)||Jp/la||I.,(e<t)= ||w||t,(e). 
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For the middle term in the last member of (2.15) we have the same evaluation. 
Observe that \pj? equals the Poisson kernel function P^ (see (1.2) and that, by 
(2.13), 
IMIL»(C) = I I P ^ R A L L L ^ ) S \\p„\\Li\\0(ji)*<i\\e = II0(¿0*0LIE; 
we conclude: 
Lemma 2.2. For any a£(E* of norm 1, and any n€.D we have 
(2.16) \\ifioa).(Jloar-Pli\\Ll ^ 
(2.16)' \\(^oa)-(jioar-Pll\\LllH} WQfjiTa^. 
The representation theorems. From now on we shall always assume that 
dim (Ê  = (this was tacitly assumed in Lemma 2.1), and consider the quantity, 
already appearing in (2.6) and (2.6)': 
(2.17) 1o(n) — SUP inf || 0 ( j i f a | | s (= i n f [ ( 0 ( p ) 000*)1/2]); HiD, ae® a 
Uali =1 
<P denoting the family of finite codimensional subspaces of (E*. 
Lemma 2.3. For any given p(LD, 2I0€<2>, and e>0, there exists an ortho-
normal sequence {«„}" in 2I„ such that 
(2.18) U0OO* a n U * n e ( n ) + e. 
Proof . By induction: Suppose that for some m ^ l the vectors with 
/¡</n have been already chosen so that they form an orthonormal system and sat-
isfy (2.18) (these conditions are void if m~ 1). The subspace U I m = G ( V an) . n<m 
belongs to so by (2.17) we have inf | | 0 ( / I ) * A | | a n d hence there exists 
fl€ 2lm 
l l f l l l = 1 
a unit vector am€Mm satisfying (2.18) for n—m. Clearly is orthonormal. 
The proof is done. 
In the sequel we shall be concerned, for any 5£[0, 1), about the set 
(2.19) = {n£D: r,e(M) ^ 3}. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that, for some 3£[0, £), the set <S9 is dominating for 
some measurable set scC, and take a 9'6(29, 1). Suppose we have 
II/— h • k*\\LHs) ^ a> for some f in L1, and h, k in $ ( 0 ) . 
Then there exist h', k' in § ( 0 ) such thai 
(2.20) \\f-h'.k'*\\LHs)^!>'co, 
(2.21) \\h—h'\\ = oj1'2, || fc — fc'|| = G)1'2. 
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: P roo f . Fix an e>0, to be specified later. By Lemma 1:2 there exists a finite 
•sum 2 cmP^ with n m £S such that i 
(2.22) f-h-k*-2cmP,„ î s and 2 lcml = 
L\s) 1 
According to Lemma 2.3 we can choose an orthonormal sequence {a„}~ in 
satisfying (2.18) for n=nx. By Lemma 2.1 we know that / •(/i1oa„)*—0 in L1 
as w — f o r any fixed /£§(©). Therefore we can find bj, equal to some a„, 
such that 
II ^ • O î ° ^I)*IIli — £> Wk-i^ob^h^s -
(indeed every a„ with n large enough does it). Next, again by Lemmas 2.3 and 2.1, 
we can choose a unit vector b2 in (E* Q (V ¿>i) such that 
H0(M2)*b2le^t}0(ju2) + s and ¡¡l-(fi2ob2)*HL1^s for i = ft, fc,/^o^. 
Continuing, we find step by step an orthonormal sequence {¿>„}J in such that 
<2.23) H 0 ( t i J * b J 9 ^ 1 e ( M J + e and P - ^ o i J I y S « 
for 
I = h, k, nn o b„ (n < m). 
Now choose complex numbers dm, em such that cm = dmem, |i4.| = |em| = |cm|i/2, and set 
h' = h + 2 dm- (jim o bm), k' = k +2 em- (jim o bm). l l 
Inequalities (2.21) are easily verified; it suffices to look at the first one. Indeed, 
using (2.10) we have 
•\\h-h'|| = \\2dmQimobm)\\ = \\Psw2dm(pltmbm®0)\\ ^ 
^ ¡12 dmPilmbm\\HHm = (2 W 2 = (2 U)1/2 ^ «l/2-
For the difference Q=f—h'-k'* we begin with the following rearrangement:; 
Q = (/_ h • k* - 2 cm p j - 2 cm [(ft» ° b j -(jimobmy- PJ -
-2dm(fimobm)-k*-2^,h-(nmobmy-22 dmTn(n„ obn) • (nmObmy. 
From inequalities (2.22), (2.16), and (2.23) we deduce: 
II OIIliw ^ 6 + 2 U 21| 0 GO* b j +2\dJ£ + 2\eJs + 22\dMerS 
sS e+co • 29+(®1/2 r1/2+co112 r1'2+cor) e, 
and this is obviously ^S'co if s was chosen appropriately small; thus (2.19) holds. 
The proof is done. 
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In the case s—C a similar result can be obtained even under a milder condi-
tion, namely that S be dominant for some 9€[0,1) (instead of S£[0, How-
ever, we get then, for any 1), evaluations in the quotient space (instead 
of the space ^(Cy—L1). The method of proof is the same except that we can now 
refer to part b) of Lemma 1.1 (instead of part a)), and in particular, to the estimate 
(2.16)- in Lemma 2.2 (instead of the estimate (2.16)). 
Let us formulate the result so obtained, without repeating the details of the 
proof: 
Lemma 2.4'. Suppose that, for some 9£[0, 1), the set S3 is dominant and take 
a 1). Suppose we have 
|]/— h • k*\\LllHi S co for some f in L1, and h, k in § (0 ) . 
Then there exist h' and k' in § ( 0 ) such that 
\\f-h'.k'*\\LllH^S'<D, 
Wh-h'W^co1'2, \\k-k'\\ti(D1/2. 
Now we can turn to our main "representation theorems". 
Theorem A. Suppose that, for some the set SA is dominating for 
some measurable subset s of C, and take £)'6(29, 1). For every f^L1 and h,k£§>(&) 
there exist h', fc'£§(0) such that 
f = h' • k'* a.e. on s, and -
\\h-h'II, \\k-k'\\ == ( i - ^ r i z - f c . / c l i ^ ) 
Proof . Repeated application of Lemma2.4, with co= ||/— h-k*\\Li^, shows 
the existence of sequences in § ( 0 ) suchthat h0—h,k0=k and 
Wf-K-KWms^V"«) , and \\hn-hn+11|, ||fc„-fcn+1|| (n = 0,1, . . .) . 
This obviously implies that the limits h'=lim/z„, k'=\imk„ exist, satisfy 
\\f—h' -Ä:'*||£i(s) = lim \\f—hn •Ar*||ii(s)=0, and 
\\h-h' || si 2 (S'"ß>)1/2 = (1 -S'1'2)-1 co112; 2(h~K+1) o 
similarly for j|fc —jf||. The proof is complete. 
An almost identical proof, based on Lemma 2.4', yields: 
Theorem A'. Suppose that, for some 3g[0, 1) the set S3 is dominant and take 
1). Then, for every f^L1 and h, k£§>(&) there exist h',k!6§(0) such that 
f = h' • k'* mod Hi on C, and 
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Coro l l a ry A. Under the hypotheses of Theorem A the set 
Z — {/i£§(0): h'k* = 0 a.e. on s for some nonzero fc£§(0)} 
is dense in §(0). 
Corol la ry A". Under the hypotheses of Theorem A" the set 
Z• = {h£9j(0): h -k* = 0 mod Hi for some nonzero 
is dense in § ( 0 ) . 
Proof . Choose 9 and 9' as required in the respective Theorem. For a fixed 
5 3 choose, as in Lemma 2.3, an orthonormal sequence {a„}~ such that 
\\0(ji)*an^9'. Using also (2.12) and (2.13) we have 
I M W * ) H l i v 0 0 0 X 1 1 W ) = 1 - S ' , 
and hence, fioa^O. Now apply Theorem A or A*, respectively, with / = 0 , k—fioan, 
and an arbitrarily chosen A€§(0). We infer the existence of sequences {h'^, {k'„\ 
in § ( 0 ) such that 
h'„ • k'„* = 0 a.e. on s, or h'„ -k'„* = 0 m o d / f t on C, 
respectively, and moreover, 
\\h-h'n\\, Wk-KW ^ (1-9'vy1 \\h. (»oaf\\%)0lLllHi. 
By Lemma 2.1, p •(ft°a„)*\\Li-*0 as « — w h i c h implies the same in the metrics 
of Lj(J) and I I ¡Hi as well. This concludes the proof of both corollaries. 
* 
The first interest of these corollaries lies in their implication to the existence 
of non-cyclic vectors for the "model" operator 5 (0 ) defined on § ( 0 ) by S(0)h= 
cf. (2.2). 
Indeed, if the set 5 a is dominant for some [0, 1), then no vector /z£Z- is 
cyclic for 5(0), because if A: is a nonzero vector in § ( 0 ) such that h -k* =0 
mod Hi, then 
(2.24) (5(0)"h, k) = (einth, k)=J¿"'(hie*1), k(e'%t@edm = 
= fein,(h-k*)(e")dm = 0 for n = 0,1, .... 
In case 53 is dominant even for some £) then we have for every h£Z and a 
corresponding k?±0 such that h-k*—Q a.e. on C, besides (2.24) also 
(2.25) {S(0fh, k) ={h, S(0)nk)= Je-in,(h{eu), fc(e"))«.®B dm = 
= Je~in,(h • k*)(eu)dm = 0 for n = 0,1 
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Thus in the case 3(E[0, 1) the nonzero vector k is orthogonal to V S(0)"h, white 
o 
in the case 5e[0, k is orthogonal both to V S(0)nh :and to V S(Q)*nh. 
o o 
R e m a r k . The chains of equations (2.24) and (2.25) clearly hold, with the 
exception of the last members ("=0"), irrespective of any assumption on the set 
S9, and for any h , k ( 0 ) . They show that the function h-k*£ L1 has the Fourier 
series 2 c ne i n t , with cn = (S(0)"h, k) and c_n = (S{0)*nh, A:)for ?i=0,1, . . . . Note 
that this representation frees the definition of the product h • k* from the model 
operator. For any (CNU) contraction on a Hilbert space § we can define h • k* 
(h, k £§>) as the function in L1 with the Fourier series 2 cne'"' with cn = (T"h, k). 
and c-n — (T*nh,k) (« —0, 1, ...); and this definition is clearly unitarily invariant. 
3. Invariant subspaces 
a) Let us formulate the above consequences of Corollaries A and A* in terms of 
a contraction operator 7".on the Hilbert space 5?, by using the model oper-
ator S(0T), where {D r , DTt, 0T(A)} is the characteristic function associated 
with T. As recalled in the Preliminaries of Section 2, S{0T) is unitarily 
equivalent to T if T is (CNU); in the general case it is unitarily equivalent 
to the (CNU) part of T. As the unitary part (if any) of T does not effect 0T 
and the argumentations at the end of the first paragraph of section 2, we may 
disregard the assumption T€(CNU). 
Set, for [0, 1), in analogy to (2.19), 
(3.1) R9 = {niD: i n f^Kr^* ) 1 / 2 ] =5 9}. 
P ropos i t i on 3.1. Let T be a contraction acting on If R9 is dominant for some 
1 then T has nontrivial invariant subspaces. Moreover, the set of non-cyclic 
vectors for T are dense in Sj. . 
Propos i t i on 3.2. Let T be a contraction acting on §>. If Rs is dominant for 
some — then the set of vectors for which 
2 
V {Tnh,T*nh}^§>, 
n = 0 
is dense in 
Remark . The condition that the defect space D r , be infinite dimensional, 
is implicitly contained in the hypothesis that Ra is dominant for some 3 < 1, antl 
hence non-void. 
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b) As a further application of Theorem A* we prove 
P ropos i t i on 3.3. Under the condition for T that the set R3 is dominant for 
some 1, there exists, for every inner function (p, a semi-invariant subspace 2 for 
T such that the compression Tj, of T to £ be a C0-class contraction with minimal 
function m& equal to q>, and with a cyclic vector; as a consequence Ts> has the Jordan 
model S(q>). 
P r o o f . It sufficies to consider the model operator T—S(0); the assumption 
is then that the corresponding set (cf. (2.19)) be dominant for some 
By Theorem A" this implies that there exist h, k £§>(&) such that 
(3.2) ip = h-k* mod Hi 
Consider the cyclic subspaces 
& = V T"h and § 2 = V T"cp(T)h (= (p(T) fl=0 n = 0 
for T; clearly, §XZ)§2 . Hence £ = § 1 Q § 2 is semi-invariant for T and the com-
pression Ts> = PaT\2 (where denotes orthogonal projection from onto 2) 
satisfies 
(3.3) v(Ta) = ¿VCOI-S for every v£H-~. 
So we have, in particular, 
q>{Ts)2 = Ps(p(T)2 c PMT)$>i <= Pz$>2 = {0}, <p(T2) = 0. 
Hence, T s is of class C0 and its minimal (inner) function me is a divisor 
of <p: (p = qms, pinner. Thus, by (3.2), q = ms,q> = ma-(h- k*) mod H^, and hence,, 
for every v £ H°°, 
2a 2ir 
(3.4) f v(é')q{é') dm = f v{ei')mi,{ei'){h-k*)<<ei')dm = (v(T)m2(T)h, k). 
0 0 
. Next observe that, for any we have 
v (T) (h — Pali)Ç.v (T) §2 c § 2 , Psv(TKh-Peh)^P^2 = {0}, 
and hence, by (3.3), 
(3.5) Pav(T)h = Pj,vÇr)Pj>h = v(Ts)Pah. 
For v = m2 this yields Pams(T)h = 0, and this in turn gives that mi,(T)hÇ.§}2-
Therefore, there exists a sequence {P j} of polynomials such that me(T)h— 
= lim p,(T)<p(T)h. Recalling (3.2) we obtain 
j— Co 
(v(T)ms(T)h, k) = lim {{vpj<p){T)h, h) = lim f vPj<p-(h-k*)dm = 
CO CO v 
— lim J vpjdm = 0 
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for every In particular, take v=q-q(0). Comparing with (3.4) we conclude 
that j(i—q(0)q)dm=f(q—q(0))qdm==0,\q(0)\2=i, and hence q is a constant, 
i.e., (p coincides with m s . 
It only remains to show that has a cyclic vector. Indeed h2 = P2h is such, 
because (3.5) implies for v(?,) = )" (n = 0,1, ...). 
V = V PsT"h = PSi9>1= 2. n=0 n=0 
This concludes the proof. 
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The algebraic representation of semigroups and lattices; 
representing lattice extensions 
R. BIRKENHEAD, N. SAUER and M. G. STONE 
Introduction 
A monoid S and lattice L are jointly algebraic if there is a universal algebra 21 
with Ssz End 91 and Z,s=Su9l. For S and L jointly a.\gebra.icjsubmonoids of S 
which are also jointly algebraic with L are studied in [3]. Here we consider certain 
lattice extensions of L which are also jointly algebraic with S. Concrete representa-
tions are again used to derive abstract results. 
1. Concrete representations 
As in [3] we say a partial unary algebra S=(2? ; / ) / € S represents S (a monoid) 
and L (a compactly generated lattice) on B provided: (i) the operations f£S form 
a transformation monoid on B with fg(b)=f(g(b)) andf id (b)=b, for / , g£ S, 
b£B and, (ii) the operations p, q£L are partial identity maps on B with rangepD 
Drange q=range/»A<7, and the map denoted by is the total identity map on 
B. The representation is faithful if for any f g£S with f ^ g there is a b£B with 
f(b)^g(b), and for any p,q£L, p^q, we have range/?grange q. We use S" to 
denote the usual n-fold direct power of S . 
We shall use systems of equations, I , of the form fx—g, with coefficients 
f g€ SUL, as defined in [2]. Spt I is the support of I , i.e. the set of points on 
which E has a solution (cf. [2]). Observe that for a homomorphism a: 
between partial unary algebras each of which faithfully represents S and L we have 
that ad Spt I on 91 implies a (a) 6 Spt I o n ® . 
Let 93 be a faithful representation of S and L on B. 
Def in i t i on 1.1. For CQB the rank of C in S is R(C)= A{f\f£L,id\C<gf). 
Received January 4, and in revised form March 30,1979. 
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The rank function R maps subsets of B into the lattice L. For convenience we 
denote R({b}) by R(b), for b£B. For a sequence D£B" we use the lattice join to 
define the rank of D by 
J?(D) = V *<Pd. 
¡=1 
Note that for D finite, D<gB, R{D)=R{D) for any D£Bn with rangeD=D. 
We shall need a form of the concrete representation theorem for endomorphisms 
and subalgebras found in [2]. The letter n will denote a positive integer, and Dc(B 
will abbreviate "D is a finite subset of B". 
D e f i n i t i o n 1.2. We say Statement 3 holds for 23, or more briefly St3 B 
provided given any b£B and D£B" with R(D)^R(b) there is a homomorphism 
a: ®"~® with a(D)=6. 
Recall from [3] that we write (B, S, L) as a triple to denote a faithful representa-
tion of iS as a transformation monoid on B and of L as an intersection structure 
on B. Clearly S is a faithful representation of 5 and L on B if and only if 
{B, S, {f(B)\feL}) holds. The work in [2] made use of the following Statement 2 
concerning (B, S, L): we say St2 (B, S, L) holds provided 
V C ^ f i [ C = U D Spt r=»C€L] . 
DCfCDcSpti 
Clearly St2 (B, S, {f(B)\f£L}) is equivalent to Statement 2' concerning 23, viz 
S t£93 :VCgj? [C= IJ f ) Sp t r=> id rC€£] 
B c f C D g S p t i 
by virtue of the natural correspondence between subsets of B and their respective 
partial identities. The form of the representation theorem we need follows from: 
Theorem 1.1. St3 ®<=>Sta ®. 
Proof . Assume St3 23 holds for 23 and let C satisfy the hypotheses of Stg 23. 
Note id \C£L iff id fC= V R(D) iff C= U range R{D). Thus to show 
D<=fC D c f C 
id \C£L it suffices to prove that range R(D) = P) Spt I for D finite. We have 
D g S p t J 
range R (D) = range f\{Q\Q£L, i d r Z ) g 0 } = f l range Q and for Q£L,DQ 
i d | DSQ£L 
range Q=dom Q = Spt {Qx1=Q) and hence range R(D)^> f | Spt I. To show the 
DESpt I 
opposite inclusion, fix ¿grange R(D) and let D£Bn with range D = D. Since 
¿grange R(D) we have R(b)^R(D), thus by St3 23 there is a homomorphism 
a: ® " - ® with a(D)=6.. Now Z>g Spt I on 93 implies DgSpti : on ®" and 
applying a we have a(D)=¿6Spt I on ®. Thus D ^ S p t I=>b£Spt I , and 
range R(D)Q f | Spt I . 
C g S p t i 
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Conversely assume St'2©. Let b£B, T>eB" with R(b)^R(D); we show for 
any system of equations I over S and L that DgSpt I on B"=>b£ Spt I on B. 
To see this observe, that St2 says for C= (J P| Spt I , that C=.C implies 
_ _ B C f C D S S p t i 
Cg {/(/?)]/£ £}. Also C=C since the indicated bar operation is a closure operator 
(cf. Lemma 5 of [2]). Thus C£{f(B)\f£L} and'hence id\C£L. Now since R(b)^ 
S.R(D), where Z)=range D, we have ¿grange R(D)= f ) range Q. But 
_ _ _ i d ( D g Q € L ' 
idfX>^idfD6L, therefore ¿grange idf£>, i.e. b£D = U f ) Spt 1 = 
E c r f l D g S p t i 
= 1J Spt 1 since D is finite. Thus Spt I whenever D £ Spt I and the 
D E S p t l 
assertion [DgSpt Z on 5"=>-66Spt I on B] follows. To show St3 holds we obtain 
the required homomorphism as follows: consider the system of equations whose 
variables are indexed by B", and let fxh~xk^I iff / (h)=k, where / 6 S U L . Thus 
I is.the full diagram of S and L on SB". Let T=IU {id xD=id}. Choose p, an 
assignment of the variables of I to be P(xe)=e, i.e. every variable is assigned to a 
constant map. Clearly ft satisfies f at D, hence Dg Spt r on©". Then by the above 
argument ¿ g S p t r on SB. Let ft be an assignment which satisfies I on ©. Then 
[i(xD)(b)=b since i d x D = i d £ / \ Let a: ©"^© be given by ,a(e) = /J(xe)(6), thus 
a(D) = 6. It is easy to verify that a is a homomorphism. • 
Coro l l a ry 1.1. For a monoid S and a compactly generated lattice L, S and L 
are jointly algebraic iff there is a faithful representation ® = (5,/)ygsUL in which S 
is locally closed, and each compact t£L is singly generated (viz t= f\ p for 
aipiL 
some agjB) and © satisfies the mapping condition St3 
Proof . Let S, L be jointly algebraic. By Theorem 2 of [3] there is. an algebra 
JSfwith each compact subalgebra singleton generated and End =S?= S, Su JSf^L. 
Thus there is a representation of the required sort. Conversely if © is a faithful 
representation of S and L satisfying the three conditions above, observe using the 
proof of Theorem 1 of [3] that the representation on the foliation C&(B), I.e. S, L) 
is algebraic. We need for that proof, besides the explicitly given conditions, only 
the fact that St2 S holds; but from Theorem 1 above we have St3©=>St2S. 
Hence our hypothesis regarding the mapping condition can be used to replace the 
(stronger) assumption in the earlier paper that © itself was algebraic. Finally 
S is locally closed in $(23) whenever S is locally closed in © (see [3] for 5(©), the 
foliation of ©). Hence (%(B), S, L) is itself algebraic, and S, L are jointly alge-
braic. • . 
, . .Note.that .the representation © itself need not be.a concrete realization of S 
and L as End 91 and Su 91 for any algebra 91: the assertion merely guarantees 
the existence of some such representation. 
2» 
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2. Algebraic lattice extensions 
If H is a lattice we denote by Hk the compact elements of H. An ideal JQ H is 
compactly embedded in H provided the map n\ H—J given by nx=\J j preserves lej 
joins and compactness. J u JSX 
Theorem 2.1. If S and L are jointly algebraic and L^J for some ideal J^H 
which is compactly embedded in H, then S and H are jointly algebraic. 
Proof . We may assume that S=End 31 and £ = / = S u 2 l for some algebra 
%={A\P), and further that each p£LK is singleton generated (see [3]). Let 21 
be the partial unary algebra = <̂ 4 ; / ) / e s U i of the faithful algebraic representa-
tion (A, S,L). For each p€LK fix p*£A so that the subalgebra of 91 generated 
by P*,[P*] =P- W e represent S and H (faithfully) on the disjoint union AUHK 
and verify that the representation is locally closed and satisfies St3 and each com-
pact t£H is singly generated. From Corollary 1.1 it follows that S and H are 
jointly algebraic. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1. Let B=A(jHK and let r map B to H as follows: for b£B 
r{b) = 
b (b(LHk) 
A P (b = a£A). 
a£p 
PÎ.L 
Further define for q£H, Bq={b£B\r(b)?Sq} and for /gS./Vsid let 
f ( ^ = f / W 
n \f((nxy)(xeHk). 
Lemma 2.1. The partial unary algebra 23 = (£ ; / ) / . 6 S U / / corresponding to 
(B, S, {Bq\q£H}) for qdH and fd S, as given in Definition 2.1, is a faithful representa-
tion of S and H and each compact t£ H is singly generated. 
Proof . Immediate. • 
Lemma 2.2. The function r(b) of Definition 2.1 assigns to each b£B the rank 
{6} in the representation 23, i.e. r(b)=R(b). 
Proof . Easy. • 
In the following lemma [Af3 is the subalgebra of 23 generated by A. 
Lemma 2.3. The map e: defined by (eD); = e(D,) where 
x (x£A) 
is a homomorphism. 
(nx)* (xeHk) 
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Proof . Clearly and thus i?(eD)^J?(D), so e preserves partial 
identity maps. Furthermore if f£S, f^id and D=(p1, ...,pr, ax, ..., a,) then 
/ ( e (p 1 ; ..., at))=f(ePl, •••, at)={f(sPi)*> —,f(fld)=(f(pd, •••>f(at))=ief(Pi> a,). 
Hence e is substitutive over/. Clearly £ is substitutive over / = i d , hence E is a homo-
morphism. • 
L e m m a 2.4. If b£BHA and D£B" with R(D)^R(b) then there is a homo-
morphism f : ©"-© with r(D)=b. 
Proof . First we prove that for D = (plt ...,pr, ax, ..., a,) 
[i?(D) s R(b) => R(eD) S R(b)]. 
To see this note R(D)^R(b)=>TtR(D) ^ R ( b ) since it is fixed on J, and it join 
preserving implies nR(D)^nR(b)=R(b). But TZR(D)=R(ED), as follows: i?(fiD) = 
=R(eplt ...,spr, tax, ...,eat)=R(npl, ...,np*, ax, ..., ^ ( y ^ ^ K ) ^ _ . V = 
=( fV ¿ 7 ^ ( 0 , ) } = * ( ( ¿ / » ^ ( . ^ ( « ^ ^ ( D ) . Hence 
[i?(D) ^ R(b) R(sD) = nR(T)) ^ #(2>)]-
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.4 we use the fact that 21 is jointly algebraic 
concrete representation of S and L and hence satisfies St2 (cf. Theorem 3 of [2]), 
and thus by Theorem 1.1 21 satisfies St3 91. So there is a homomorphism y: 2i"-«-2I 
with y(eD)=£. Note the map y is in fact a homomorphism y: ((/4]®")—[̂ 4]® since 
clearly / l € S u S and y admits each f£SUL; moreover Va£AR(a)ZL thus 
R(y(a))^R(a) so y admits partial identities f£H—L as well. 
Finally let r=yoe. Clearly r has the required properties, and this completes 
the proof of Lemma 2.4. • 
Lemma 2.5. If b£B—A and R{D)^R(b) then there is a homomorphism 
v: © " - © with v(D)=b. 
Proof . Let i?(D)si?(b) for some D£B" and some b£B-A. We may 
assume (since and thus R{b)£J (J is an ideal of H), 
in which case be A). Thus D ^ / E for any E £B" (unless E = D 
H), and / = id). Observe that R(D)^R(b)=r(b)=b^iib=R((nb)*), so by 
Lemma 2.4 there is a homomorphism T: ©"—23 with r(D)=(nb)*. Define 
iT(E) ( E ^ D ) 
v: ©"-23 as follows for E£B": v ( E ) = | ^ ( e _ D ) C l e a r l y 
so v preserves the partial identity operations idf Bq. To see that v is a homomorphism 
it remains only to check that v( /E)=/ (vE) for f£S. This is clearly so for / = i d , 
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so assume id. Then 
f /(vE) if ET^D r/(vE) if ET^D 
Combining Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 we see that St3 holds for 23. It remains to show 
that the representation of S is locally closed. 
Let h be in the local closure of S as represented in 23. Since the representa-
tion of S in 21 is algebraic it must be locally closed, and hence h\A=f\A for some 
/ 6 5 . Now suppose b£HK. h\{b, (716)*}=^)06)*} for some g ^ S and thus 
h(b)=g(b)=g((11b)*)=h{{nbf) =f((nbf) =f(b). Consequently h—f, and S is 
locally closed, which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. • 
3. Representation of ordinal sums 
Given two lattices L, T we identify the 0 of L with the 1 of T to obtain a new 
lattice T+L the ordinal sum of T and L, in the usual way. Thus the new lattice 
has as elements TUL with the identification {0L}= {1T} and the ordering given 
by t^l \/t£T, VleL and t^t^l^Q iff t^t2 in T (l^l2 in L). 
Coro l l a ry 3.1. If S and L are jointly algebraic and the 1 in L is compact (or 
in particular if Lis finite), then S and L+T are jointly algebraic, for any compactly 
generated lattice T. 
Proof . In Theorem 2.1 let J=L<==L+T. • 
Corollary 3.1 says roughly that one can add on above an algebraic lattice. 
The following theorem will allow us to add on below as well. 
Theorem 3.2. If S and L are jointly algebraic then S and T+L are also 
jointly algebraic for any compactly generated lattice T. 
P r o o f - W e may assume that End 2f, L = S u 2 l for some algebra 
11=(A; ^3) where the minimal subalgebra of Su 21 is non-empty (otherwise we 
may use the following argument (due to M. Gould). Let B—AU {a, b), and let 
Q be the unary operation defined by Q(x)=x for x£A, Q(a)=b, Q(6)=a. For 
and x with range xD {a, b}^0 let P(x)=d. Clearly End 21 s= End 23, Su 2Iss 
^Su 23, where .23 = (B, {Q,a,b)}). We present S and T+L on the disjoint 
union B=A\J T and apply Corollary 1.1 to conclude that S and T+L are jointly 
algebraic. Let, , ©=.(5, / )y € S U ( r+L ) with feSUL given by / ( a ) = j ^ u - ^ T ) 
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and / £ T— {l r} given by f(x)= 
/ (*) = 
t (x = tsf in T) 
undefined (x = t t ^ f ) and / = l r given by 
undefined (x = a£A) 
t (x=t£T) 
x (x£[0)ai) . It is routine to verify that © is a faithful representa-
undefined otherwise 
tion of S and T+L on B. We shall show St3 S holds. First let b£T and D£B" 
with R(D)s=R(b). Define y: Bn~B as follows for E£Bn. 
y(E) = b if i?(E) Sr R(b), y(E)= R(E) if R(E) £ R(b). 
Clearly y preserves f£T+L. Furthermore for f£S since y(E)£T we have fy(E) = 
= y ( E ) = y f ( E ) (if Ef_Tn we have / (E)=E, if E^T", say E ¿ A then R(E)^ 
SR(b) so y(E)=b and y(/E)=b as well since / (E)$ T" either). Now let b£A 
with R(D)*£R(b). Thus D meets A", that is I={i\i^iSn,Di£A}^9. Let m=\I\. 
Let Dni, ..., be the coordinate projections of D which are in A. The map 
a: 93"—©m with (crE)i=E„( is a homomorphism. Now St3 91 holds for 
91 = (A,f)nsUL with 5=End 91 and Z,= {idfC|C£Su 91} since L=Su 91 Hence 
there is a homomorphism e: 9Im—93 with e(cr(D))=6 (clearly R(D)^R(b) in 
©implies R(a(D))^R(b) in 91). Now let v: © m - © be as follows: 
-I4 lOi 3(E) if E£A" n otherwise 
The map v is a homomorphism and the composition voa: ©"—© with voa(D)=b 
is the required homomorphism. 
Once again all that remains is to show that the representation of S is locally 
closed. This follows immediately from the fact that S is locally closed in 91. Further-
more without loss of generality each compact /£Su 91 is singly generated, and it 
follows that each compact td H is singly generated. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 3.2. 
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Замечания о многообразиях алгебраических систем 
С. Д. Бродский и С. Р. Когаловский 
Хорошо известна принадлежащая Г. Биркгофу теорема: непустой класс 
алгебр в точности тогда есть многообразие, когда он 1) замкнут относительно 
декартовых произведений, 2) наследственен и 3) замкнут относительно гомо-
морфизмов. В этой теореме первые два условия можно заменить более сла-
бым — замкнутостью относительно поддекартовых произведений. Иначе 
говоря, имеет место. 
Теорема 1. (См. [1], [2].) Непустой класс алгебр в точности тогда есть 
многообразие, когда он замкнут относительно поддекартовых произведений и 
гомоморфизмов. 
Следовательно, для того, чтобы непустой абстрактный класс алгебр К 
был многообразием, необходимо, чтобы для всякой алгебры 21 множество 
ЛГ-конгруэнтностей на 21 было полной подрешёткой решётки ,£?(21) всех кон-
груэнтностей на 2Г. В 1978 г. первый из авторов, используя теоретико-группо-
вые средства, установил, что это условие достаточно, если К—класс групп. 
Оказывается, оно достаточно и в общем случае. Более того, имеет место 
Теорема 2. Непустой абстрактный класс алгебр К в точности тогда 
есть многообразие, когда для всякой алгебры 21 множество К-конгруэнтностей 
на 21 есть полная нижняя подполурешётка и верхняя подполурешётка решётки 
Эта теорема является прямым следствием теоремы 1 и следующей почти 
очевидной теоремы. 
Теорема 3. Пусть абстрактный класс К таков, что для всякой алгебры 
21 множество К-конгруэнтностей на 21 есть верхняя подполурешётка ,£?(21). 
Тогда К гомоморфно замкнут. 
Поступило 9 /IV/ 1980. 
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Действительно, пусть 91=(АГ; Л) —алгебра из А" с множеством образую-
щих X и множеством определяющих соотношений К, 25 — её гомоморфный 
образ. Тогда © представима как (X; и 5, где 5={.у,=Г(|/£|/} —дополни-
тельное множество определяющих соотношений. Пусть У — не пересекающееся 
с X множество, равномощное I, / — взаимно однозначное отображение 1 на У. 
Рассмотрим алгебры 
2ГХ = (Xи У; Л и =/(/)!¿6/}, 212 = ( * и У ; ДЫ {/,- = / ( 0 1 * / } . 
По теореме Тице они изоморфны 21. (См., например, [3], стр. 282). Пусть К — 
абсолютно свободная алгебра с базой х и У , вх—конгруэнтность на и , 
порождённая множеством {(^,/(/))|г'6/}иТ?*, в2 — конгруэнтность, порож-
дённая множеством {(5;, /( /)) |г '6/}и^*, где Л* = {(м, я)|„ы=г>"£.К}. Так 
как 11/0! = 21 и и/в2 = 21, то 01 и б2 — А'-конгруэнтности. Тогда, по условию 
теоремы, в^в2—АГ-конгруэнтность. Но Н/01\/02 = ®- Следовательно, 23 6/¡Г. 
Будем рассматривать алгебраические системы произвольной фиксирован-
ной сигнатуры, не обязательно нормальные в смысле А. Р о б и н с о н а . (См. 
[4], стр. 47). Последнее означает, что для всякой алгебраической системы 21 
равенство в 21 будет пониматься как некоторое отношение эквивалентности, 
стабильное относительно всех основных операций и отношений, в число кото-
рых оно входит. 
Пусть 21=(Л;.Р0, 21'=(А; ...,Я'0, •'••) 
(а<у, Полагаем 21^21', если тождественное преобразование А есть 
гомоморфное отображение 21 на 21'. Множество всех алгебраических систем 
21', определённых на А и таких, что 21 = 21', образует полную решётку. Будем 
обозначать её через ,£?(2X). 
В связи с теоремой 2 естественен следующий вопрос. Пусть К — непус-
той абстрактный класс алгебраических систем. Эквивалентны ли условия: 
I. Для всякой алгебраической системы 21 множество АГ-систем из ЛС(1Г) 
есть полная нижняя подполурешётка и верхняя подполурешётка решётки ; 
II. Дла всякой алгебраической системы 21 множество АГ-систем из .£?(21) 
есть полная подрешётка ^(21); 
III. К—многообразие. 
Рассмотрим язык, содержащий одноместные предикатные символы Р„ 
(л<ш). Пусть 9Л„ (п<о)—одноэлементная модель этого языка, удовлет-
воряющая, системе формул 
{Ух(Р;(х))|(- ^ и} и {Чх(1Р;(х))\1> п}. 
Изоморфное замьшание класса {5Шп|/ксо} удовлетворяет условию I, но не 
удовлетворяет условию II (и, следовательно, не является элементарно аксио-
матизируемым классом). Класс, определяемый предложением \/ху 
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(х=7Л~1Ро(х))> удовлетворяет условию II, но не удовлетворяет условию III. 
Таким образом, условие I слабее условия II, а последнее слабее условия III. 
Однако, имеет место 
Теорема 4. Пусть К — непустой абстрактный класс алгебраических сис-
тем. Тогда условие II равносильно следующему: 
IV. К определяется системой предложений, имеющих вид 
1. У х у . . х п Ш 2. Ух1 . . .*вОР) или 3. УХ1...ХП(Р - 0 , 
где Р и <2 — атомарные формулы, причём Р имеет предикатный вид, то есть 
вид Р(х1 , ..., х!к), где Р — предикатный символ. 
Условие II следует из IV очевидным образом. Во имя большей прозрач-
ности и компактности доказательства обратное докажем для случая, когда 
К — класс моделей. 
Пусть К удовлетворяет условию II. Тогда он и-замкнут в смысле [1] (тео-
рема 28) и, следовательно, определяется универсальными предложениями хор-
новского вида. Так как всякое предложение а= \/хг, хп(~]Р\/0) такое, что 
Р есть х~х}, эквивалентно предложению, образованному из а заменой 
вхождений Xj вхождениями х{ и отбрасыванием (указанного) вхождения "1Р, 
то К определим системой 2 (несократимых в К) универсальных хорновских 
предложений вида V , ..., х„ (Фг V... V ФР), где. Ф; — атомарная формула или 
отрицание атомарной формулы предикатного вида1). 
Покажем, что каждое предложение из 2 имеет вид 1, 2 или 3. Допустим 
противное, то есть что некоторое предложение а из 2 таково: 
\/л:1...хт("1Р1\/...У_1Р„У6), где Р{ — атомарные формулы предикатного 
вида, а 2 — атомарная формула или пустое слово. Несократимость о (в К) 
означает, что в К существуют модель 931!, определённая на {аг, ...,ат), и 
модель 5Ш2, определённая на ..., Ьт}, такие, что 
(= Р»{а1г ...,ат)А...АР„(а1, ..., ат)А К}(а1г - . О . 
т2 м Л ( г > 1 , . . . . ь т ) Л Р 3 ( ь 1 , . . . , ьт)А...АР„(ь1,..., ът)А ..., ьту 
Пусть С= {с1 = (а1, Ьг), ..., ст = (ат, Ьт)}. Обозначим через модель из 
такую, что 1= =с ] равносильно а^ = а}, а 1= Ра(с^, ..., с^) равно-
сильно Ж)̂ (= Р-а(а1, ..., а^. Аналогично определяем Так как ^ и 
О Для случая, К-класс алгебраических систем, не являющихся моделями, доказательство 
этого утверждения использует идею доказательства теоремы 3. Остальная часть доказатель-
ства теоремы 4 переносится на этот случай почти без изменений. 
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9 Í 2 R : 2 ) Í 2 , ТО И 9 1 2 принадлежат К. Тогда, по условию теоремы, S^VÍlg 6 АГ. Но 
N Р^с,, ..., ст)Л-"Л-Рц(с1> cm)MQ(Cl, ..., c j . 
Следовательно, V'S^N Iff. Значит, V Í К- Пришли к противоречию. 
Заметим, что теорема 2 является непосредственный следствием теоремы 4. 
Заметим также, что если ограничиться рассмотрением лишь нормальных 
систем, то теорема 4 перестаёт быть верной. Более того, в этом случае через 
свойство решёток i f (21) не выразимы свойства класса быть универсально аксио-
матизируемым, квазимногообразием, многообразием и т. д. Однако, если пред-
положить, что класс К является универсальным хорновским классом, экви-
валентность условий II и IV сохраняется. Доказательство этого утверждения 
можно получить путём незначительной модификации рассуждений, применён-
ных в доказательстве теоремы 4. 
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A Mal'cev type condition for the semi-distributivity 
of congruence lattices 
GABOR CZEDLI 
1. Introduction. A variety of algebras is said to be congruence semi-distributive 
if in the congruence lattices of its algebras the semi-distributive law, 
(V</>) ( V I / 0 (V>Y) (<P V = (p\/>i=>(pVil/ = « P V O M V ) ) , 
holds. JONSSON [4, Problem 2 .18] and GUMM [3] ask whether there exists a weak 
Mal'cev condition that characterizes congruence semi-distributivity of varieties. Now, 
to characterize congruence semi-distributivity of varieties, we intend to present a 
Mal'cev type condition, which is somewhat weaker than a weak Mal'cev condition 
in the sense of J6NSSON [4]. 
2. A Mal'cev type condition. First, for any integers and we 
define a graph G(s1; ..., sn) whose vertices are the integers 0,1, ..., k(slt ..., s„). 
The edges of G(sx, ..., sn) will be denoted by ordered pairs (/, j) with /</', and 
will be coloured by the elements of T = {cp, \jf, q). (The pair (/', j) without providing 
/'</' can mean the edge ( j , /) for 
Let k(s1)=s1 and define G(sJ as follows: 
^ f "f If or if 
0 2 3 I 5 si 4 
(the colours cp and i¡/ alternate). 
Suppose ..., sn) is already defined and consider the following linear 
ordering of the edges of G(st, ..., s„): 
0'i.A) < O2J2) iff either ¡x < i2 or = i2 and A 
Suppose n is odd (even, respectively). Let 
O'o, Jo) < O'l Ji) < • • •< (i,, j,) 
Received October 8, 1979. 
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be the t/f-coloured (»/-coloured, resp.) edges of G(slt ..., s„) whose endpoints can-
not be connected by a path which consists of edges coloured by the elements of 
(r \{l}> resp.)- Now we construct the graph G(sx, ...,s„, sn+1) by adding 
new vertices and new edges as follows: 
(i) we add (i+l)(5„+i—1) new vertices, i.e. 
k(sx, ..., s„, s„+1) = k(slt ..., J„)+(/ + l ) ( i n + i - l ) , 
and for any r, 0 ^ r S i , 
(ii) denoting k(sx, ..., s„) by k we add the edges 
(ir,k+r(sn+1-l) + l); 
(,k + r(sn+1-l) + q, k + r(sn+1-l) + q+l), 1 ^ q ^ sn+1-2; 
(fe + r(s„+1 —l) + s„+1 —1, jr), 
among which 
(ir,k+r(s„+1-l)+l); 
(k + r(sn+1-\) + q,k + r(sn+1-l) + q+l), 1 ^ q Ä sn+1-2, q even; 
(k + r(sn+1-l)+sn+1-l,jr), provided s„+1 is odd, 
are coloured by tj (<p, resp.) and the others are coloured by cp (ip, resp.). 
For example, G(3, 3, 2) is the following graph. 
For 7igr define n(s1, ..., sn) to be the equivalence relation on the vertex 
set of G(i l s ..., sn) generated by {(/, j): (i,j) is an edge of G(s1, ..., j„) coloured 
by 7t}. 
For m^l let U(m, s1, ..., s„) denote the following strong Mal'cev condition: 
There exist k(sx, ..., sn) +1 -ary terms / 0 , / i , . . . ,/m such that the identities 
f0(x,: i = k) = x0, fm(Xi: i =s k) = x1, 
f}{xil?\ i ^ k) =fj+1(xi<p: i S k) for j even, O s j S m - l , 
fj(xiif\ i S k) =fJ+1(x^: i S k) for j odd, 0 ^ j ^ m - 1 , and 
fjixin: i — k) =fj+i(xm: ' — k) for j odd, Osj^m-l; 
hold, where • k=k(st, ...,sn) and /,•(.r,-: stands for fj(x0, ..., xk). 
Here, for n£r and i^k(slt ..., sn), in denotes the smallest integer j 
(O^j^kisj,, ...,stt)) for which ( U X ^ O i . ...,sn). . . 
4 5 
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Now we can formulate the following 
Theorem. For any variety V of algebras the following two conditions are equiv-
alent: 
(i) V is congruence semi-distributive; 
(ii) For any infinite sequence s = ( s l 5 j2, s$, ...) of integers ( j f > l , / = 1 , 2, 3, :..) 
there exist integers m, n=s\ such that U(m, st, sn) holds in V. 
3. The proof of the Theorem. In order to prove our theorem, we need several 
statements. 
(i) implies (ii). Let V be a congruence semi-distributive variety of similarity 
type T. Suppose ...) is an infinite sequence of integers £¡>1 (/=1, 2, ...). 
Note that for G(sx, ...,£„) is a subgraph of G(.s1, ..., st), i.e., for 
'Sk(s1} ..., s„) ( i , j ) is a 7r-coloured edge in G(s1} ..., s„) iff it is a 7t-coloured edge 
in G(slt ..., st). Let G(s) be the direct union of the graphs (?($!, ..., $„) ("—!) 
and let X=X(s) = {0,1, 2, ...} denote the vertex set of G(s). For n£F let n(s) = 
OO 
= u ....s„). 
n = l 
Claim 1. For nSt and both nfa, ..., s,) and n(s) restricted to 
{0,1, ..., k(sx, ..., 5„)} are ..., sn). 
This claim is an easy consequence of the definitions. By Claim 1, for any n £ r , 
7t(s) is an equivalence relation. Since 
<P(si, sJVt/Ksi, ..., s„) ^ (p(s1} ..., s „ + 1 ) V ^(Si, ..., s„+1) g 
G <p(sls . . . , S „ + 2 ) V I A ( S 1 , ..., s„+2) 
is also obvious from our definitions, we have 
Cla im 2. (p(s) V (s) = rp(s) V>1 (s) in the lattice of equivalence relations on X. 
Now consider F(X), the free algebra in V generated by X. For any let 
A denote the congruence of F(X) generated by the relation TT(S). Claim 2 together 
with the well-known descriptions of the join of congruences and the congruence 
generated by a relation (cf. GRARZER [2], Lemma 2 and Theorem 4 in § 10, Chapter 1) 
immediately imply 
Cla im 3. 0\/\}/~<p\/fj in the congruence lattice of F(X). 
Since 0 = 1 in F(X), from Claim 3 and from the assumption made 
on V we obtain 0 = 1 (<PV0?V>?)). Therefore there are elements aQ,...,am in F{X) 
such that 
«o = 0, am = 1 
^ aj = aJ + 1(<p) for j even 
aj = «y+iW for j odd 
aj = dj+1% for j odd. 
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Since X generates F(X), there is a finite subset of X that generates a subalgebra 
containing all the Oj- (O^j^m). Hence there are z i^ l and (k(sl> ..., 5„) + l)-ary 
terms in V such that 
(2) Oj =fj(i: i ^ k(s1, ..., s„)) 
holds for all j ^ m in V. For n £ r let 
Xn = i£X and (i,j)£n(s) implies i ^ j } 
and define an onto mapping X^XK by ign=xi iff j = m i n (f: (/, i)£n(s)}. 
Let us denote by W(Y) and W(Yn) the absolutely free algebras of type T generated 
by Y= {>-,•: i£X} and x£X„}, respectively. Let F(XJ be the free V-alge-
bra generated by X„. We consider the natural homomorphisms u: fV(Y)—F(X) 
and v: W(YJ*F(XJ defined by y,u=i (i£X) and ytv=xt ( x ^ Z J . Let p: F(X)-~ 
—F(X„) and q\ W(Y)— fV(YJ be the unique homomorphisms for which ip—ig„ 
(/£ X) and yiq=y iSii (i€X). Then the diagram 
F{X)—P—F(XJ 
commutes. Furthermore, we have ft g Ker p since 7t(s)=Ker 
Now, by (1) and (2), the identities /0(x;: i^kisx, ...,s„))=x0 and 
fm(Xi: i == k(su ..., snj) = xt 
are evidently satisfied in V. For the rest of the identities in U(m, su sn), let 
7t€T andlet aj=aJ+1(ft) be one of the formulae listed in (1). Denoting k(slt ...,s„) 
by k, we can compute: 
fj(xin: i k) =fj(y„v: i k) =fj(jignv: i ^ k), by Claim 1, 
= fj(ytqv- i = k) 
—fj{yiuP'- i = k)> by the commutativity of the diagram, 
=fj(ip: i S k) = /}(/': i ^ k)p = ajp = aJ+1p, since A Q Ke rp , 
=/}+i0': i ^ k)p —fj+i(ip: i S k) =fJ+1(yttip: i s k) 
=fj+iiyiQv: i ^ k), by the commutativity of the diagram, 
= / } + i ( . V o : i = k ) 
=fj+i(yi*v- i = by Claim 1, 
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Therefore the identity /}(*,•„: i^k)=fj+1(xiiz: isk) holds in F(XK), whence it 
holds in V as well. Hence V satisfies (ii). 
To prove the converse, let V be a variety satisfying (ii). Let 0, f j be congruences 
of an algebra A in V such that 0 V $ = 0 V We have to show that 0 V $ E 0 V A f)), 
which is clearly equivalent to Let a0, ax be arbitrary elements 
of A that are congruent modulo We define an infinite sequence s and assign 
an element a-, in A to each vertex i of G(s) by means of induction. Let sx^2 be 
the smallest integer for which o\j/o0o{jio... factors) and let us 
choose elements ctj ( 2 ^ j ^ k ( s x ) = s i ) from A such that 
(ao,a2)£<P, 
0aj,a j+1)e<p for j odd, 
(as i, a^dtp provided sx is odd, 
Ca}, a / + i ) € $ for j even, 2 =s j < Sl, 
(aSl,aj)£\}f, provided sx is even. 
Then G ^ ) and the elements chosen from A have the following property: 
(3) if the graph has an edge ( i , j ) coloured by n then (a,-, a})£ft. 
Suppose slt ...,J„ and a, (j^k(sx, ..., sn)) are already defined. Then let J„+ 1S2 
be the smallest integer such that G(sx, ...,sn,s„+x) has property (3) with appro-
priate further elements at£A (k(sx, ..., k(sx, ..., sn, sn+1)) associated with 
the new vertices. There exist such an integer s„+1 and such elements at£A, since 
whenever we have elements b, c, d and e in A with (b, c)£\j/' and (d, e)£fj then, 
by ij/QQVfj and fjQQS/ij/, there are integers t, t' such that (b, c)£0of\o0of\o ... 
(t factors) and {d, e)£0o\j/o0o\jfo... (t 'factors). 
Let m and n be the integers that exist by (ii) for the sequence s=(s1} s2, sSt ...) 
constructed above and let f0,fx, ...,fm be (k(sx, ..., i„) + l)-ary terms satisfying 
the identities of U(m, sx, ..., s„) throughout V. Let k stand for k(sx, ..., sn). It 
remains to show that 
fjipc. i k) =fj+1(ai: i == k) (0) for j even, 
(4) fj(at: i S k) = /}+1(a,-: i S k) ($) for j odd and 
f j ( f l t : i k) = / y + 1 ( a , : i S k) ( f )) for j odd. 
Indeed, then (a0, a 1 )=( / 0 (a i : /m(a ( : M)o... (m 
factors) g^VOM*?), completing the proof. Since (a ;, follows from 
(3), for j even we can compute : 
/}(«,: i S k) 0fj(aiq>: i S k) =fj+1(ai9: i s? k)0fj+1(ai: i k). 
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Hence fj(at: ¡'^A:)s/J.+1(ai: i^k) ($) holds for j even and the rest of (4) follows 
similarly. The proof of the Theorem is complete. 
4. Concluding remarks. In this section we mention some statements concerning 
congruence semi-distributivity. The proofs are omitted because they are easy but 
most of them would require a long formulation. 
A variety V is said to be n-permutable (nS2) if q>\/4i = (po\j/o<po^/o... (n 
factors) holds for any congruences (p and ip of any algebra in V. It is easy to see that 
the method we used yields the following result, too. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. An m-permutable variety V is congruence semi-distributive if 
and only if U(m, m, ..., m) (where m occurs n +1 times) holds in V for some n^ 1. 
Making use of Claim 1 it can be shown that whenever 'U(m, sL, ..., s„) holds 
in a variety V then U(m +1, slt ..., sn) and U(m, slt ..., sn, sn+1) hold in V as well. 
Therefore, condition (ii) in the Theorem is equivalent to : 
(iii) For any infinite sequence s=( i 1 , s2, ss, ...) of integers (i= 1, 2, 3, ...) 
there exists an integer n ^ l such that U(n, slt ..., sn) holds in V. 
In some varieties the terms and identities are easy to handle. For example, it 
is not hard to check that there are no m,n^2 for which U ^m, 3,2, ..., - i (5—(—l)")j 
holds in the variety of semilattices. Therefore the variety of semilattices is not 
congruence semi-distributive. However, as it was shown by PAPERT [5], it is con-
gruence dually semi-distributive. 
As a non-trivial example of varieties satisfying the conditions of the Theorem 
we can mention Polin's variety P . Indeed, as it was shown by DAY and FREESE [1], 
P is congruence semi-distributive, but it is even not congruence modular. 
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Contractions with spectral radius one and invariant subspaces 
C. FOIAS, C. M. PEARCY, and B. SZ.-NAGY 
1. Introduction. Let § be a separable, complex Hilbert space, and J2?(§) the 
Banach algebra of (bounded linear) operators on The purpose of this paper 
is to make some progress on the invariant subspace problem for contraction opera-
tors /i £.£?(§) whose spectrum a (A) has at least one point on the unit circle 
C= {1: |A| = 1}. From this point of view it does not restrict generality to ignore 
the unitary part of A (if any) and, by virtue of the Riesz decomposition 
theorem, to assume that a (A) is connected. More precisely, it suffices to consider 
operators of the following class 
(P): The set of all completely nonunitary contractions A in i f ( § ) with connected 
spectrum a (A) containing the point 1. 
We shall also have to do with the Banach algebra H™=H°° {D) of bounded 
holomorphic functions u on the open unit disc D = {1£C: |1|< 1}, with supremum 
norm: Hwll^^sup |w(A)|. Recall that there is an //"-functional calculus for com-
pletely nonunitary contractions A so that the operator u(A) is defined for every 
u£H°° and has various properties reflecting those of A and u. In particular, if 
|m(A)|<1, on D, then B=u(A) is a completely nonunitary contraction also, and 
we have v(B) = (vou)(A) for every v£H°°. (Cf. [9], Chapter III, and in parti-
cular Theorem III. 2.1.) 
We shall also need the following spectral mapping theorem, which was proved 
in [6] but not explicitly stated in this form: 
P r o p o s i t i o n (FM). Suppose T is a completely nonunitary contraction whose 
spectrum o{T) contains a point z on the unit circle. Suppose u is a function in H°°, 
which has a continuous extension u to DU {z}. Then u(z)£o(u(T)). 
Also recall that a subset S of D is called dominating for C if 
sup |u(A)| = ||w||oo for all 
xes 
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and that these subsets S of D can be characterized by the property that almost 
every point of C is a non-tangential limit point of S; cf. [2]. In analogy with this 
characterization, we say that a subset S of D is dominating for some subset s of the 
unit circle C if almost every point of s is a non-tangential limit point of S. 
Operators with rich spectrum have more chance to have invariant subspaces. 
In particular, it was proved in [3] that every contraction T for which o(T)C\D is 
dominating for C has a non-trivial invariant subspace. Whether contractions with 
o(T)f\D dominating a proper subarc of C only, also do the same, is still unknown. 
Nevertheless, it may be useful to know that the spectrum of every operator of class 
(P) can be "blown up", in a certain sense, so that it be dominating for a subarc 
of C. 
For any operator T£ i f (§) let us denote by iV(T) the set of operators which 
are weak limits of sequences of polynomials of T. Clearly, every invariant or hyper-
invariant subspace for T is invariant or hyperinvariant, respectively, for every opera-
tor in iV(T). In case Tx, T2 are such that T^iV(T^) and T^ir(T2), we shall call 
Tlt T2 ^-equivalent: they have the same invariant and hyperinvariant subspaces, 
respectively. Our main result is the following 
Theorem. For every subarc E—Ee — {e": — e / 2 ^ i ^ s / 2 } of C, 0<£^27r , there 
exists a function g — gc^H°°, which maps D conformally into itself and is such that 
for h=gog and for every 
(1) o(g(Aj)C\C=E, 
(2) o(h(A))C\D is dominating for the arc E, and 
(3) in case Ee is a proper subarc of C (i.e., if S<2TT), then A and g(A), as well 
as g(A) and h(A), are iV-equivalent. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. There exists a nonconstant function h£H°° such that, for every 
operator /4£(P), h(A) has a nontrivial invariant subspace. 
Proof . Apply (2) with Ellt and the cited result of [3]. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. If it is true that an operator T has a nontrivial invariant subspace 
whenever T- has one, then every operator J4£(P) has a nontrivial invariant sub-
space. 
Proof . Let g and h=gog be the functions corresponding to EK. Using the 
spectral mapping theorem and (1) we infer for T=h(A) that <j(T2)r]D=rj(Ty-C] 
f]D=(o(T)r\D)2 is dominating for E*=E2n; thus by [3] T2 has a nontrivial 
invariant subspace. By assumption this implies the same for T, and by (3), for 
A also. 
The following cunsequence is less immediate. 
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Coro l l a ry 3. There exists a function f£H°° such that, for every A of 
class (P) we have o(f(A))=D~ (the closed unit disc). 
P roo f . Let g be the function corresponding to En in the Theorem, and note 
that Exca(g(A)) by (1). Let K be a Cantor set on E„ and let F be a continuous 
function mapping K onto D~ (cf. [1, Problem 47]). By the Carleson-Rudin Theorem 
(cf. [8, p. 81]), there exists a function k£H°°, which is continuous on D~ and such 
that k\K=F and ||fc||„ = max|F| = l. Since |g(l)| < 1 on D, the operator T=g(A) 
is a completely nonunitary contraction in ¿£(9>), and we have k(T) = (kog)(A). 
Since K<zEnaa(T), it follows from Proposition (FM) that k{K)<z.a(k{T)). But 
we have k(K) = F(K) — D~, and thus, setting f=kog, we conclude that D~ c: 
<za(f(A)) (crD~ because | | / | | „ ^1 ) . The proof is complete. 
Coro l l a ry 4. If every completely nonunitary contraction in JSf(§), whose spec-
trum is the closed unit disc has a nontrivial hyperinvariant subspace, then every non-
scalar contraction in with spectral radius one has a nontrivial hyperinvariant 
subspace. 
P roo f . Let A be a nonscalar contraction with spectral radius one. If either A 
has a unitary direct summand or a (A) is disconnected, then A has nontrivial hyper-
invariant subspace for trivial reasons. Thus, without loss of generality we may 
suppose V4£(P). By Corollary 3, there exists f£H°° suchthat o(f(A)) = D~. The 
result now follows from the hypothesis and the fact that the commutant of A is 
contained in the commutant of f(A). 
2. A conformal map. The proofs involve some conformal maps of D and we 
turn now to some definitions in that area. 
A bounded simply connected domain G in C is called a Carathiodory domain 
if its boundary dG coincides with the boundary of the unbounded component of 
C\G~ (the bar denoting closure). One knows from [10] that a simply connected 
domain G in C is Caratheodory if and only if every Riemann mapping function g 
of D onto G is a sequential weak* generator for H°°, i.e. has the property that every 
function is the weak* limit of a sequence {pn og} of polynomials in g 
(this amounts to saying that the functions (pn °g)(A) are uniformly bounded 
on D and converge pointwise to u{X) as n->-°°). Hence, from known facts about 
the //"-functional calculus (cf. [9] Theorem III. 2.1) it follows that if G is a Caratheo-
dory domain contained in D and g is a Riemann mapping function of D onto G, 
then, upon setting u(X) = A, we see that every completely nonunitary contraction A 
in i f ( § ) is the limit in the weak operator topology of i?(ij), of a sequence 
{/>n(g 04))} °f polynomials in g(A). On the other hand, every function i/(A)= 
CO 
= 2 ckXk in H°° is, by Fejer's theorem, the pointwise limit of the bounded sequence 
o 
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{«„} of polynomials u „ ( X ) = 2 1 1 _ ¿ ^ T j J anc* hence u(A) is the weak limit of 
the sequence {u„(A)} of polynomials of A. We infer that our A and g(A) are "W-
equivalent. 
Now we turn to fix a subarc E=Ee of C (0<eS2n) , centered on the point 1. 
We associate with Ee the domain 
Gc = jD\[/<:u(y £-„)] , 
where 
K= {re": 0 == r == 1, j ^ t S 
f it 2n + l 2n+2 n+1 e , ,.„ e l 
= r : 2n~+5 ~ r ~ 2n + 6' ~~n + 2~2 ~ ^ — ~2)' 
For a sketch of Ge see Figure 1. 
Clearly, Ge is simply connected, and its boundary dGe is formed by the subarc 
Ee of C and by a path Je contained in D ; Je is simple (that is, a Jordan arc) if e< 2n, 
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and has also Some overlapping segments if e=2n. Note that if e<2n, Ge is a 
Caratheodory domain'. 
Let ge be a conformal mapping function of D onto Gt, and let gt be its Caratheo-
dory extension to a homeomorphism of D~ onto the prime end compactification 
of Ge. (See, e.g., [4], [7, p. 44], and [5].) It is no restriction of generality and so we 
shall assume that ge is normalized in such a way that the point 1 of D~ corresponds 
under ge to that prime end £e of GB whose "impression" (see e.g. [5]) is the set E„ 
that is, the prime end determined by the sequence of crosscuts consisting of the 
segments 
( 2n 2n + l ) 
of the real line. All the other prime ends of Ge have one point impressions lying 
on the path Je, every point of JE being the impression of just one prime end (even 
in the case e—2n, because we consider overlapping points of the path J2„ as differ-
ent ones). 
Stating things slightly differently (cf. [7], pp. 40—44), we have: 
a) gc is a homeomorphism of Z>~\1 onto GeiJJc, 
b) the set of cluster points of all sequences ge(A„), where l n £D and A„—l, 
is exactly the set Ee, 
c) if a sequence {!„} of points of GeU/e converges to a point of Ee then the 
sequence i f ^OU converges to 1. 
In order to deduce one more fact let us consider a point e in the interior of Ee. 
Let /„=(oc„, p„) (n= 1, 2, ...) be the sequence of the segments of the ray (0, e) in 
Ge (|a„|< \pn\); see Figure 1. Observe from a), b), and c) above and the geometry 
of the domain Ge that the endpoints are situated on the path Je, at least for n 
large enough, in the following order: 
( * ) •••> Pn + 2> an + l; an-l> Pn-lt a n ) Pn + 1< an + 2) 
The corresponding points an=g~1(a„), b„=g~1([}n) on the open arc C\{1} must 
then be situated in the same order, and by virtue of property c) they must converge 
in both directions to 1, that is, 
1 •*•..., bn+2, an+i, b„, o„_i, ..., Z>„_i, a„, bn+j, ... -*- 1 
as The segments /„ themselves are mapped by on disjoint open Jordan 
arcs y'„=ge_1(/„) lying in D and having their endpoints a„,b„ on C. Each of the closed 
arcs j~ dissects D~ and, again by property c), the convergence /"— e implies the 
convergence j~ — 1 (in the sense that every open disc centered at 1 contains j~ for 
n sufficiently large). See Figure 2. 
We shall refer to the fact j~ 1, just established, as property d) of the map-
ping ge. 






3. Proof of the Theorem. 
Let us consider the conformal mapping functions gc (0<e^2rc) introduced 
above and let A be an operator of class (P). We show that Ecdo(ge(A)). 
Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a point e£Ee which is not in o(ge(A)). 
Since a(ge(A)) is compact, there is a neighborhood N of e such that o(ge(A))r\ 
(~)N=Q and we can change e on Et, if necessary, so that it remains in N and be 
different from the endpoints of Ec. The segments /„ on the ray (0, e), considered 
• in the preceding Section, will be contained in N, with their endpoints a„ and /?„, for 
n large enough, say nSn 0 , and hence o(ge(A))f)l~ =0. Furthermore, we maysuppose 
that «0 has been chosen large enough that the endpoints a„, /?„ appear in the order 
( * ) f o r H > H 0 . 
By virtue of [6], Corollary 3.1, we have u(a(A)f]D)cia(u(A)) for every 
so we infer that 
ge(a(A)f)D)C]ln = 0 
and because g~1(ln)=j„, it follows that 
a(A)njn = (o(A) OD)C\jn = 0 (« ^ n0)-
Moreover, since an, ¿?„gC\{l} for all n, it follows from property a) above of ge 
that ge is continuous at an and b„, and since gt(a„) = a„,ge(b„) = , we know from 
Proposition (FM) and the fact that a„, P„£N for that neither a„ nor b„ can 
belong to a (A) for such n. Thus 
Since a (A) is connected and since j1 —1 by property d) above, we conclude that 
o(A) consists of the single point 1. 
cr(A)r\j«=0 ( n s 4 
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But this implies by [9], Chapter VI, that the characteristic function 
of A is a contractive, operator valued, analytic function on D~\{1}, unitary valued 
on C\{1}, and, moreover, ©¿(A) -1 exists for every A£Z)~\{1} and is an analytic 
function on D. From the analyticity of 0A (A)^1 it follows that ||6>^(A)-1|| is 
subharmonic on D. Moreover, it is continuous on /)~\{1}, satisfies = 
^ II@A W ®A(A)_1|| = ||/|| = 1, and is equal to 1 on C\{1}. 
Hence, if for n g n0, we denote by D~ the part of D~ bounded by j~ and that 
arc (an, b„) on C which does not contain the point 1, we shall have 
D~cD~+1 (=. . . , and U A T =D~\{1}, 
"o 
For each the maximum of | |0X(1) - 1 | | on D~ will be attained for at least 
one point z„€y„ (apply the maximum principle for subharmonic functions). Because 
£n=g*(Zn) lies on gs(j„) = ln we have ( n - e as Since l~cN for « s « 0 , 
we also know that, for such n, —ge(A))~l exists and that (£„ —g^A))'1 — 
(e—g^A))'1 as « — oo. In particular, then, there exists a positive number M such 
that ||(Cn— for H S H 0 . Furthermore, we may factor £„—gE(A) as 
- ( / l -z„)( l - z n / ) _ 1 £„(/)> n & «o, 
and it is obvious that the kn belong to H°° and satisfy \\k„\\m-^2 for all 
Thus, from [9], Proposition VI. 4.2, we have, for n ^ n 0 , 
I I Q A ^ W = 11(1 - ¿ „ A X A - z J ^ U = l l ^ ^ X C . - f t ^ ) ) - 1 ! ! 
But this clearly implies, by the way the z„ were chosen, that | |0A(/)_1[ | is bounded 
on the open unit disc D, and that implies, in turn, by [9], Theorem IX. 1.2, that A 
is similar to some unitary operator U. Then a(U) = a(A)= {1}, so U must be the 
identity operator, which implies the same for A. But this contradicts the fact that 
A is completely nonunitary. 
This contradiction proves that a(gE(A)) ZD Ee . Let us add that (if e< 2ti) 
we have I K ^ - a ) " 1 ^ sadist (a, i1,)]-1 for a£C\Ee, and hence o(ge{A))C\C=Ec. 
Recall also that if s< 2n, then Gt is a Caratheodory domain so that, in this 
case, ge(A) is -yST-equivalent with A. • 
We apply Proposition (FM) to the case T=gt(A), u—gc, and any point 
This is possible since gc can be extended continuously to D U {e} by defining 
ge(e)—y, where y is the impression (on Je) o fg s (e ) . As e runs over ^ X f l } , y runs 
over JE so we infer by Proposition (FM) that Jeca(ge(ge(A))). Since Jt obvi-
ously is dominating for Et, so does a(he(A))r\D, where he=gBogc. Moreover, 
in case E< 2n we know that A^i(r(ge(A)) and by the same reason gs(A)£ 
£ir(he(A)), and on the other hand hE(A)£i(r(A), so we infer that every invariant 
(hyperinvariant) subspace for he(A) is invariant (hyperinvariant) for A, and conversely. 
This concludes the proof of the Theorem. 
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4. Remarks. 
(1) If we modify the domain Gc by taking, say, G* = Gc\{re" : r s 1/10}, then 
the corresponding functions g* and h* will satisfy the inequalities |l/g*| ^ 10, 
| l/A*|slO on D, and these imply that g*(A) and h*(A) are invertible (with 
inverses bounded by 10). Theorem and its Corollaries obviously hold for these 
functions also. 
(2) The techniques utilized above actually allow one to prove a fairly general 
spectral mapping for conformai mappings. For a statement see Abstracts Amer. 
Math. Soc., 81T-47-427, 1981. 
(3) Using the Theorem of this paper and another conformai mapping, one can 
prove an analog of Corollary 2 in which the square roots are replaced by inverses; 
for a precise statement see the same Abstracts, 81T-47-428, 1981. 
(4) It is easy to see that the invariant subspace problem for the class of oper-
ators A in SC(§>) for which some two of the numbers r(A) (the spectral radius of 
A), w(A) (the numerical radius of A), and ||v4|| (the norm of A) coincide reduces 
easily to the same problem for the smaller class for which r(A)= ||.4||, so the results 
of this paper actually apply to this larger class. 
(5) It is also easy to see (via Cayley transforms) that the invariant subspace 
problem for accretive quasinilpotent operators reduces to the problem for contrac-
tions with spectral radius one. 
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On invariant subspace lattices of Cu-contractions 
L. KERCHY 
We say that a Hilbert space operator T belongs to the class SP, if it has the 
following property: 
(P) every injection X from the commutant {T}' of T is a quasi-affinity. 
The class of C0 -contractions with property (P) was studied in [13], [15] and [3], 
while in [10] we characterized the class C u f l ^ . It turned out that classes Cnf\gP 
and Cn(~}0> are good generalizations of the corresponding cases of finite defect 
indices. In fact, both in C0 and in C n , property (P) is a quasi-similarity invariant. 
Moreover, as it was proved in [3], in the class C 0 D ^ quasi-similarity induces iso-
morphism between the invariant subspace lattices. In the present paper we prove 
an analogous statement, concerning the Cu-parts of invariant subspace lattices of 
contractions belonging to CuPl^8. Moreover, we examine behaviour, under quasi-
similarities, of hyperinvariant and invariant subspaces of Cu f) ̂ -contractions, and 
we prove the reflexivity of bicommutant. 
Throughout the paper bounded linear operators on complex separable Hilbert 
spaces will be considered. We follow the terminology and notation used in [10] 
and [12]. 
1. Preliminaries. It is well-known (cf. [12, Theorem 1.3.2]) that for every con-
traction T of class C n on the Hilbert space § there exists a (unique) "canonical" 
decomposition §=§ 1 f f i§ 2 ©§3 of § reducing T, such that 7 , 1=T|§ 1 is a com-
pletely non-unitary (c.n.u.) contraction of class C n , T2 = T i s an absolutely 
continuous unitary (a.c.u.) operator and T3—T\9)s is a singular unitary (s.u.) opera-
tor. (We mean that the specral measures of T2 and T3 are absolutely continuous 
and singular, respectively, with respect to the Lebesgue measure.) The following 
two lemmas, concerning this decomposition, will play an important role reducing 
proofs to the c.n.u. case. We recall that for arbitrary operators, T ^ J ? ^ ) and 
T2£&(§>2), T2) denotes the set of intertwining operators, that is J(Tlt T2)= 
= {X£&(§>1,Z2)\XT1=T2X}. 
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Lemma 1. Let Tbe a C^-contraction and let T=T1®T2®T3 be its canonical 
decomposition. Then we have: 
(i) Lat T = Lat ( ^ © ^ © L a t Tz, 
and 
(ii) {T}'= {T^T,}'®^}'. 







 of 2 reducing for T|£, such that T\2X is a 
c.n.u. contraction, T\2S is a.c.u. and !T|£3 is s.u. operator. (The existence of such 
a decomposition follows by [12, Theorem 1.3.2].) 
Let X denote the operator X=Plt2\23£J{T\2z,T1®T£, where P1>2 is the 
orthogonal projection of the space § onto Let M be an a.c.u. operator, 
quasi-similar to TX®T2, and let Z£J{JX®T2,M) be a quasi-affinity. (Cf. [12, 
Prop. II.3.5 and Theorem II.6.4].) Now, because of ZX£J(T\23,M), we infer 
by [5, Lemma 4.1] that the subspaces (ker (ZX))~ and (ran (ZX))~ reduce r | f l 3 
and M respectively, moreover T|(ker (ZX))1 is unitarily equivalent to 
M|(ran (ZX))~. Since T|(ker (ZX))1 is singular and Af|(ran (ZX))~ is absolutely 
continuous unitary operator, it follows that ZX=0, and so -3T=0. Consequently, 
Let Y denote the operator r=P 3 | £ 1 e£ 2 e^ r (7 , | £ 1 ©£ 2 , T3), where P3 is the 
r&rthogonal projection of the space § onto § 3 . Let be the minimal 
isometric dilation of the contraction r l ^ © ^ , and let £/£.£?(ft) be the minimal 
unitary dilation. We can extend the operator Y by the equation Y' U"+h:= YT"h 
(h£2x®22, «SO), and by taking bounded closure, to an operator Y'dJ(U+, T3), 
such that F ' |£ 1 ©fl 2 =y. After that, the operator Y' can be extended by the equa-
tion: Y"U~"k:= T3"Y'k (fc€ft+, "SO), and by taking bounded closure, to an 
operator T3), such that Y"\R+ = Y'. Since [/is an a.c.u. (cf. [12, Theo-
rem II.6.4]) and T3 is a s.u. operator, we infer as above, that Y"=0, and so Y=0. 
Therefore, we get that fiiffifiaESi©^» and property (i) is proved. 
Property (ii) immediately follows by [5, Lemma 4.1]. 
Lemma 2. Let U be an a.c.u. operator. Then there exists a c.n.u. C^-contrac-
tion T, similar to U. 
Proof . Let M=MEi®MEit®... be the functional model of the a.c.u. operator 
U (cf. [10]). Moreover, for every n let 9„ be an outer function, such that 
1, if e H E n 
j , if eu£En 
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holds a.e.. Then the function 0 = 
A 
0 
will be outer from both sides, and 
we have Q(c")* 0(e") = I a.e.. Now, on account of [10, Lemma 4], the c.n.u. 
Cu-contraction T=S(0) is similar to its Jordan model. But, in virtue of [10, 
Corollary 1], the Jordan model of T is exactly the operator M. Therefore, T is simi-
lar to M, and so to U also. 
Let T be an arbitrary c.n.u. contraction, and let dT(e") denote its "defect 
function", that is ¿/r(e") = rank [/— 0T(e")* 0T(e")]1/2, where 0T is the characteristic 
function of T. We note that for the defect index dT of T, introduced in [12], we have 
dT = rank (I-T*T) = rank [7-0T(O)*07.(O)]V2. It was proved in [10] that a c.n.u. 
C u -contraction T belongs to the class 8P, if and only if T is a contraction of finite 
defect function, that is if its defect function, dT(e"), is finite a.e. on the unit circle. 
2. The C u -invariant subspace lattice. In the invariant subspace lattice of a C u -
contraction T the subspaces £, such that r | £ £ C u , have a particular interest. 
In this sections we examine this Cu-part of Lat T. 
Def in i t i on 1. For every C u -contraction T, Lat denotes the Cxx-invariant 
subspace lattice of T, that is Latx 7:= {£6Lat r | r |£iECn}. 
The following proposition shows that Lat t T is closed with respect to the span. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. If T is a C^-contraction and {£y}y€rQLatx T, then £v = 
= V V L A ^ R . yir 
Proof . Since flv is separable, there exists a countable subset {T,}J°=I °f A 
such that V £y = £ v • For every j, let Uj£JiC(S{j) be a unitary operator, quasi-
7 = 1 J 
similar to T\& , and let Xj^(Uj,T\2y) be a quasi-affinity, such that | |Xj || ^ 
Then the operator X: S\= © XI © kA = 2 x j k j intertwines the 7 = 1 V7 = l / 7 = 1 
unitary operator U= © Ui with r | £ v , X£J(U, T\2V). Taking into account that 
7 = 1 
X has a dense range, we infer that X*6,/((7'|£v)*, U*) is an injection, and so it 
follows that ( r l f iy^ iCi , . Consequently, we have that T |£ V £C U , that is A ^ L a ^ T . 
In the sequel we show that, for every contraction T of class C u f l L a t x T 
possesses the usual properties of invariant subspace lattices, if we replace intersec-
tion and orthogonal complement by suitable new operations. We need the following 
notion. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. Let T be a Cu-contraction, and ££Lat T. By [12, Theo-
rem II.4.1] there exists a unique decomposition £—£'©£" of fl, such that 
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£ '€Lat ( r | f i ) , r | f i ' € C u and r | c . € C . 0 . (We denote by T\&. the compression of 
T to the subspace fi'^Lat^. !T\Lat T, that is T^^P^Tft". Cf. [2].) The sub-
space £ ' is c a l l ed^ the Cn-part of 2, and is denoted by 2'=2m=2<$>. 
The following lemma shows that £(1) is the greatest Cu -invariant subspace 
in 2. 
Lemma 3. Let T be a C^-contraction, and £gLat T. If fl'^La^ T and 
£'g£, then £'g£(1). 
Proof . Since £' , £(1)eLati T, we infer by Proposition 1 that £ " = £ ' V 
V£(1)€Lat! J . Let us suppose that £ ' ^ £(1). Then there exists a non-zero vector 
/ e £ " e f i ( 1 ) g f i e f i ( 1 ) . In virtue o f / € f l " and fi'^Lat^ it follows that W P ^ f W S 
On the other hand / € £ e £ ( 1 ) , and so | |P cr+YII - 0 . This being 
a contradiction, we infer that £ ' £ £(1). 
De f in i t i on 3. The C^-orthogonal complement of a subspace £€Lat17', C u -
invariant for T, is the subspace £ J- i=fl^1 , Cu-invariant for T*, defined by £-*-!= 
=££*: = (£±Y£€ LatxT*. 
Propos i t i on 2. If T is a contraction of class C^H 3P and £^Lat17', then 
Proof . In virtue of Lemmas 1 and 2 we may assume that T is a c.n.u. con-
traction. By the definition of £ ± l it follows that r[£_Le£_L1€C0., and so 
^ I f i -Lef i j - i )*^"^® a-e- (cf- [12, Prop. VI.3.5]). Taking into account that dst(e"u)~ 
=ds(e") for any c.n.u. Cu-contraction S (cf. [10, Cor. 1]), we infer that 
d T\2±eZ±S e i , ) = Me")-dT\Q(e")-dTlsl±y) = 
= dr^{e-,t)-d(T]jBryil(e-',)-dT*]a±1(e-tt) = d(T\S,±QQ±1)*(e~i') = 0 
a.e. (cf. also [12, Theorem VII. 1.1 and Propositions VII.2.1, VII.3.3]). Therefore 
we have that r | £ x e £ j . 1 = r | ( £ ± l ) j . © s € C 0 0 , and so (flJ-i)J-i=((£-Li)-L)W=£. 
(i) 
Def in i t i on 4. The C^-intersection p) 2y of a system of subspaces {£ } g r g 
(i)
 y € r 
g Lata T is defined by f | £ : = ( f | flv)(1). yir ?er 
Propos i t i 
on 3. If T is a contraction of class C u f )3? and yer = Latj T, 
(i) (i) 
then D £v=(V 2 ^ and V£y = (n ^O1'-rer yer ytr yzr 
Proof . In virtue of Proposition 2 it is enough to prove the first equality. Let 
(i) 
£ ' and £" denote the subspaces p| £ and ( V fi^1)"1"1' respectively. Since 
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( V A,1)"1 i (£^0- \ we infer by Lemma 3 and Proposition 2 that £ " = ( V £ ^ 0 1 i 
yer 7 rer 
ÇE(Sir±1)-Ll=2v. Therefore we have a n d s o b y Lemma 3 £ " £ £ ' . 
rer 
On the other hand, V y flyx implies ( v £y J-1)x i( V fi, f l £ v i yer yer yer yer yer 
2 D £ , = £'• Again by Lemma 3, it follows that £ ' i f l " . 
yer 
As a consequence, we get the following: 
P ropos i t i on 4. Let T be a contraction of class C x x f a n d let 
be a system of sets of indices, | J ra. If {fly}ygr ^ L a ^ T , then 
(1) (1) , (1) 
n { n { £ y l v € r a } | a € L } - n{2yl?€r}. 
Finally we note that if U is a unitary operator, then Lat2 U coincides with the 
lattice of reducing subspaces. 
3. Quasi-similarity invariance of La^ T. We show that, for contractions T of 
class C u fl 3P, Latj T is a quasi-similarity invariant, and any quasi-affinity, inter-
twining such contractions, implements an isomorphism between the Cu-invariant 
subspace lattices. We need a lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let Tx and T2 be quasi-similar contractions of class CuH3P, and 
let XÇ.J(Tx, T2) be a quasi-affinity. Then, for every subspace fi^Lat^, we have 
Proof . By Lemmas 1 and 2 we may assume that Tx and T2 are c.n.u. contrac-
tions. Let us denote by © the subspace S=(Z£)_6Lat17T 2 . In virtue of the proof 
of Proposition 2 we can write 
dTt\(X*^rieit) = dT*\^(e") = dT*(e")-dT*\JeU) = 
= dT*(e") — (e") — dT*^2±i(e") a.e. and so by [10, Cor. 1] 
TiKir*®-1-!)" is quasi-similar to r*^-1», ri*|(Ar*©-Li)-~7\*|£J-i. On the other 
hand, since L a ^ r * } ^ * © - 1 ^ ^ ^ , we infer by Lemma 3 that (A'*©-Li)-E£-Ll-
Now it follows by [10, Cor. 6] that T*\2LKSP. Therefore we have (Z*©-L0_ = 
The following theorem is an analogue of [3, Prop. 4.8], concerning Co-contrac-
tions, and it is a generalization of the corresponding part of [16, Theorem 2.2], 
concerning c.n.u. Cu-contractions with finite defect indices. 
Theorem 1. Let Tx and T2 be quasi-similar contractions of class Cxx 
Then every injection X^J{Tx, T2) is a quasi-affinity, and the mapping q>x: Lat^Ji — 
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—Lat1T2, <px: fit—(AB) is a lattice-isomorphism. Moreover, 7\ |£ and T2\{XS)~ 
are quasi-similar, for every fiCLat!^. 
Proof . It is evident that, for every ^ L a t ^ , (X£)-£La.\.xT2, and 7 \ | £ ~ 
~T2\(XS)~. Since T 2 ~ 7 \ ~ r 2 | ( r a n X ) ~ , and T^SP, it follows that X is a quasi-
affinity. 
Let us suppose that £ 1 ; £2 iLatxT l t and <Px(^i)=(Px(^2)=®• By Proposi-
tion 1 we infer that £=£ 1 VS 2 €Lat 1 7\ , and so we have that r 1 | f l i ~ r 2 | S ~ r 1 | £ 
0 = 1,2). By [10, Corollary 6] it follows that £ . = £ ( / = 1 , 2 ) . Therefore £ i = £ 2 , 
and so q>x is an injection. 
Let S£Latx Tz be an arbitrary subspace. Then for the subspace 
fl = ((A'*SJ-i)-)-L^Lat XTX 
we have by Lemma 4 and Proposition 2, that (X2)~ =(S- L i ) 1 »=S. Therefore cpx 
is surjective. 
Let {£?} ) l£ rgLat17'1 be an arbitrary system of Cu-invariant subspaces. It is 
obvious that \J £?))~ = V O^-,)"- Let 58a and ©2 denote the subspaces 
(i) r ea) 
\X\ H £ , | ) and H respectively. On account of Lemma 4 and Proposi-
\ \y€T )) ytr 
tion 3 we have 
(a) I-1* n £ , = v SyXl = V { x * ( ( x 2 y n ^ y = ( * * ( V ( № ) - ) X l ) ) - = 
rer / yer y^r yer 
= n^fl,)")"1"1) = (x*®i-T. 
Since q>x* is an injection, we infer by Proposition 2 that © 1 =© 2 . 
4. Multiplicity-free C u -contractions. In this section we prove two corollaries of 
Theorem 1, concerning multiplicity-free Cu-contractions. (An operator TZ&(9)) 
is called to be multiplicity-free, if it has a cyclic vector, that is if f ) = V Tnh for n £ 0 
some vector / £ § . Cf. [14].) The first corollary is an analogue of [14, Theorem 2] 
about C0-contractions. 
Coro l l a ry 1. For any C^-contraction T, the following properties are equiv--
alent: 
(i) T is multiplicity-free 
(ii) There are no different subspaces £, S ^ L a ^ T , such that Tjfl is quasi-similar 
to T |fi'. 
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Proof . If T does not belong to the class 8P, then T has neither property (i), 
nor property (ii). (Cf. [10, Corollary 1].) Therefore, we may assume that T£3P. 
Let U be a unitary operator, quasi-similar to T. It can be easily seen that T has a 
cyclic vector if and only if U does. On the other hand, we infer by Theorem 1 that 
T and U have property (ii) in the same time. Since for unitary operators (i) and (ii) 
are obviously equivalent, the Corollary is proved. 
Coro l l a ry 2. If T is a multiplicity-free C ̂ -contraction, then LatjT<= 
Q Hyp lat T. 
Proof . On account of Lemmas 1 and 2 we may assume that T is a c.n.u. con-
traction. 
Let fi be a subspace from Lat t T, and let us consider the set a— {ei'\dT]S,{eir) = l}. 
Let A'CLatiTHHyp lat T denote the subspace corresponding to the set a by [12, 
Theorem V1I.5.2], It is evident that dTls,(e")=dTla,(e"), and so r | f i~7 , | f i ' . By 
Corollary 1 we infer £ = £ ' . Therefore fi € Hyp lat T follows. 
5. Quasi-similarity invariance of Latx TO Hyp lat T. Now we study behaviour 
of the hyperinvariant subspaces in LatjT' under quasi-similarities. We need the 
following lemmas. (Lemmas 5 and 6 are analogues of corresponding statements 
about C0-contractions, cf. [4].) 
Lemma 5. Let T be a Cxl-contraction, and let fig Lat T be an invariant sub-
space. Then fi£LatxT if and only if fi is of the form fi = (ran F)~ for some Yd {T}'. 
Proof . 
a) If fi=(ran Y)~ for some Ye{T}', then (r|fi)*-<r*Kker F)-1-, where 
T*|(ker r)-L6C1 . . (7\-<r2 means that T2) contains a quasi-affinity.) There-
fore, it follows that T\2dCu. 
b) Let us now suppose that fig Lat XT. There exist unitary operators t^ and 
U, such that and U~T. Since UX^T\2,<T^U, it follows that Ux< U. 
i 
(7\ -<r 2 means that J ( T x , T ^ contains an injection.) Now we infer by [5, Lemma 
.4.1] that the subspace (ran X)~ is reducing for U, and Uy is unitarely equivalent 
to E/|(ran X)~, for any injection U). Therefore U* can be injected 
into U*, and so (T\2)*~U?-<U*~T*. Let Z£S((T\2.)*,T*) be an injection, 
and let J£y(T\2, T) denote the inclusion of fi into Then we have that 
Y=JZ*£{T}', and fi=(ran F)~. 
Lemma 6. If the C^-contractions Tx, T2 can be injected into each other, then 
they, are quasi-similar. 
Proof . Let Ut be a unitary operator, quasi-similar to Tt (/=1, 2). In virtue 
of [5, Lemma 4.1] it follows that U1 and U2 are unitarely equivalent to direct sum-
4 
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mands of each other. A simple application of the usual Cantor—Bernstein argu-
ment proves, that Ui and U2 are unitarely equivalent. (Cf. [9].) Therefore 7\ and 
T2 are quasi-similar. 
Lemma 7. Let Tx and T2 be quasi-similar contractions of class CnC\3?. Then for 
any quasi-affinities X£J{Tx,T2), Y£J(T2,T^ and for any subspace fi^Hyp lat 7 \ n 
nLa t jT i we have that £ 2 = ( A ^ - € Hyp lat T2 fl Lata T2, and ( y £ 2 ) - = £ x . 
Proof . Let £ 2 £Hypla t r 2 be the subspace defined by £ 2 = V (B&2)~. 
Since £2€LatiTg, we infer by Lemma 5 that £ 2 = ( r a n Z ) - , for a Ze {T2}'. Now, 
for any Be {T2}', we have BZe {T2}' and CB£2)~=(ran (BZ))~, and so again 
by Lemma 5 (B22)~ eLat^. Applying Proposition 1 it follows that £2€LatxT2 . 
Let £ i denote the subspace £ i = ( 7£2) ~ £ Lat t Tx. Taking into account that 
fi^Hyp lat 7\ and, for any Be {T2}', YBXe {7\}', we infer that £,1=(Y£'2)- = 
=(Y( V (BX21)-))-= V ( O A R F L 1 ) ~ G £ 1 . Summerizing these facts, we can B€{rj}' B€{r2}' 
write: 
-< T2|£2 -< r2 |£2 -< Tx|£i -< 
and all operators occuring here are of class C u . It follows by Lemma 6 that these 
operators are quasi-similar to each other. Taking into account that T^l '^dP and 
T ^ e S P (cf. [10, Cor. 6]), we infer that £ x = £ i and £ 2 = £ ; . Therefore we 
have that £2£Hyp lat T2 and ( r f l 2 ) -=f l 1 . 
In virtue of the previous Lemma it follows immediately: 
Theorem 2. Let 7\ and T2 be quasi-similar contractions of class Then, 
for every quasi-affinity XeJ(T1; T2), the mapping <px: Hyp lat 7\ fl Latx 7\ — 
—Hyp lat T2flLatjT2, cpx: 2>-+-(X2)~ is a bijection, not depending on the particular 
choice of X. 
6. Reflexivity of the bicommutant. C. Apostol proved in [1], that if Te&{$b) is 
an operator, quasi-similar to a normal operator, then there exists a basic system 
{SnJnsi °f invariant subspaces of Tsuch that T|fj„ is similar to a normal operator, 
for every n. We recall that a system {§„}„sl of subspaces of § is called basic, if, 
for any n, the subspaces §„, (V are complementary and (J (V §>k) — {0}- We 
n B l kSn 
show that if T is a contraction of class CnC\3P, then the biinvariant subspaces §„ 
can be chosen to be hyperinvariant. 
P ropos i t i on 5. Let Te&(§) be a contraction of class CXXV\SP, and let 
U£J?(St) be a unitary operator, quasi-similar to T. Then there exist a basic system 
{§>}nsi °f subspaces of 9), and a decomposition © such that §„€Hyp lat T, 
HSl 
^n£ Hyp lat U, and T\$jn is similar to U\R„, for every n. 
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Proof . On account of Lemmas 1 and 2 we may assume that T is a c.n.u. con-
traction. By APOSTOL'S theorem [1] there exist a basic system {2k}£°=1 of invariant 
subspaces of T, and a decomposition © SB* of ft reducing for U, such that, 
t s i 
for every k, T\£k is similar to U L e t Cki^(U\iBk, T|fi t) be an affinity 
№ = 1,2,.. .). 
Since TdS?, we infer by [10, Corollary 2] that holds also. Now by 
[10, Lemma 7] it follows that m(C) Cdn)=0, where &n=Co{@ U ( n= l ,2 , ...). 
i t s l k>n 
(Here and in the sequel a (T) denotes the spectrum of T, and m denotes the normalized 
Lebesgue measure on the unit circle.) Let <r„ denote the set o'1, if n=1, and &„\&n-i, 
if « > 1. Then the sequence {<rn}„si consists of pairwise disjoint sets, and we have 
i»(C(U *„))=<>. For every n, let §„» $>'n be defined by K = X „ n ( U ) R = 
= e Kk>K=7.c«n(U)&= e where ft„,*=xffn(£/|©*)®*, K,k=XCaSUI®')®* fc&l n ft 2:1 
(¿=1 ,2 , . . . ) ; and § „ = V §„,*, § : = V K * ' Where %K.k=CkStn,t, ^k=CkR'nk 
kml 
(k=1,2,...). It is clear that ftni[={0} if k>n, and so 5*„= © 5*„ k. It follows k = 1 
that &„fk= {0} if k>n, that is §„=§„ , i+ ... + §>„,„. It can be easily seen that 
the subspaces Sy„ and §>'„= V are complementary, + Now let 
n0 be an arbitrary natural number. It is obvious that, for every n, V § / = ( V l^n k>n0 
+ f V f V £/,*))> and so it follows: f l ( V S / ) i ( V £*) + [ f l f V i V §/,*)))• VsnU=l )) nSl Irnn k>n0 VnSl \lmn U = 1 ))) 
Since the mapping ...®C„t\ 931©...©23„o^£1+... + £„o is an affinity, we 
infer that D [ V I V §/ J l = {°}- But this implies F) ( V § / ) = V T- Taking n S H ! g i i U = l ' )) n s l ¡fen k>n0 into account that n0 was chosen arbitrarily, it follows that f l ( V = 
ami imn 
= D ( V £4) = {0}. Therefore, we have shown that {§„},,sl is a basic system. nsi kmn 
On the other hand, the operator T |§„ is similar to U\S\n, and the operator 
T\&„ is quasi-similar to U\K- Let Yn£J(U\S\n, T[§„) and ZndJ{T\%n, 
be quasi-affinities. Let X£ {J}' be an arbitrary operator, and let us consider the 
, r vw 
matrix of Xin the decomposition + . The relation X£{7}' 
implies that X™£JF(T\$>„, T\&n), and so we have ZnX^YndJ{U\SKn, U\&'n). In 
virtue of the definition of subspaces and it follows, using [5, Lemma 4.1], 
that Z„X£>Yn=0, and so we infer X^—0. Consequently, the subspace §„ is 
invariant for X. But X£ {T}' was arbitrary, therefore we have §„£Hyp lat T. 
The proof is completed. 
Applying this Proposition we show that the bicommutant {T}" of every con-
traction T of class C u n ^ is a reflexive algebra (cf. [6, ch. 9]). This statement is 
4* 
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a certain extension of the yon Neumann double commutant theorem, which states 
that the bicommutant of every, normal operator is reflexive (cf. [11, ch. 7]), 
Theorem 3. If T is a contraction of class Cun^, then 
AlgLat "T = {T}". 
(Here Alg Lat" T denotes the weakly closed algebra of operators which leave all 
the subspaces in Lat" T, the lattice of biinvariant subspaces of T, invariant.) 
Proof . Let us consider the basic system {§„}„si of hyperinvariant subspaces 
occurring in Propositions. Let A£Alg Lat" T be an arbitrary operator. Since 
§n£Lat" T, we infer that §„€Lat A, for every n. Let A„, T„ denote the operators 
A„=A |§„, T„ = T|§n respectively. It can be easily seen that Lat" Tn g Lat" T. 
Therefore we have that A„£A\g Lat" T„. Taking into account that Tn is similar to 
a unitary operator, it follows that An£ {Tn}", for every n. Since the subspaces §„ 
( n ^ l ) are hyperinvariant, we infer that A£{T}". 
7. Behaviour of Lat T under quasi-similarities. Theorem 1 does not hold validity 
replacing Latx Tt by Lat Tt (/=1,2). In fact, in the following example we have 
(X£)"=§<>, for every subspace £6Lat T ^ L ^ T ^ 0). 
Example 1. Let U be the operator of multiplication by e" on the space L2(C), 
where C denotes the unit circle on the complex field, and we consider the normalized 
Lebesgue measure on C. Let (p£L°°(C) be a function such that <p(e")?i0 a.e., 
and / log \(p\dm— — <=°. Then X, the operator of multiplication by <p(e"), will 
c 
be a quasi-affinity belonging to {U}'. Let £ be an arbitrary non-reducing invariant 
subspace of U, £6 Lat £/\Lata U. Then £ has the form £=qH\ where q£LT 
is a function such that \q(e")\ = l a.e. (cf. [7, Theorem 3]). In virtue of Szejgo's 
theorem (cf. [8, ch. 4]) it follows that (q>H2)-=L'\ and so we infer that (X £)" = 
=((p(qH2))-=q(<pH2r=qL2=L2. ' ; 
The following Propositions give some informations about the transfer of invari-
ant subspaces, in the case T2=U is a unitary operator. We recall that an operator 
U is completely unitary, if U is unitary and Latj i /=Lat U, . that is every invariant 
subspace of U is reducing. (Cf. [11, ch. 1.8].) 
P r o p o s i t i o n 6: Let j) be. a contraction of class Cun^,. and let 
(ft) be a unitary operator, quasi-similar to T. Then there exist decomposi-
tions § = § 1 + § 2 and ft=ft1©ft2 such that the following properties hold: 
. (i) Hyp lat T, ft^Hyp lat i / , .7|§ i~C/|ft i . and C/|ft; is completely unitary 
for /=1 , 2; 
0 
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(ii) every operator X£J(T, U) has a diagonal matrix with respect to these 
decompositions; 
(iii) Lat XT = Latj ( T l ^ ) + Latx ( r |§2) . 
Proof . As for the existence of decompositions possessing properties (i) and (ii), 
see the proof of Proposition 5. (We recall that U is completely unitary, if o{XJ)9iC. 
Cf. [11, Th. 1.23].) Let us prove now that property (iii) holds also. If fi.eLati ( r | § ; ) 
( i= l , 2), then we infer by Proposition 1 that £=fi1-j-fi^GLat1r. Let us suppose 
contrary that fi€Lat1T. It follows by Lemma 5, that there exists an operator 
such that £ = ( F § ) - . Taking into account that § ;€Hyp lat T (/ = 1,2), 
we see that ( 7 § ) " = ( 7 1 § 1 ) - + ( r 2 § 2 ) - , where Y~Y{T\$ty 0 = 1, 2). There-
fore (r.-SO'eLat! ( r |§ ; ) (/=1, 2) again by Lemma 5. 
P ropos i t i on 7. Let us suppose that the contraction T of class C11D^> is 
quasi-similar to a completely unitary operator U, and X£J{T, U) is a quasi-affinity. 
Then, for every subspace A^La^T, (*£)" = (Z((£x0i))~ 
Proof . On account of Lemmas 1 and 2 we may assume that T is a c.n.u. con-
traction. Let £ ' denote the subspace £'=(£-Ll)-L6Lat T. In virtue of the proof of 
Proposition 2 we infer that 7lCo£C00, where £0 = £ ' e£€La t 4 7 ' . The matrix 
of the operator (7"|fl')" with respect to the decomposition £ ' = £ © £ „ is of the 
form 
( r |£')" = 
(T|£)" Nw 
0 (r|fio)" 
Since XT"=UnX, it follows that XNwf0 + X(T\ao)nf0=UnXf0, for any / 0 6£ 0 . 
Let us suppose that 93'=(Xfl')~ ^(XQ)~=5B, and let P denote the orthogonal 
projection onto the subspace 93'©93. Since U is completely unitary, we have that 
PU=UP. The relation ©V23 implies, that there exists a vector / 0 €£ 0 such that 
PXf^O. Now we infer that WPVXM =|| UnPXf0\\ =\\PXfJh >0, for every n. On 
the other hand l |P^"X/ 0 | | = | |™W/ 0 +P^(7 ' | S i / / o | | = ||i'A'(r|£())' ,/0 | |s 
= 11̂ 11 IK^Ifi/Zoll-0, if oo. This is a contradiction, and so we get that » ' = 93. 
8. A note on basic systems. Finally we give an example for a basic system 
{§„}nS1 with the property that f i V Pnf for some vector / . Here Pn denotes the ni l 
projection onto the subspace §„, corresponding to the decomposition § = § „ + 
+ ( V • This fact strongly limits the usefulness of Proposition 5. 
Example 2. Let {<p„}7=1U W r = i U {/} be an orthonormal basis in the Hil-
bert space and let {a„}"=1, {/?„}"= j be sequences of positive real numbers. We 
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define the vectors glt h'0 by 
g i = a i < P i + y / , hx = - o c ^ + y / , h'0 = 0, 
and the subspaces , by 
= giVh'0, & = V <Pa)y( V fc,). « 5 2 n S l 
Let n ^ l be an arbitrary integer, and let us assume that, for every natural number 
ks.n, the vectors gk, hk, h'k_x, and the subspaces §>k have been already intro-
duced. Then the vectors gn+1, hn+1, h'n, and the subspaces § n + 1 , &n + 1 will be defined 
by the following equalities: 
gn + l = *n + l<Pn + l + -Jh«> K + l = - X n + l<Pn + l + j K , K = K + Pn^n, 
§ n + i = g n + i v ^ , s ; + 1 = * n + 1 v( V %)V( V t S n + 2 t s n + l 
A straightforward computation shows that V §>k=S>< and V 'n f ° r 
kml ksn + l 
every n, provided the sequence {/?„}™=1 tends to zero. This implies that, for every n, 
§ = § „ + ( V §>k) . We can easily verify also that f ) ( V D ^ = { 0 } , if 
k#n ami km n + 1 nml 
the series 2 is not convergent. n=1 
1 
Let {E„}"=1 be a sequence of positive numbers, such that 2 • Let us 
»=1 2 
now define the sequence {a„}~=1 such that the following inequalities hold 4ex 
and 
a 1 i 1 a . a - j . 
for every n > l . It is evident that in this case 2 Let us assume that 
n = l 
the sequence tends to zero. Then the system {§„}"=1 will be basic, and P„f=g„, 
for every n. 
Let g'n and x„ be the vectors, defined by 
After a short computation we conclude that ||/„||2<2e„ for every n, and so 
2 UxJ2<i-
n = 1 
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Now let alt ..., a„ be arbitrary complex numbers, where n ^ l is an arbitrary 
natural number. Then we have 
f-Zligi f - Zai<Pi- 2 aiii ¡=1 i=i 
f=i / - 2 «id - 2 Wi I s / - 2 «¡d -<=i 
- 2 l a i l l l Z i l l s [ l + ¿ k l 2 ] 2 - [ ¿ k l 2 ] 2 [ J W X i W 2 ] 2 • 
Taking into account that i n f { ( l + x ) * — i f 0 < e < l , we infer that 
¡=1 
=b for some ¿>0 , independent on n, and on the numbers alf ..., an. 
Therefore /<£ V g'n= V g„, that is / $ V P.f-nsl nsl nsl 
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Classes of universal algebras, their non-factors 
and periodic rings 
RIYADH R. KHAZAL 
Certain classes of algebras are determined by a family of their "non-factors".: 
a lattice is modular iff it does not contain a copy of the pentagon (the five element 
non-modular lattice), a lattice is distributive iff it does not contain a copy of either 
the pentagon or the diamond (the five element modular non-distributive lattice). 
We characterize such classes as the classes of algebras closed under the formation 
of subalgebras, homomorphic images and direct limits. We also specify this char-
acterization for the class of rings whose multiplicative semigroups are periodic. 
We follow the notations and terminology of G . GRÁTZER [1]. 
De f in i t i on 1 (GRÁTZER [1, p. 129]). A direct family of algebras si is defined 
to be a triplet of the following objects: 
(i) a directed partially ordered set (/; s ) ; 
(ii) algebras Ai=(A¡, F), i£l of some fixed type; 
(iii) homomorphisms of A¡ into Aj for all i ^ j such that iA¡j 4*jk=i'ik if i=j=k 
and xj/n is the identity mapping for all i£l. 
x=y iff x£A¡, y£Aj and there is k^i, j and xij/ik=yij/jk is an equivalence 
relation on A = U {A^idl}. A¡= is denoted by Am. The operation fy on A^ are 
defined as follows: Let Xj£A¡ ; 0 ^ j < n y , and let m ^ i ¡ for all Then 
Xj=Xj£Am where Xj=Xj\pijm. fy(x0, ..., x„_1)=fy(x'0, ..., where x = [x]~. 
The definition of fy does not depend on m. 
The algebra = F) is called the direct limit of the direct family of 
algebras si and is denoted by hm si. 
Def in i t i on 2. An algebra 91 is said to be a factor of an algebra © if 91 is a 
homomorphic image of a subalgebra of 93. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 3. Let V be a class of algebras of a fixed type and let L be a sub-
class of V. N(V, L) is the class of all algebras of V no factor of which belongs to L. 
Theo rem 1. Let V be a variety of algebras of a fixed type and let KQV. K 
is closed under the formation of subalgebras, homomorphic images and direct limits 
i f f K=N(V, L) for some class L of finitely generated algebras ofV. 
The proof will be based on two lemmas. 
Lemma 2. If 2I0 0=lim^/, where si is a direct family of algebras as in 
Definition 1 and © is a subalgebra of 9I„, then ©=lim 38 where 38 is the direct family 
of subalgebras ©; of%, i£l. 
Proof . Let ©¡={x |x£Ai ,x£B} , i£I. Then S ; is a subalgebra of 9T( and © 
is the direct limit of ©¡, id I where the homomorphisms ¡¡/¡j are the restrictions of 
t i j t o S f . 
Lemma 3. If 9i00=lim si, where si is a direct family of algebras as in Defini-
tion 1 and S is a finitely generated homomorphic image o/9I„, then S is a homomorphic 
image of 9I; for some id I. 
Proof . Let © be generated by {bk\0^k<n} and let a be the homomorphism 
of S t . onto ©. Then there are such that akoc=bk, 0 = k ^ n . Let ak£A^ 
and let m^ i k , The composition of the natural homomorphism of 9lm 
into 9l„ and a is a homomorphism of 9lm onto S . 
P roof of Theo rem 1. Let K g V be closed under the formation of sub-
algebras, homomorphic images and direct limits. Let L be the class of all finitely 
generated algebras of V not belonging to K. It is clear that K g N ( V , L). Let 
9l€N(V, L). Then every finitely generated subalgebra of 91 belongs to K (since no 
factor of 91 is in L). But 91 is the direct limit of its finitely generated subalgebras 
(cf. [1 p. 130]). Since K is closed under direct limits 91 £K. 
Conversely let L be class of finitely generated algebras of V and K = N(V, L). 
From the definition of N(V, L) it is clear that K is closed under the formation of 
subalgebras and homomorphic images. Let 9l„=Iim si, where si is a direct 
family of algebras 9l;6K, if J. Let G be a finitely generated factor of 9IM. Then £ 
is a homomorphic image of subalgebra S of 9I„. By Lemma 2, S is the direct limit 
of subalgebras S ( of 9I;, id I, and by Lemma 3, G is a homomorphic image of S ; 
for some i£l. Thus £ is a factor of 9lf€K. Hence Thus 9i„£K. 
If S denotes the variety of all semigroups and G denotes the variety of all groups, 
then N(G, {(£}) is the class of all periodic groups and N(S, {Jt}) is the class of 
all periodic semigroups. £ is an infinite cyclic group and 91 is the additive semi-
group of positive integers. 
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LEMMA 4. Let V be a variety of algebras of a fixed type. Suppose LX ̂  L2 Q V 
and L2 is a class of finitely generated algebras such that every member of L2 has a 
factor in L I . Then N ( V , L 1 ) = N ( V , L 2 ) . 
In fact L—N(V, L) gives a Galois connection between classes of finitely gen-
erated algebras of V and classes of algebras of V closed under the formation of sub-
algebras, homomorphic images and direct limits. Thus N(V, L 2 )^N(V, Lx). If 
2l£N(V, 1^), no factor of 91 belongs to L2, as no factor of 91 belongs to Lx and every 
member of L2 has a factor in 
The following result was proved in [3]. 
T h e o r e m 5. The following conditions on an associative ring are equivalent: 
(i) for every ad A, there is a positive integer r and a polynomial h(t) with integral 
coefficients such that (f+ar+1h(a)=0. 
(ii) every element ad A generates a finite semigroup under multiplication. 
A ring satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5 is called periodic [3]. Thus a . 
periodic ring is a ring whose multiplicative semigroup is periodic. 
The following result establishes a characterization of the class of all periodic 
rings similar to that of periodic groups and semigroups given in the comments 
before Lemma 4. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let L be the set of all quotient rings of xZ[x] by xh(x)Z[x] where 
h{x) is an irreducible polynomial of Z[x] and |/J(0)|>1. Then N(R, L) is the class 
of all periodic rings, where R is the variety of all associative rings. 
The proof depends on a number of lemmas. 
Lemma 7. A ring 21 is periodic i f f both 7(21) and 21/7(21) are periodic; 7(21) 
is the torsion ideal of 21. 
Proof . If 21 is periodic, then every factor of 21 is periodic. Let 7(21) and 
2i/7(21) be periodic and «€21. Then there is a positive integer r and a polynomial 
h{t)dZ[t] such that b=cf+ar+'Lh{d)dT{H). There is i > 0 and g(t)dZ[t] such 
that bs+bs+1g(b)=0. I.e. (ar+ar+1h(a))s+(cf+<f+1h(a))s+1g(ar+if+1h(a))=0. 
Hence cfs+drs+1H(a)=0 for some H(t)dZ[t]. 
Lemma 8 (REDEI [5]). All rings generated by one element are (to within an 
isomorphism) xZ[x]fxd(x)B, where d(x) runs through the polynomials from Z[x] 
with positive leading coefficient and B=Z[x] or B runs through the primitive ideals 
of Z[x|; B is primitive if B is not the product of a principal proper ideal of Z[x] and 
another ideal of Z[x]. Every primitive ideal of Z[x] contains positive integers. 
Lemma 9 (LEWIN [4]). A subring of finite index in a finitely generated ring 
is finitely generated. 
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L e m m a 10. The class of periodic rings is N(R, M) where M is the set of all 
quotients of xZ[x] by x"h(x), n is a positive integer, x does not divide h(x) and h(x) 
does not divide 1—x1 for any t. 
Proo f . If 91 is periodic, then no factor of 91 belongs to M, since the element 
x+i"A(x)Z[x] generates an infinite semigroup in xZ[x]jx"h(x)Z[x]; otherwise 
yf-xr+s£x?h(x)Z[x], implying h(x)\xr-xr-fs for some r , s > 0 , i.e. A(x)|l— 
Conversely if 9i£N(R, M), then 91 is periodic, otherwise 91/7X91) or T(9I) is not 
periodic, by Lemma 7. 
Case 1. (£=9I/r(9i) is not periodic. By Theorem 5, there is ¿€(£ generating 
an infinite semigroup. The subring O of E generated by b is isomorphic to 
xZ[x]lx"h(x)£ where h(0)^0 and B=Z[x] or B is a primitive ideal of Z[x] 
(Lemma 8). As B contains positive integers, let m£Z,m>\,m£B but 1 ^ 5 . Then 
mb"h(b)= 0 in (E but bnh(b)^0 inC. I.e. bnh(b)^ 0 is a torsion element in 9I/T(9I). 
Hence 1 £B and B=Z[x]. Thus O ssxZ[*]/*"h(x)Z[x]. Since b generates an 
infinite semigroup Xs—x*+* §.x?h(x)Z[x] for any s,t>0. Thus h(x) does not 
divide 1—x' for any i>0 , i.e. O is isomorphic to a member of M. Hence a factor 
of 91 is in M. 
Case 2. T(9I) is not periodic. There is b£T(91) generating an infinite semi-
group <3. If m is the characteristic of b and (£ is the subring of r(9l) generated by 
b, then m is the characteristic of (E and £=04©.. .©(E t where m=p\1...p"kk is the. 
prime factorization of m (cf. MCCOY [2]). If b=b1 + ...+bk(bi£(ii) and bt generates 
a semigroup under multiplication, then £, is generated by bt and S Q S t X . . . X . 
Hence at least one of <s1; ..., <Zk is infinite. Thus there is d£T(91) of characteristic 
p" where p is a prime and « > 0 such that d generates an infinite semigroup. Let D 
be the subring of 7(91) generated by d. Then p"D=0. We claim that D/pD is 
infinite. If D/pD is finite, then p£> is of finite index in the finitely generated ring 
O. By Lemma 9 pD is finitely generated. But pD is nilpotent and of characteristic 
p"'1. Hence pD is finite and so £> is a finite ring ( | 0 | = |/?0||0//>D|) contradicting 
the assumption that d generates an infinite semigroup. Hence ©//?© is an infinite 
ring of prime characteristic p and is generated by one element. Hence £>//»£) = 
sixZp[x]/J where J is an ideal of xZp[x]. But all ideals of Zp[x] are principal. 
Hence J—x"h{x)Zp[x]. If then every element in xZp[x]/J can be written 
in the form aix+a.1xi +... +arxr where r=n+k — 1, A; = degree of h(x) and 
au ...,ar£Zp. I.e., if h(x)^0 ¡D/pD is finite. Thus D/pD'=xZp[x]^xZ\x\\pxZ[A]. 
This shows that a factor of 91 is in M. 
Lemma 11. Let h(x)£Z[x], h(x)9ix, h(x)?i—x and let h{x) be irreducible. 
h(x) does not divide \ —(xq(x))' for any q{x)£Z[x] and any positive integer t i f f 
|A(0)|>1. 
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Proof . If |A(0)|>1, then h(x)=m + xg(x) where m£Z, |m|>1 and 
g{x)dZ[x]. If h(x)\l-(xq(x))', then 1 -(xq(x))'=h(x)f(x). Thus l - 0 = m / ( 0 ) 
which is impossible if \m\ =-1. Conversely, if h(x)^+x and h(x) is irreducible, 
then h(0)=m^0. If \m\ = l, then Hence /?(*) | l - ( -xg(x)) . 
P roof of Theorem 6. By Lemma 11, L ^ M . By Lemma 4 we need to show 
that every member of M has a factor in L. Let h(x) be an irreducible divisor 
of g(x) where g(x) is not divisible by x, and does not divide 1 —xr for any 
r>0. If h(x)\\ —{xqixff for any ?>0 and q{x)dZ[x], then the ring 
xZ[x]lxh(x)Z[x] is a homomorphic image of xZ [x] /x" g (x) Z [x]. 
If h(x) 11 — (xq(x))f for some i > 0 and q{x)£Z[x], then xq{x)-(xq(x)),+ 1 = 
=h(x)xq{x)f(x). Set I=xh{x)Z[x] and a=xq(x)+I. Then a = a'+1 in xZ[x]/I= 
= 91. Hence a*=e is an idempotent in 91. Further, e is of characteristic 0. If 
me—0 for ffj>0, then mxq(x)dl. Hence h(x)\mq(x). But h(x)\q(x){l — {xq(x))' 
is divisible by h(x). Hence h(x)\m. This is in contradiction with h(x)fl—xr for 
any /•>0 and — for some 0 and q(x)dZ[x]. Hence e generates a 
subring of 91 isomorphic to Z. Thuss 2e generates a subring of 21 isomorphic to 
xZ[x]/x(x—2)Z[x]. Now x—2 is irreducible, |—2|>1. Thus a factor of 
xZ [x]/x" g (x) Z [x] is in L. 
Coro l l a ry 12. A ring 21 is either periodic or a factor 23 o/2l is such that every 
nonzero member generates an infinite semigroup. 
This follows from Theorem 6. If 6£23 = xZ[x]// where I=xh{x)Z[x] and h(x) 
is irreducible and |A(0)|>1, b^O. Thus, b generates an infinite semigroup. Since 
br-br+s=0 iff b=xq(x)+I and (xq(x))r-(xq(x))r+sel Hence 
h(x)\(xq(x)J\l-x(q(x)Y], 
h{x)\{xq(x))r since b^O. Thus /z(x)|l.—(x<?(x))s contradicting Lemma 1.1 
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Strong approximation and generalized Zygmund class 
L. LEINDLER 
1. In a previous paper [6] we generalized some results of imbedding type in 
connection with the strong approximation of Fourier series. In the definition of 
the enlarged Lipschitz class given in [6] we restricted ourselves to functions being 
moduli of continuity. It seems to be more useful to omit this restriction; therefore 
in the present work we give a modified definition of this class, which can also be 
extended to the generalization of the Zygmund class. 
The first aim of this note is to continue the extension of the imbedding rela-
tions to the cases according to the class Lip 1, where there exists a certain gap 
comparing the new results of [6] to the known ones. In order to achieve our goal 
we shall define the concept of the enlarged Zygmund class to be an analogue of the 
modified concept of the enlarged Lipschitz class. 
2. Before formulating the new results we give some definitions, notations and 
theorems. 
Let f(x) be a continuous and 27i-periodic function and let 
be its Fourier series. Denote by s„=sn(x)—sn(f; x) the «-th partial sum of (2.1) 
and let / w denote the r-th derivative of / . For any positive /? and p we define the 
following strong mean 
where || • || denotes the usual maximum norm. 
Let co(5) be a modulus of continuity, i.e. a nondecreasing continuous function 
on the interval [0, 2n] having the properties: co(0)=0, a)(^+¿2)—©(¿J+co^g) 
for any 
Received October 3,1980. 
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Let £„ ( / ) denote the best approximation of / b y trigonometric polynomials 
of order at most n. 
We define the following classes of functions : 
H(fi, p, r, to) := {/: hn(f, fi, p) = O ( l ) j j , 
W'H" := {/: ©(/<'>; g) = 0(<o{5))}, 
(2.2) WrHa In H:= {/: co(/(r); 5) = 0(<u(<5) In 1/5)}, 
W'H* := {/:/ ( r )£Z}, 
Wr(H")*:= {/ : | /W(*+a)4 /M(*- fc ) -2 /M(*) | = 
where Z denotes the Zygmund class (see [9], p. 43), and cu(/; <5) is the modulus of 
continuity of / In the case co(S)=8* we write W'H" and p, r, a) instead 
of WrHd" and H{p, p, r, 8a), respectively; and if r = 0 Ha stays for W°Ha. 
Let Qa (OSaSl ) denote the set of the moduli of continuity co(8)=coa(8) 
having the following properties: 
(i) for any a ' > a there exists a natural number n=fi(a ') such that 
(2.3) 2"a'£oa(2-n-") > 2coa(2~") holds for all n ( S l ) ; 
(ii) for every natural number v there exists a natural number N(v) such that 
(2.4) 2v*a>x(2~"~v) S 2o}x(2~") if n > N{y). 
For any iox£Qa the class Hm* will be called an enlarged Lipschitz class, and 
it will be denoted by Lip GO,; furthermore for any Â G the class (H™1)* will 
be called an enlarged Zygmund class and denoted by Z(cox); i.e. 
(2.5) Lip cox := {/: \f(x+h)-f(x)\ s= Kcoa(h) with coxeQa}, 
(2.6) Z(oh) := {/: \f(x+h)+f(x-h)-2f(x)\ s Koh{h) with co^Qj, 
where K=K(f) is a constant. 
In [2] we proved the following equivalence and imbedding relations: If p and a 
positive numbers, r a nonnegative integer then 
(2.7) H(P,p,r,a) = WrH" for <x<l 
[ if P> (r + a)p 
(2.8) W'H1 c H(P, p, r, 1) = W'H* (a = 1)J 
(2.9) H(fi, p, r, a) c W-H" for a < 11 
f if P = (r+a)P-(2.10) H(fi, p, r, 1) cz W'H* (a = 1)J 
These statements were generalized in [6] as follows: 
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11 
= n J i f ß ^{r+<x)p' 
Let p, a and r be as before and let cox£ Qa. Then 
(2.7') H(ß, p, r, CO = W'H<°. for A <  
(2.8') a H(ß, p, r, coj (a  1) 
(2.90 //(/?, p, r, cDa) c W'H". /o r « < 1 1 
( if ß = ( r+a)p. 
(2.100 H(ß, P, r, cod c W'H<°i In H (a = 1)J 
Comparing these results we see the perfect analogies for a < 1, but for a = l 
there are some differences; e.g. in (2.80 the analogy of the statement H(ß,p, r, 1)= 
= W rH* is missing, furthermore (2.10) and (2.100 have different shape. 
Next, using the concept of the enlarged Zygmund class, we fill up these gaps. 
More precisely we prove the following 
Theorem. Let ß andp be positive numbers, r be a nonnegative integer and let 
ö)1=<ö1(5)eß1. 
Then 
(2.11) H{ß,p,r,cDj=W'(Ha'9* for ß>(r+l)p, 
and 
(2.12) H(ß,p,r,o>J<zW'(H<°iY for ß ^ (r+l)p. 
3. To prove our theorem we require some known results and lemmas. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. For any positive ß andp 
( - 11/P 
(3.1) h„(f, ß, p) ^ K\n-> 2(k+ l / ^ W ) . *> 
l k = 0 J 
This is a consequence of Theorem 1 in [1]. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 (Corollary 2 in [3]). For any positive ß andp 
(3.2) En{f)^Khn(J,ß,P)-
P r o p o s i t i o n 3 ([7, pp. 59 and 61]). For any nonnegative r 
(3.3) J / « ; I ) ^ tffn-i J VEk{f) + 2 
\ n/ l k=-l k=n + l > 
Lemma 1 (Lemma 3 of [4]). For any nonnegative sequence {a„} the inequality 
m 
(3.4) 2 an — Kam (m = 1, 2, . . . ; K 0) n=1 
*) K , K l t . . . denote positive constants not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
5 
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holds if and only if there exist a positive number c and a natural number p. such that 
for any n 
<*n+i>ca„ and an+ll=-2an. 
L e m m a 2 (Lemma 2 of [6]). Condition (3.4) implies that for any positive p 
m 
(3.5) Z o ' n ^ K t a i n= 1 
also holds. 
4. P r o o f of Theorem. First we prove that for any positive /3, p and for any 
nonnegative r the relation 
(4.1) H(Ji, p, r, coo) c lVr(Hai)* 
holds. 
Assuming that f£H(f},p,r,cOi) we get that 
hm(f,p,p) = Kn~'(o1{l/n). 
Hence, by (3.2), the estimate 




K(x) = - Z h(x) n k=n+1 
and 
Un(x) = V2n(x)-V2n-,(x) (n = 0, 1, ...; W2-,(x) = 0), 
then, by (2.4) and (4.2), we obtain that 
(4.3) f(x) = 2 Unix) and fr){x)= 2UP(x)-
n=0 . n=0 
in the proof of the last statement we also used the following well-known inequalities 
(4.4) \ U n ( x ) \ ^ ^ - ' W ) and \ U ^ i x ) \ ^ K 2 " r max | i/„(x)|. 
By (4.3) we obtain that 
f ' \ x + h)+f"\x-h)-2p'\x) = 2 {Uin')ix + h)+ U^ix-h)-2U^ix)} = 
? l = 0 
We split the sum 2 o into two parts by the index fi given by the inequalities 
2 - " < / t ^ 2 - " + \ i.e. 
2o= 2 + 2 =2i+2*-
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The terms of 2B do not exceed 4-max so, by (2.4), (4.2) and (4.4), 
the following inequalities 
\2s\ = K 2 ®i(2-") ^ J W 2 - " ) 
n = / i + l 
hold. 
By the mean-value theorem and arguing as before 
\2i\ ^Kh2 ¿max|C/n(r+2>(x)| = K^ 222n(oi{2~n). 
n=0 n=0 
Here the last sum, by (2.3) and Lemma 1, has the same magnitude as its last 
term, whence 
\2i\ ^ K2h2-2^(0,(2-") ^ ^ 3«i(2-") . 
Collecting our partial results we obtain that 
|/w(x+h) +/(r)(x-h)-2/«(x)| ^ K^ih), 
which proves that /£ W T {H^f \ and this verifies (4.1) and (2.12). 
In order to prove (2.11), in respect to (4.1), it is enough to show that if 
ß>(r+\)p then 
(4.5) W'(H°>)*c:H(ß,p,r,(o1) 
or equivalently that any / £ Wr(Hai)* also belongs to H(ß,p, r, coJ. 
The proof of this statement will be similar to that of the first result proved by 
Zygmund for the original Zygmund's class. 
Let us define the moving average of / as usual: 
/ « t o = f f(x + t)dt. 
— Ö 
It is known (see e.g. [9] pp. 117—119) that i f / h a s A: continuous derivatives then 
/¿has k+1 such derivatives, furthermore 
(4.6) ^ . • » M - ^ y » - " . 
Let fit denote the moving average of fs, and let 
g t o =/(*)-/««(*)• 
Then, by (4.6) and f d W ( H a i ) * , we have the following statements: 
m + 2 ) ( x ) \ = (2<5) ~11//"+r) (x+<5) —//'+11 ( x — | = (45*)-1\f"(x+28) + 
[ +/">(x-23)-2/<'>(*) | • Kö-2o),(<5), 
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whence, using the following well-known inequality 
(4.7) E„(<P) = Ak max \cp'k\x)\n-\ 
we obtain that 
(4.8) En(fis) = K1n~r~25~2a>1(8). 
A standard but not quite short calculation gives 
(4.9) 
6 6 1 2 6 I o o za
/«(*)= a« f f f ( x + u + v)dudv = — / {f(x+t)+f(x-t)}(25-t)dt. 
-3 -i 0 
Since the operation 8 commutes with differentiation, by (4.9) and / 6 fV r(ffmi)*, 
we get 
2» 
lg(r)(*)l = = ( 4 < 5 2 ) / { / « ( x + / ) + /*>( .V-0-2/W(*)}X 
0 
X (2(5—i) dt\ si ^2^ (5 ) . 
Hence, using (4.7), we obtain that 
(4.10) E M ^ K t n - ' v ^ y , 
and setting S=n~1 (4.8) and (4.10) give that 
(4.11) En(f) 5= Ea(fi5)+En(g) S ^ n - ^ ( 1 ) . 
Next we prove that (4.11) implies that f£H(fi,p, r, a^) assuming /?>(r+l)/7. 
(3.1) and (4.11) give that 
hnif, P,p) ^ K[n-» ¿(/c+l)"-^"^ (1)} " ^ 
{log n -l
1^ 
n-O 2 2m^~rp)a>^(2~m)\ . m — 1 ) 
Using Lemma 1 and 2, on account of (2.3) and ji>{r+l)p, the sum above has 
the same magnitude as its last term, consequently 
hn{f, P, P) ^ K2n ~'oh (1) 
holds, and this means that f£H(P,p, r, co 
Thus the proof is complete. 
5. Finally we make some remarks in connection with the following two classes 
of functions: 
E? := {/: E„(f) = O (n (1 ) )} , W'E" := {/: E„(f «) = O [to . 
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These classes have already been investigated in [5]. Now we show that if 
co=coa£i2„, i.e. if Hm"—Lip coa is an enlarged Lipschitz class, then for 0 < a < l 
these classes coincide with the class WrHa«, and if a = l then they coincide with 
fVr(Ha>)*. 
By the following known estimates (see [8], p. 308) 
£„(/) KCD ( / ; 1 ) and En(f)^Kn~'En(f") 
the imbedding relations 
(5.1) W'Ha c WrEa c E? 
obviously hold for any modulus of continuity. 
In order to prove our first statement it is enough to show that if cox£ Qa and 
0 < a < l then 
(5.2) Ef'C.Wr Hm>, 
or equivalently, that 
(5.3) = 
implies / € WrHm'. 
To prove (5.2) we use Proposition 3 and conditions (2.3) and (2.4). Then we 
obtain that 
{1 log n ~ ^ - 2 2 \ ( 2 - ) + 2 ®«(2- r a)[s ft m = l m=log n J 
The last estimate shows that / 6 W H a " , i.e. (5.2) is proved. 
The imbedding relations (5.1) and (5.2) immediately yield the following 
P ropos i t i on 4. Let coa£i2X and 0 < a < l . Then the following function classes 
E?% WrEm" and W'HW• coincide, i.e. 
(5.4) E?" : W'E"' = WrHa«. 
If a = l then E^ and fVrE^ coincide with W'{H^)*. Namely f£E^ 
implies, by the following known estimate (see [8], p. 303) 
£„(/<'>) s * ( « ' £ „ ( / ) + 2 v - 1 ^ / ) ) 
^ v=n + l ' 
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and by (2.4), that 
£„(/('») 
i.e. / also belongs to W E 0 1 , consequently 
(5.5) E r c WrEmK 
To prove the coincidence of the classes E f l and Wr(Hœi)* we use our new 
theorem. Namely if ß>(r+l)p then Wr(Hai)* coincides with H(ß,p, r, cuj, so 
it is enough to show that E™1 = H(ß, p, r, coj) (ß>(r + l)p). In virtue of Proposi-
tion 2 the imbedding relation 
(5.6) H(ß, p, r, ca) c E™ 
is obvious for any modulus of continuity. Therefore we have to verify 1 
(5.7) Er c: H(ß, p, r, coj for /? > ( r + l)p. 
The assumption fÇE?1 implies that 
s Ah- 'dh (•£•), 
whence, by (3.1), (3.5), (2.3) and ß>(r+l)p, arguing as at the end of the proof 
of Theorem, we obtain that 
hn(J, ß, P) ^ *i{n-e i (fe + 1 y-lk-">a>l (1)} ^ 
S K À n - t 2m«,-p*>cö?(2-m)} Ä Ksn-co! ( - ) . 
I m=0 ) \n) 
This shows that f£H(ß,p, r, coO, i.e. (5.7) is verified. 
Summing up, by (2.11), (5.1), (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7), we get 
P r o p o s i t i o n 5 . If u>1£Q1 then 
(5.8) E^ = WrEWl = Wr(H°")*. 
We mention that Proposition 4 and 5 have a certain intersection with Corol-
lary of [5]. 
Considering all of the imbedding relations proved or mentioned in this paper 
we obtain the following 
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S u m m a r i z a t i o n . Let p and a be positive numbers and r be a nonnegative 
integer. Then 
(5.9) H{ß, p, r, coJ = WrHm' = WrEm" = Era" for a < 11 
(5.10) WH"1 c Hiß, p, r, co^) = W'iH'0'-)* = WrE<°1 EE E?1 for a = lJ 
and ß > (r+a) p, 
(5.11) Hiß, p, r, coj c WrHa- = WrEm' = Er<°' for a < 11 
> and ß = ( r+a)p. 
(5.12) Hiß, p, r, cod c W'iH^f = WrE°>i = E^ for a = 1J 
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Über die absolute Summierbarkeit der Orthogonalreihen 
L. LEINDLER und H. SCHWINN 
Einleitung 
Für Orthogonalreihen (OR) 2 "»"ivWi wo {av} eine reelle Zahlenfolge und 
v = 0 
{<pv(x)} ein im Intervall (0,1) orthonormiertes Funktionensystem (ONS) ist, sind 
die (C, a)-Mittel ( a > - l ) definiert durch 
(*) = 1W 1 Ai- v ßv <P* (*) (» = 0,1, . . . ) 
A n V = 0 
mit • D' e gegebene OR heißt |C, a|-summierbar, wenn in (0,1) 
i k ^ M - ^ x ) ! 
n=0 
gilt. (Die betreffenden Konvergenzaussagen sind stets im Sinne „fast überall" zu 
verstehen.) 
K. TANDORI [4] hat folgendes Kriterium nachgewiesen : 
Satz A. Damit die OR 2 ^n'PnW für jedes ONS {(pn(x)} |C, \\-summierbar 
n = 0 
ist, ist die Bedingung 
CO ( 2m + 1 I1'2 
(1) 2 2 «ü m = 0 ln=2m + l > 
notwendig und hinreichend. 
Später hat der erste der Verfasser in [1] (Satz I) gezeigt, daß (1) auch für die 
|C, oc|-Summierbarkeit von OR im Falle oc>-4 eine notwendige und hinreichende 
Eingegangen am 29. Dezember 1980. 
Diese Arbeit wurde verfaßt, während der erste Autor als Gastprofessor mit Unterstützung; 
der Deutschen Forschungsgemeinschaft am Mathematischen Institut Gießen arbeitete. 
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Bedingung im oben genannten Sinne abgibt. Er hat dort ferner folgende Sätze 
bewiesen (Satz II, Satz IV). 
eo 
Satz B. Damit die OR 2 an<Pn(x) für jedes ONS \C, a\-summierbar ist, ist 
n = 0 
oo r 2m + 1 11/2 1 
(2) 2 an\ im Falle a = —, bzw. 
m = 0 tn=2m+l ) 2 
oo f 2 m + l ' i 1 ' 2 1 
(3) 2 2m/2(1-2*M 2 im Falle - l < a < T m = 0 2m +1 •»' 2 
eine hinreichende Bedingung. Für monotone Koeffizientenfolgen sind (2) bzw. (3) 
auch notwendig, falls die Summierbarkeit für alle ONS {<p„(x)} gefordert wird. 
Satz C. Es gelte und O^a. Dann gibt es eine nichtnegative Koeffi-
zisntenfolge {dn} derart, daß 
oo f 2m + 1 "l1'2 
2K\ 2 düf =-
m = 0 ln=2m+ > 
gilt, die OR 2dn9n(x) aber trotzdem für jedes ONS \C, a.\-summierbar ist. 
n = o 
Satz C besagt auch, daß (2) bzw. (3) keine notwendigen Bedingungen für die 
|C, a|-Summierbarkeit von OR sein können. Es stellt sich die Frage, 
ob durch eine geeignetere, feinere Koeffizienten-Paketierung als durch die Folge 
{2m} in (2) und (3) die Faktoren fm bzw. 2m/2(1_2°° weggelassen werden können, 
ohne die Aussage des Satzes einzuschränken. Auf diesem Wege konnte folgendes 
Ergebnis von V. A. SPEVAKOV und A. B. KUDRYAVTSEV [3] über die absolute Euler-
Summierbarkeit verbessert werden. 
Satz D. Falls 
2< + l l1/2 oo . f '  l V 
22ili\ 2 <*l\ /=0 ln=2! + l > 
1 
ist 2 Cn<Pn(x) i 
auch notwendig, damit 2 an<Pn(.x) für alle ONS {(pn(x)} 
-summierbar. Diese Bedingung ist für monoton fallende {|a„|} 
_ \<PnW Jur alte UJN5 {<PNW) 1 
n = 0 
Der zweite Verfasser hat in [2] gezeigt: 
-summierbar ist. 
Satz E. Die OR 2 an<Pn(x) ¡st genau dann für jedes ONS {<?>„(x)} \E,q\-
n = o 
summierbar (0<<7<1), falls 
OO |-(I+L)2_L ->1/2 • f(/+1) -1 V 
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Auch für die (C, a)-Verfahren können wir zeigen: 
oo 
Satz. Damit die OR 2 ön<Pn(X) für jedes ONS \C, a\-summierbar ist, ist*) 
)1/2 1 
(4) 2 \ 2 an\ im Falle <x = y , bzw. 
„ r 2ym+I I1 
" = ° W m + 1 J 
~ f (m + l)l/(l-2«» 11/2 1 
(5) 2 \ 2 a2„\ < » i m M e ( ) - = § « < -
eine hinreichende Bedingung. 
Bemerkung 1. Sind Bedingungen (2) bzw. (3) erfüllt, so auch (4) bzw. (5). 
Z. B. folgt für <*—y mit der Hölderschen Ungleichung 
i I 1 ' 2 oo№ + l )3 - l f l ^ 2 oo _ f 2fc + 1 1 1 / 2 
_ _ 2 ] _ 
OO f  + l 1 
2 { = . 2 : { 2 4 ^ 2 № \ n 2 + / ] 
Bemerkung 2. Falls {|a„|} monoton fallend ist, sind (2) und (4) (bzw. (3) 
und (5)) äquivalent. Deshalb sind in diesem Fall nach Satz B auch (4) und (5) 
notwendige Bedingungen. Die Äquivalenz gilt nicht für beliebige {a„}. Die erste 
Aussage kann elementar gezeigt werden. Für die Nichtäquivalenz kann im Falle 
a = y das Beispiel dienen: 
a¡ = m~B/i falls i = 2m+1, a¡ = 0 sonst. 
Bemerkung 3. Die Bedingung (4) ist im allgemeinen nicht notwendig, damit 
1 •summierbar ist; denn es existiert eine 2a„(pn(x) für jedes ONS {<?„(*)} 
(nichtmonotone) Koeffizientenfolge {a„}, die (4) nicht genügt, wobei aber 2 an'Pn(x) 
C ' 2 
für jedes ONS {cp„(x)} <4 -summierbar ist. (Zur Vollständigkeit geben wir unten 
einen ausführlichen Beweis an.) 
b 
*) Für o,¿>€R bedeutet E ...= E 
it—a 
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§ 1. Beweis des Satzes 
I. Falls et—0, lautet (5) 2 | u n d die Behauptung folgt sofort. 
n = 0 
II. Wir setzen nun a > 0 voraus. Für die Darstellung 
" 1 
<+i(x)-ax„(x) = 2Ln°la,<Pv(x) + a*+i<Pn+i(x) 
v = 0 S*n + 1 
gilt bekanntlich 
<*»(«) ( " + 1 „ ~ r l v ^ ra * w ( W + U ) a " l v < « — 1 u n d 
Mit den Folgen 




i üÄii l1 '2 
4.(«) = 2 «V2 lv=/i<J>+l J 
erhalten wir dann für ein festes a ^ O c a ^ - l j m i t nm=fi(°p, km=k(*\ Am=An 
IM := 2 / l a ß i 00 - Wl dx == 2 "T f (*) - toi dx ^ 
n= 2 Q m=Q n=/im+l q 
- , f + l * l1/2 
s 2 2 f №Mx)-oP(x)fdx\ = 
m = 0 ln=|im + l , f i 
» + i • a2 l1 '2 
= 2 » ^ 2 -m = 0 ln=,im+lv=0 (^i + l) ) 
~ , f /«m + 1 " (n J-1_V-»2«-2V2 l1/2 ~ 1/JT 
2 2 v «i m = 0 ln=^m+lv=0 " J m=0 /im 
Für OL—y gilt nach dem Mittelwertsatz ( ^ T m / w + T ) 
(7) = 2 ^ - 2 ^ = _ ^ C ^ ß 
2 ym + l + Vm fm 
u n d f ü r 0 < O I < 1 bes teh t 
2 
km = (m +1)1/(1 ~2a) — m1/(1 ~2a) S C'm2*«1-2*), 
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womit 
(8) 
2 ^ A m = 0{ 1) 
1 = 0 Um 
2 l / r ^( log / i m + 1 ) 1 / M m = 0(1) (a = 1 ) t = 0 r ßm 
folgt. Damit ergibt sich weiter 
~ f "m + l "k + 1 (n+l —Vi2"-2 
/(a) ^ Q 2 \km 2 2 2 { „J! v^H 
m=0 n=ji„+U=0 " 
"m f n . 1 _v)2a-2 f. + iV2 
+ 2 ( v2ai+ ^ ( v2«2 +0 (1 ) s V=fm-1+1 n v=„m+l n ) 
^ r v / t - v+ 1 v 2 V (tt + l -v ) 2 *- 2 2 211/2 = Ci 2 2 2 2 — — v a*\ m = 0 <• n=/i„ + llc = 0 v=u^+l " > 
+ 
- f fm + l C„+l_v)2o:-2 -|l/2 
+ Q 2 k 2 2 „ J s V2a? 
m=0 l n ) 
~f i'rn + i « ( n + l — v)2®-2 l1'2 +Ci 2 2 M2a+2—V2a? +0(1) := + 2i'y+ 2P+0(1). m = 0l t> = ttm+lv=ßm + l Tl ) 
Wieder gilt mit (8) 2 S ! Ö + 2 B , ) < 0 0 - Deshalb bleibt noch zu zeigen 
(9) 
(I) Der Fall a = —. Hier erhalten wir 
~ ( "m + l m—2 „2 l1'2 
2 i 1 / 2 ) ^ c 2 2 U m 2 2 - Ä + I ) " 1 ^ ^ m = 0 l n=ilm + l)t=0 » 
f k + yl CO W 
2 + 2 - ^ ( ^ - Ä + X ) - 1 ' 2 -
*=0 V/n=*+2 m=k + Yk+l' "m 
Für Yk + 1 erhalten wir wegen 
mit (7) 
(10) 2 c 4 f =k+K* + l m=k + l F rnT.' 2'* 
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Für k + 2 ^ m ^ k + ] f k gilt wegen 2)W*/2/* SC 6 und 
(11) A I . - Ä « = ( m - f c - l Ä 2 f i S 2 ^ fc < C -= m: 
2 VC Kk 
2 - ^ ( ^ - / ^ - ^ C s - ^ p 2" 
Dies liefert mit (10) 
womit (9) im Falle nachgewiesen ist. 
2 
(II) Der Fall 0 < a < — . Aufgrund von km^C10m1~2' gilt hier 
® f I + l m - 2 Plc + 1 I 1 ' 2 
2 2 2 («+ i -v ) 2 a - 2 v 2 a? s 
m = 0 lf»m n=/im + l * = 0 v=/ifc-f-l 1 
~ f 2(a —1) m-2 /it+1 -.1/2 (12) . S C 1 2 2 m 1 - 2 " 2 / 4 2 ( ^ - v ) 2 1 - 2 « 2 s m = 0 1 4 = 0 v=ut+l 
^ /  
_ n + 1 —v)2a_2v2a2 
=pfc+i 
~ f 2(a —1) m-2 /ifc+1 -|l/2 
" 2 " " " 
c,2 ¿ A f t 2 (^ , -Ä+I)*- 1-* = 0 m = * + 2 
Wegen fim—nk+1^C13(m—k)k1~2:' erhalten wir 
2k «-1 2a(a-l) 2t a-1 
2 m ^ i H m - P k + i Y - 1 ^ Cuk*-2* 2 m ^ i m - k y - 1 ^ m=k+2 m=k+2 
2a(g-l) g-1 -1 
S C15fc !-2" +i-2*"ra = Ctfk1-2*; 
Oö g-1 2a(i-l) oo g-1 -1 
2 + 2 tn1-2*mx-1 C^k1-2*. m = 2* + l m=2t + l 
Die beiden letzten Aussagen ergeben nach (12) die Beziehung (9) auch für 
0 < a < y . Der Satz von B. Levi liefert dann für die Aussage des Satzes. 
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§ 2. Beweis der Bemerkung 3 
Wir setzen mit f im=[2/^] *) 
ak = 0 für k fim (m — 1,2,. . .) und k = nm, m = 0, 1, 2, ..., 15; 
= 0- + 1 ) ( i + 1)3 f ü r ¿ = 4 , 5 , . . . ; j = 0 , l , . . . , 2 i . 
Dann gilt 
- f Mm + 1 l 1 / 2 ~ =»(¡ + « » - 1 CO , 
2 \ 2 4 = 2 K J = Z m=0 *-n=/lm + l ' m = 0 i= 1 m=i2 1=5 * 
d.h. (4) ist verletzt. Wir zeigen, daß jedoch 2 an'Pn(x) für jedes ONS {<p„(x)} 
11 = 0 
-summierbar ist. Diese Behauptung folgt sofort, falls C ' 2 
(13) 2 / 
" = l0 
nachgewiesen ist. 
Es sei im folgenden ( / i i 2=)2 i^n<2'+ 1(=^ ( ; + 1 ) 2) (z'^4), etwa 
für ein j mit /2^y'<(/+l)2 . Wir betrachten dann (vgl. § 1) 
/„ := / k<1/2)(*)-«(*)| dx - ^ 
f ' w2 11/2 
L= 0 n 3 (n -^ i m +l ) ""J 
1/2 f (2_i „2 „2 
+ Ä *r ( f - f f - 1 r I J ' V V 
~ H l ^ o n3(n-/ im + l)J + n3(n-/ im + l)J 
\m%* n 3 ( n - ^ m + l ) "mJ + l n 3 ( n - ^ . + l)J J 
(14) =:/r2(/<1> + /<2> + / f ) + / ^ ) 
(dabei sei 7„(3):=0, falls y=/2). 
(I) Wir erhalten zuerst für 7® wegen n—/im + l s 2 ' _ 1 
K [ i-2 (<1 + 1)2-1 ->1/2 K i—2 № + 1)2-1 l1'2 
l lfc=0 m=k2 > £ t=0 l m=k2 > 
*) [a] bezeichnet den ganzen Teil von a. 
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und 
f(*+i)s-i I1/2 CO CO 2' + >-l oo 1 1-2 f(* + l)s-l "I1'2 
2 = 2 2 2 a ü ^ 
n=l f=0 n=2 1=0 fc = 0 l m=ics j 
oo r(* + i)S_i il/2 co i (15) 2 «L 2» 2 
da 
y f + y ~ \ 2 f -
k=ol „ Ä '"J ~ . f o l ( m - k 2 + l ) ( f c + l ) 3 J " A \ f i k3'2 • 
(II) Ähnliche wie in (11) erhalten wir bei /n(2) für (/ - 1 ) 2 ^ w < /2 (z +1)2 
(i2 —m) -
und mit = O ( y ) (i2 < j < (i + 1)2) 
2'+l (i+l)»-l + i K (/+1)2-1 HJ + 1-1 f i>-1 „2 -»1/2 
2 7«(2) = 2 z e ^ - j k z 2 { 2 — s 
n = 2 ( j = i s n~fi 1 j=i2 n = / j . I m = ( / - 1 ) 2 n + 1 — / / „ • » 
(16) 
+ - 1 1 11/2 
- 2"2 & 1 . 4 m = £ 1 ) a 2 ^ ( i 2 - m ) ' ( r n - ( i - l ) 2 + l ) i 3 J " 
— 2' • i3/2 ' i jti» U=o (2/— 1 — k)(k + 1) J -
s if7(2t + l) i V 1 f 1 1 \1/2 ^ 
i2 U t i 2i 1 2 i - l — fc + f c + l j - ¡3/2 • 
(III) Für 7® erhalten wir analog 
2< + 1 - l "(l + l)2-1 (i+l)2-l/J. + 1 - l ( j - 1 2 11/2 
2 / < 3 ) = 2 2 2 1 2 — | -
i 9 1 ^ 1 l 1 ' 2 Ä 
- 2i/2 j J = i f + 1 O ' -m) (m —i2 + l)(i + l)3J ~ 
(17) 
~ f i J-fti U=0 (fc + l ) 0 - ( i 2 + /c))(« + l)3J -
^ K u « ^ - ' n - ' 1 ( 1 1 n 1 / 2 ^ g „ / l n 2 i 
~ <2 y - f t i I ä j ' - i 2 + l l k+1 j-P-k)) ~ i™ ' 
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(IV) Schließlich gilt 
2. W * §k X 2 K »=2' 2 j=p n=/iy j / n + 1 - ^ 
' -1 Pj+l-
(18) = w Z M 2 
jr (/+i)s-i /ij+i-i 1 fc (i+i)»-i 
# i ä i m ^ r ^ i â 
~ 2 ' / 2 7 i 3=fl l o + i - i 2 ) 0 ' + i ) 3 i ~ i'3/2 ' 
(V) Nach (15), (16), (17) und (18) gilt 
n = l 
womit (vgl. (14)) (13) und die aufgestellte Behauptung bewiesen ist. 
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Jordan models and diagonalization of the characteristic function 
VLADIMIR MOLLER 
Introduction 
The study of Jordan models of some classes of operators on an infinite-dimen-
sional Hilbert space was started by B . SZ.-NAGY and C . FOIA§ in [8], where the exist-
ence of Jordan model was proved for C0 contractions with finite defect indices. 
This result was generalized in [1] for general C0 contractions. 
Another approach to these questions is to use some sort of diagonalization of 
the characteristic function. This method which was developed by E. A . NORDGREN 
and B. MOORE III in [4], [10] has the advantage that it gives also some description 
of the functions appearing in Jordan models. Extensions and further applications 
of this approach were given in [9], [6] and [5]. 
The aim of this paper is to continue these investigations. In the first section 
we deal with C.0 contractions (i.e. T*"-~0 strongly) and show what remains valid 
from the Jordan model in the general case. 
In the second section we give a new proof of the existence of Jordan models 
for general C0 contractions (see [1]). In the same time we prove again relations for 
the functions appearing in the Jordan model (see [5]). 
We use the usual notation (see [6], [7]). By E„ (0¿HS«>) we denote the «-dimen-
sional complex Hilbert space. J({m,n) ( l ^ m , means the set of all mXn 
matrices A=(atj) over H°° for which the corresponding analytic operator valued 
function (£„, Em, A) is bounded, i.e. M(A)|| S.K for some constant Kindependent 
of k on the open unit disc D. Instead of Jt(n, n) we also write shortly M{n). 
For AdJi(pi, n) and a natural number /•^min (m, n) we define 3>r(A) as 
the largest common inner divisor of all minors of A of order r. The invariant fac-
tors Sr{A) are defined by <?1(A)=3>1(A) and gr(A)=@M)l@r-M) for 
(we put #r(A)=0 if ®r(A)=Q). 
Received July 19, 1980. 
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For A£M(m, n) inner we define the operator S(/l) on the Hilbert space § (A)= 
=H\EJQAH\E„) b y S(A)U=P&A)(;M). 
If T is an operator on § and T' is an operator on we write T-< T if there 
exists an injective operator X: such that XT= T' X. If X can be chosen 
such that X5>=& we write T< T'. T and T' are called quasisimilar ( r ~ 7") if 
T<T' and T'<T. 
I. 
We start with the following version of a lemma of M. SHERMAN (the proof is 
the same as in [6]). 
Lemma 1. Let h£H°°, a>1; a>2, inner, e>0. Then there exists a com-
plex number x, |x|<s suchthat {h+x) f\03j = \ 0 = 1, 2, ...). 
Lemma 2 is an easy modification of the Main Lemma of [6]: 
Lemma 2. Let fik£H°°, i,k—1,2, ... , \fik\^M for some constant M. Let 
hJ}h2, satisfy 2 \hi{^)\ = M' where M'is a constant independent of ¡=i 
Let (Ox, coz, be inner and e>0. Then there exist complex numbers xx, x2, ... 
suchthat (Ai+xjAio^l 0=1, 2, ...) and 2(K+x^fik=\ /\ / J r ; , 
£ = 1 * = 1 U = 1 ) 
where rt!\(o}=l for i,j= 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Proof . By Lemma 1 we can find an x ^ C , <e/2 suchthat (/rx+x1)Ao)J = l 
for 7 = 1 , 2 , h x + X x ^ O and (hx+x jAf i i Z =l ( /=1,2, . . . ) . For t = l , 2 , ... 
OO OP OO 
denote gi=(h1+x1)fiil+ 2 hfik- Obviously and glA A fik= A By k = 2 k = 2 * = 1 
the Main Lemma of [6] applied to the functions gjd^, fjd-, where dt= f\ fik <*> t=i • 
there exists a sequence of complex numbers x3, ... such that 2 l*>l<e/2 and 
gi+ 2 *kfik=is, A A /»] r i = \ A A ) rt where rf Aco~ 1 (/, j= 1, 2,. . .) . At the k = 2 V * = 2 J U = 1 J 
same time 
+ 2*k A = 2 (hit + xk)fik • fc=2 Jt=l 
Lemma 3 is a modification of Theorem 1, [6]. 
Lemma 3. Let AfJl(m, n), 1 Let ö)1( tua, ... €H°° be inner. Then 
there exists (p£H°°, <pf\(Oj=l 0 = 1 , 2 , ...) and A£Jt(m), A£Jt(ri) having the 
scalar multiple cp such that AA=AB, where B has the form 2?=diag (&x(A), A^), 
Ax£Ji(m-l,n-l) and #x(A)\Ax. 
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Moreover if {A,} is a sequence offunctions from H°° satisfying 2 I hi W\=M 
i = J 
for some constant M independent on A££> and e>0, then we can choose A, A and 
B in such a way that the first column {gj"=1 of the matrix A satisfies the relation 
i=l 
Lemma 3 differs from Theorem 1, [6] only in the last statement. The proof 
proceeds in the same way as in [6] using Lemma 2 instead of the Main lemma of 
[6]. Therefore we omit it. 
The last statement will be used in the second section only. 
Lemma 4. Let A, B£^it(m, n), l s m , « ^ » , let AdJi(m) and A€^((n) 
have a scalar multiple cpdH" i.e. AA"=AaA—(pIm, AAa=AaA=(pIn for some 
Aa£Jt(m), A*£Jt(n). Let AA = AB and let B have the form J?=diag (^(A), AJ, 
Ax^Jtim — 1, « — 1), ^1(A)\A1 (i.e. we have the situation from the previous lemma). 
Then for every integer k, 2=k^mm (m, n) we have 
^ M - i C ^ V 1 - 1 and V - 1 -
Proof . It holds <pA=ABAa, q>B=AaAA. The Cauchy—Binet multiplication 
rule implies @k(A)=0 if and only if @k(B)=0. Further, if ®k(A), 3>k(B)^0 
it holds 
®M)\<p*®k(B), ®k(B)\q>k%(A). 
Clearly @k(B)=@1(A)for k^2. Hence 
= ^(A) cp"-1)^) • 
• fy-iVD ^ " V ^ - i O m - i ^ i ) ( p ^ - ^ - M J = V2"-1- Similarly, 
sk-Md = = 
Lemma 5. Let A,B£Ji(m,ri), 1 Ad-Mijn), AdJtiji), AA=AB. 
Let A, A have a scalar multiple q>£H°°. Let A = AtAe, B=BiBe be the canonical 
inner-outer factorizations of A and B, i.e. Ae£J((k, h), Be£Jt(k', n) are outer, 
A£Jf(m,k), B£J((m,k') inner functions. Define the operator X: §(.6;) —§(v4f) 
by Xu=P6iAt)Au (w<E§(£,.)). Then 
1) S(Aj)X — XS(Bi), and 2) p(5(£,)|9t) = 0 where 91 = Ker X. 
324' - . • • - • • • V. M Oiler-:'. • • •••• •• .••:,!.: :'...->„ 
.. I 
Remark . Let <p=l. Then conditions 1, 2 mean Por a/gen-
eral function /7™ these conditions are a weakening of that relation.. 
P roof of Lemma 5. First we prove P ^ ^ A B ^ — 0 - for every wéH^iÉ^). 
As Be is an outer function the set BeH2(En) is dense in H2{Ek.). So we can sup-
pose w=Bcw' for some w'£H2(En) and usé the continuity of the mapping P^A)ABt. 
Then 
P^ABiW = PzWABw'- = Ps(Ai)AAW' = PHAi)AiAéAw' = 0. 
Let now w£§(5,)- Then we have (for some w£H2(Ek), w'£H2(Ek)) 
S{A,)Xu = Pb(AÙU+P^Al)Au = P^At)U+Au+P&iAl)U+AiW '=" 
= PUAl)AU+u = P^APuBjU+u+P^jABiw' = XS(Bi)u . 
(where U+ 
is the operator of multiplication by the identical function in the spaces 
H2(Em) and H2(Ek), respectively). 
Let we§CBf), Xu=0 i.e. u ^ H 2 ^ . Then <pu=AaAu£AaA,H2(Ek). It holds 
(p{S{B^)u=PUBd{(pu)£PmùAaA iH2{E^. So it is sufficient to prove P ^ ^ ^ . w ^ O 
for each w£H2(Ek). As AeH2(E„) is dense in H2(Ek) we may assume w—Aew' 
for some w'£H2(E„). Then • ! . • = P^A'Aw' = Pm)BAaw' = Pmi)BiBeAaw' = 0. : 
Lemma 6. Let let Ar£Ji(jn—r,n—r) for + A0=A 
inner. Let BrÇ_Jt(m — r,n—r) (0Sr<«) such that j9r=diag (sr> Ar+1) where' 
sr€H~ is inner and ArAr=ArBr for some Ar£Jl(m — r), Ar£Ji(n — r) having a 
scalar multiple (prÇ_H°°. Let further tr£H°° (1 +1) satisfy i,]^-! and 
trf\(p.= \ 1, Then 
© S(tj) < S(A). J=1 
Proof . As A0 is inner it holds m^n. Let Ar = AnAre, Br = BriBre be the 
canonical inner-outer factorizations of Ar and Br, respectively. Then Bri= 
=diag'(s r, Ar+lti), 5 r e =diag( l , /f r+1,e). Define the operators X,: §>(Bri)^§f(Ari) 
by X,=Ps(Ari)A,\d(Bri) (O^r^n). We have XrS(Br.) = S(Ari)Xr by Lemma 5. 
For 0 S r < n define the operators Z r: §0 r + 1 )—§( j r ) by Z r u = P ^ s ) ( — r "I = 
' j • * v'r+l 
=——u (uÇSj(tr+1)). It is easy to see that ZrS(tr+1) = S(sr)Zr and Z, is an injec-{r+1 
tive operator (in fact it is an isometry). The. situation is shown in the following 
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diagram: 
S(i r+1), s c o 
© = <b(Bid^ SCAD 
Z V r + l J 
Define further the operators §>(tr+1)—§(/4) by iF r=Z0A'1 . . .Z rZ r (we con-
sider the spaces $>(ir) and %>(Ar+lii) as subspaces of £j(.Bri)). Obviously 
WrS(tr+1)=S(A)fVr. Let TdJt{n\ r = d i a g ( h , /„,...), § ( 7 ) = © £(/,), 5 ( T ) = i=i 
= © S(f,). Define the operator S C O - S O O by w i © m/| = 
j= 1 / y'=l 
where a J _ 1 = m a x | l , max {||Zfc...A'J_1ZJ_I|| |fc=0, 1}}. As 
¿ C / ' - V l l W - i l l ) 1 ^ 
the definition of PF is correct and W is a bounded operator. Further PFS'(2,) = 
= S( /0W. 
It suffices to prove that IF is injective. Suppose on the contrary that Wu=0 
n 
for some u= © uJt Ujd§>(tj)- Let k be the minimal integer with uk^0. 
To simplify the notation denote u'j=j_1aJ-lJZ7._1MJ-, MJ£§(.S,7_1). We have 
0 = 2 ^ - = ••• ^ - i < + i ••• ^ - i ) ^ - = j=k j=k+l 
={X0...Xk_d(u'k+w) where ife§{sk_w = 2 X^.-X^u), w€S(4«). So 
X1...Jirfc_1(M^+w)€Ker X0 and by Lemma 5 
0 = ^ ) ^ . . . ^ + » ) = , 
= X1cp0{S(Bli))X2...Xk_1(u'k + w)=...= . ' , 
= X1...Xk.1<p0 (S(Bk^,d)(ui + w). 
Hence Z2...X|fc_1<ii)0(5'(j5fc_lii))(Mi+w)6KerX± and repeating the same argument 
as before we get finally 
As u'kd$)(sk_1), w£i)(Aki) and both these subspaces are reducing with respect to 
S(Bk_2 J we have also 
(<Po-<Pk-d(S(Bk-ltl))u'k = 0. 
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On the other hand 
As itA(9>o-"iPt-i)—1> necessarily The operator Z t _ ! being injective we 
conclude uk=0, a contradiction. 
T h e o r e m 7. Ze/ T£C.0 (i.e. r*"-0 strongly) and n=dT, m=8T* be the 
defect indices of T. Then 
© S{Sj(A)) < T 
I 
where A£J!((m,ri) is the characteristic function of T. 
Proof . It is well known ([7]) that A=A0 is inner and 7"is unitarily equivalent 
to S(A). Therefore and 0 for each j. 
By Lemma 3 there exist matrices A0£Jt(rri), A0£J?(n) having a scalar multiple 
<p0€H~, (p0A&j(A)=l ( l ^ / < « + l ) and a matrix B0dM(m, n), B0=diag (^(A), Ax), 
A1€J?(m—l,n—l) such that AA0=A0B0. 
Analogously, for r~=n we can find inductively matrices Ar£Jt(m—r) 
Ar£J((n—r) having a scalar multiple cpr£H°°, (pr/\$j(A)=l (i^j<n + i) and a 
matrix Br£Jt(m—r, n—r), Br=dia.g(@1(Ar), A,+1) and ArAr—ArBr. 
Put tj=$j{A) + sj=@1(Aj) (0s=y<n). By Lemma 4 it is 
¿ k - i i A r + J K U r ) ? ? ' 1 - Hence 
As (<p*~1...<pl_jAtk=l, necessarily tk\S1(Ak-1)=sk-1. 
The required result follows now immediately from the previous lemma. 
R e m a r k . For «<«> the statement of Theorem 7 follows from [9]: If we 
denote S(J)=S(T)©"e" S(0) (where 5(0) is the uni-
lateral shift; multiplication by the identical function) then there exist two injective 
operators W1, W2: $>(J)-+%(A) intertwining the operators S(J) and S(A) such 
that Wx${J)\/Wt$U)=§{A). 
In the case m=n=<*> this cannot be true. It may happen that <fi(A)=1 for 
each /'. Then S(J) is the trivial operator and no sort of density of the images can 
hold. 
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II. 
The aim of this section is to give a new proof of the existence of the Jordan 
model of C0-contractions. In the same time we prove the formulas for the func-
tions appearing in the Jordan model (see [5]). 
We start with the modification of Lemmas 3 and 4 for matrices having a scalar 
multiple. 
Lemma 8. Let AfJi(ri), 1 g n s » be an inner function having a scalar multi-
ple i{/£H°°, rj/ inner, let QfJi(ri) satisfies AQ = QA = ij/in. Then there exists a 
function xdH°°, xA^ = 1 and matrices A, A £ (ji) with the scalar multiple % 
(i.e. AA*=A*A = A*A = AA'l=xIn for some A*, A*<iJt(n)) such that AA—AB 
where B£J/(n) has the form i?=diag (^/^(£2), At), B is inner and A^Jl(n — 1) 
has a scalar multiple ty-Mxlinner. 
Further, for every integer Jc, 1 =§£<«, ^l^k+1(0)\ij/JS'k(Q1), <pJ£k(Q1)\il/x/<Z'k+i.(&) 
where Q^Jt(n—X) satisfies A1Q1 = QlAi=\p1I„_1. 
Moreover if e > 0 and {/¡¡}"= 1 is a sequence of H°°-functions satisfying n 
2 for some constant K independent on k£D, then A, A and Ax can be i—1 n 
choseninsuch away that 2 (/"-€7)) where is the first column 
of A. 
Proof . By Lemma 3 there exist matrices M,N£Jt(n) with a scalar multi-
ple (p£H~,(pAil' = l such that QN=MQ', where Q'£Jt(n), Q ' ^ d i a g ^ f l ) , i^), 
Q[£jt(n-1) and S^Q)^. Multiplying the equation QN=MQ' from left by 
N*A we get \l/(pIn=N"AMQ'. If C denotes the matrix C=N*AM, then Q'C= 
=(Q'N*)AM=M*(QA)M=M*\ltM=(pil/In also holds, and so C has the scalar 
multiple (pi//. 
The matrix C is necessarily of the form C=diag ((pip/to^Q), Cx) where 
Cx£Jt{n-1) and C1(i2^1(0))=(i3^1(i3))C1=(<pi/'/<i,1.(i2))/n_1. From the equa-
tion C=NaAM we infer that CM*=(<pNa)A. Taking the canonical inner-outer 
factorization C1=CuCle of C1 we have that C=diag (ip/tf^Q), C i ;) diag (q>, Cle), 
and so diag (^/<^(¿2), Cu) diag (<p, Cle)Ma=((pN*)A. Since C± has the scalar 
multiple ((pi ip/^iQ)) cpe where <p=(ptffe is the canonical inner-outer factoriza-
tion of (p, Cle has the scalar multiple cpe, and so cp also. Now it is obvious that the 
matrices A*=diag (<p, Cle)M" and A*=<pNa have the scalar multiple that 
is AA*=A*A = AAa=A*A=xIn with some matrices A, A£Ji(n), particularly 
A=N. Defining the matrix B by 5=diag {^¡S^Q), C lf), we infer that BA*= 
=AaA, and so AB=AA. On the other hand, xA ^ = 1 and the matrix A1=Cli 
has an inner scalar multiple i/^ such that ^^ / /«^( f l ) . 
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. n 
Let now £>0 and hx, h2, 2\hi(?)\=K- By Lemma 3 it was possible »=1 n 
to choose the matrix N such that 2 — g-,-(A)| <e (A6X>), where {^¡}"=1 is 
»=1' 
the first column of N. The same of course holds for the matrix A =N. 
It suffices to prove the statement about invariant factors of Q and S2X. The 
matrix Ax=Cxi has the scalar multiple ipx=((pipjS'1(Q))i=(\j//£1(Q)) - cpi and 
AX{CU Q'J#1(Q))=((p\l//$i(Q))ln-i=il/1 (peI„-i- Hence Q.cp^C^Q'J^iQ). Then 
the Cauchy—Binet rule implies dk=9lk(n'l]gx(G))\®k{Qd<pke, hence dk\2>k(Qd- Sim-
ilarly (C^)" i2t=Q'J£X(Q) (where C„(C l ,) '=(C l e) 'Cu=fl»./11_1) and so %{Qd\dk. 
This gives ®k(Qx)=dk and £k(Qx)=®k(Qx)l®k_x{Qx)=djdk_x=£k{Q[)ISx{Q). It 
holds (by Lemma 4) Sk_x{Qd\Sk{Q)(p^~x, S^Qy^^Q'd^1- Hence 
As q>f\\]/ = i we conclude il/fSk+x(Q)\ij/JSk(Qj). 
The relation ^i/<^(i2i)|xiA/<^t+i(i2) may be proved similarly. 
Theorem 9. Let T be a CQ-contraction, A the characteristic function of T and 
n the defect index of T Let Q(iJi(n) satisfies ,AQ—QA = il/I„, where 
ip(iH°* is inner (such an i2 exists by [1]). Then 
© S(<M£m) < T. 
(=i 
Proof . The operator T is unitarily equivalent to the operator S(A) so it is 
sufficient to deal with S(A). We use again Lemma 6. 
By Lemma 8 there exist <p0£H°°, <p0A<A = l and A0, A0, B^dt(n), where 
AA0—A0B0, A0 and A0 have the scalar multiple (p0 and B0 has the form B0= 
=diag (J0, Ad, AxdJt{n — 1). Further Ax is inner and has a scalar 
multiple ^¡(p^/^iQ), ij/x inner. Denote QxdJl(n — V) the matrix satisfying 
AlS21=Q1A1=\l/1In_1. 
In the same way we can find for r < n inductively matrices Ar, Ar, BrdJ((n — r) 
and a function (pr£§>°°, (prA(<P<Po---(Pr-i) = ^ such that ArAr=ArBr, A, and AT 
have the scalar multiple (pr) B, has the form £ r =diag (sr, Ar+1), sr=^rl&x{Qr) 
and Ar+1£Ji(n—r) has a scalar multiple \j/r+x, *jjr+i\<prsr\(pri]/r, ipr+i inner. Note 
that tl/r/\(pr=l. Let £2r+1ed/(n-r-1) satisfies Ar+X£2r+X- £2r+1Ar+x=iJ/r+xIn-r-x. 
Denote Then iJ-=^/<f/(i2)|^1/<?J._1(i21)|...|^._1/^(i2J-_1)=iJ_1 
(by Lemma 8). Further tj\ij/ and implies tjAVr—^ for every j, r. 
Now application of Lemma 6 completes the proof. 
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Remark . By Lemma 8 we infer also that 
s. = i{,jl£i(Qj)\il/j_i(pj_J£2(Qj_1)\..;\tj+1<pj_1...(p0. 
Therefore, we have gj=sjltj+1\<p0...<pj-l. This fact will be used later. 
Our goal will be now to show that we can choose matrices Ar, Ar and Br in 
such a way that the range of the operator- W (see Lemma 6) is a dense subspace of 
§(,4) i.e. © SQrl*t(Q))<S(.A). ¡=i 
Lemma 10. Let A, B, A, A£Ji(n), let A and B beinner and A A = AB. 
Let A, A have a scalar multiple cp£H°° and A a scalar multiple i]//\(p = l, 
\i> inner. Let the operator X: <o(B)—Sr>(A) be defined by X-Pi{A) Then 
Xf(S(B))?>(B) = §(A) for every function f£H~, /M = l. 
Proof . Let v£&(A), v±Xf(S(B))%(B). First we prove v±<pfHz(E„). Let 
w£H2(En). Then (for suitable w', w"£ff2(E„)) 
(v, (pfw) = (v, P6(A)<pfw) = (v, PHA)AA*fw) = 
= (v, PUA)APZWAafw)+(v, PUA)ABw') = 
= (v, XP6mfAaw)+(v, P^AAw') = 
= (v, XP^(B)fPUB)A:'w) + (v, XPHB)fBw") =• 
= {v,Xf(S(B))P&B)A*w] = 0. 
Further \pH2(En)c:AH2(En) because A has the scalar multiple ty. As v±AH2(E„) 
we infer i>_upH2(E„). Now vL<pfH2{E„), v±ij/H2(En) and q>fA\j/ = 1 implies 
v=0 (see [3]). 
Lemma 11. If the assumptions of Theorem 9 hold, then using the notation of 
Theorem 9 and Lemma 6, we have 
f>(A) = V X0...Z,.(<p0... cpj)(S(Sj)) §(sj)\/X(i...Xr{(p()...(pr)(S(Ar+1))§)(Ar+ 
j ' = o 
for each integer r, 0 
Proof . We proceed by induction on r. For r = 0 the statement 
$(A) = X0<p0 (S(sJ)$(sJVXo<Po(S(A№(.AJ = X»<Po • • 
follows from the previous lemma. 
Suppose the statement is true for r—1. Then < 
j=o 
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Further (by Lemma 10) 
§{Ar) = Xr<f>r{S(Br))?>(Br). So 
X0...Xr-1(cp0...<pr.d{S(Ar))§>{Ar) c 
c X0...Xr-1(q>0...<pr-J(S(Ar))Xrq>r{S(Br))MBr) = 
= X0...Xr{cp0...cpt)(S{Br))%{Br) = 
= X0...Xr(<p0...<pr){S(sr))f>(sr)V 
VX0...Xr(<p0... q>r)(S(Ar+J) £ (Ar+J. 
Together with the induction assumption this gives the statement of the lemma 
for r. 
L e m m a 12. (We use again the notation of Theorem 9 and Lemma 6.) 
$(A)= V lVJ!o(ej+1)VX0...Xr((p0...<pr)(S(Ar+1))fj(Ar+1) 
}=o 
for every integer r, Q^r-^n. 
Proo f . Clearly it is sufficient to prove 
Wj?>(tj+1) => X0...Xj(cp0... (pj)S(sj)<b(Sj) (0 ^ j < n). 
As Wj=X0...XjZj it is sufficient to show ZjH(tj+1)z>((p0...<Pj)S(Sj)&(sj). 
Let us recall (see the Remark after Theorem 9) that gj\(<Po---<Pj-i), gj is inner and 
zJu=pUs/SjU) =gju for u(i § (tj +1) and for gj=sj/tj+1. Then (q>0... <pj)(S(sjj)& (Sj) c 
cgj (S(sj)) § (sj)=Pz(Sj)gj § (sj)<zP^Sj) gjH2=PH(Sj)gj tJ+1 H2VP^Sj) gj f> (tj+!>= 
= Z J S ( / J + 1 ) . 
T h e o r e m 13. Let T be a C¡¡-contraction, A the characteristic function of T, 
let n be the defect index of T, l ^ n ^ o o . Let Q£jf(n) satisfies AQ = QA = \j/I„, 
\j/dH°° inner. Then 
© S{iP/j£J(Q)) < T. 
J= i 
P roo f . We use again the notation of Theorem 9 and Lemma 6. We show 
that the matrices Ar, Ar and B, ( 0 i n the proof of Theorem 9 can be chosen 
such that W&(T)=$(A). 
If Sj(/4k)={0} for some k (particularly if then the statement follows 
from the previous lemma. 
Suppose in the sequel that w = °° and §(/4 t)7i{0} for every it. Let alya2,... 
be a countable set dense in $y(A). Let {bj}J=1 be a sequence of elements of this 
set in which every element (l^i-=<*>) occurs infinitely many times. It suffices 
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to prove that having chosen matrices A}, A} and Bj for j<k (k fixed), we can find 
matrices Ak, Ak and Bk such that dist ^ , V Having done such 
I oo 
a selection for every k the space W<$(T)= V Wj<o(tJ+1) would contain all elements j = o 
aj (j= 1, 2, ...) which form a dense subset of §>(A). 
By the previous lemma there exists an element c£(<p0...(pk_1)(S(Ak))§)(Ak) 
such that 
(1) dist (bk-X0...Xk.lC, vV^iO+i)) < (2fc)"1. J=o 
Further it is 
(2) c = Ps,(Ak)((Po • • • <Pk-ic') = P^Ak)gkd 
for some c'd$j>(Ak), dfH2(EcJ. In the given orthonormal basis in the space Em d 
is represented by a sequence d={dj}°J°=1, dj£H2. Further there exists a sequence 
oo 
h = {hj}j=1 of H°° functions such that 2 \hj(^)\=K for some constant ^independ-
ent on X£D and 
(3) |d -* l iwj<(4 | | J r 0 | | . . . | | i r 4 _ 1 | | ) - 1 
(we suppose § (Aj) ^ {0} so by Lemma 10 Xj^O for every j). By Lemma 8 we 
can choose matrices Ak, Ak and Bk such that 
(4) 2 \ f № ) - h j ( X ) \ < (4||JT0||... WX^W)-* j=i 
where / = {fj}JLi is the first column of the matrix Ak. 
Denote e=Pm e£$(/ t + 1) . Then (for some wfH2) 
Zke = Pi,(sk)gkPS(lk + J) 1 = P%(sk) gk + P&sk) gktk + lW = P&sk)gk 
where gk=sk/tk+1 (see the Remark after Theorem 9). Further 
XkZke = P^AkP^igt, 0, 0, ...)T = PuAk)AkP^Bk)(gk,0, ...)T = 
= P&Ak->Ak(gk, 0, ...)T + P^Ak)AkBkw' = 
= P&Ak)gkAk(\, 0, ...)T + P^Ak)AkAkw' = PUAk)gk(fuf2, ...)T . 
(for some w'€H*(EJ)). Finally, 
\XkZke-c\mk) = \PuAk)gk(fi,fi, •••)T-Pf>(Ak)gk(d1, d2, ...)T|S(^ S 
^ \gkf-gkd\i,HE„) = \f~d\uHE„) 
^ \f-h\HHEj + \h-d\HHE„y < (2||Z0||...||^_1||)-1 
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(we used the fact that gk is inner). Hence 
\Wke-Xo:..Xt-lC\ùA) si \\X0\\ ••• ll^t-ill \XkZke — c\HnE_) < (2 
and (1) implies dist V ' 
This completes the proof. 
Remark . It is well-known (see [8]) that Theorem 13 implies that the operators 
T and © S(\jjl&j{Q)) are even quasisimilar. Relation T-< © S(rj/ISj(Q)) fol-
7 = 1 J=1 
lows by considering the adjoint operator T*. 
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Generalized Hausdorff matrices bounded on lp and c, 
B. E. RHOADES 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for an infinite matrix A to belong to B(c), 
the algebra of bounded linear operators oil c, the space of convergent sequences, 
have been known since the early 1900's. Necessary and sufficient conditions for 
A£B(l) were established by Knopp and Lorentz in 1949. In both cases the con-
ditions can be verified by examining only the entries of A. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions do not exist for a general matrix A£_B(lp) for /»>1, in terms involving 
only the entries of A, and it is doubtful that conditions, analogous to the Silver-
man—Toeplitz conditions, will ever be found. However, considerable progress has 
been made for certain classes of Hausdorff matrices. 
A Hausdorff matrix is a lower triangular matrix with entries hnk= A"~k ¡ik, 
where denotes the ordinary binomial coefficient, and A is the forward dif-
ference operator defined by Ap.k=pk—nk+l, A"fik=A(A"~1/j.k). H is called totally 
i 
regular if {fi„} has the representation fin= f t"dfi(t), fi(t)£BV[0, 1], satisfying 
o 
j?(0+)=/?(0)=0, j?(l) = l, and nonnegative and nondecreasing over [0,1]. The 
best known example is C, the Cesaro matrix of order one, obtained by setting 
fi„=(n +1)"1-
n 
For a sequence {a„} let b„=Hn(a)= 2Kkak- 1934 HARDY [5] established 
4 = 0 
the following result. If {a„} is a nonnegative sequence in lp, p> 1, H totally regular, 
i 
then 2K^K(P)2an' where K(p)=(j t~1/pdp(t))p, unless an=0 for all 
o 
n, or H is the identity transformation. The value of K(p) is best possible. 
In 1965 BROWN, HALMOS, and SHIELDS [1] showed that C is a bounded operator 
on /2, with norm 2 , and is hyponormal. In 1970 KRIETE and TRUTT [8] established 
the fact that C is subnormal. In 1971 [11] the author showed that the existence of 
Received November 30, 1980. 
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the integral f t~Vp dfi{t), for totally regular Hausdorff matrices, implies H£B(lir), 
o 
with norm K(p). Some specific Hausdorff methods, such as the Cesaro, Holder, 
and Euler methods of positive order, were shown to be in B{1") and their norms 
were computed. In 1972 LEIBOWITZ [9], independently, showed that C^.B(lp) and 
computed the point spectrum of its adjoint. The following year [10] he determined 
the spectra of those Hausdorff matrices in B(lp) with absolutely continuous mass 
functions /?. SHARMA [12] observed that all the Hausdorff matrices in B(l2) are 
subnormal. In 1974, JAKIMOVSKI, RHOADES, and TZIMBALARIO [7] obtained necessary 
and sufficient conditions for totally regular generalized Hausdorff matrices to belong 
to 2?(/p). The generalized Hausdorff matrices considered are those with entries 
H < N K j t ) A S 0 - I N 1 9 7 7 > GHOSH, RHOADES, and TRUTT [4] proved that 
i 
the generalized Hausdorff matrix generated by p„= f tn+'dt, for positive integer 
o 
a, is subnormal. Thus, for each positive integer a, the corresponding algebra of 
generalized Hausdorff matrices in B(l2) is subnormal. Using some of the results 
of SHIELDS and WALLEN [13], DEDDENS [3] described formally the spectrum of each 
Hausdorff matrix in B(lz) and also computed the norms of the Cesaro, Holder, and 
Euler matrices. 
In this paper necessary conditions are established for a generalized Hausdorff 
matrix to belong to B(lp), without the assumption of total regularity. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions are obtained for those generalized Hausdorff matrices in 
B(c) to belong to B(l2). Let \H\ denote the matrix whose entries are \hnk\. In 
Theorem 7 it is shown that \H\£B(lp) if and only if H('1/q)eB(l). This result, 
along with Theorem 2 shows how close one is to establishing the conjecture that 
H£B(lp) if and only if \H\£B(lp). 
Throughout this paper a denotes an arbitrary nonnegative real number. 
The case a = 0 corresponds to ordinary Hausdorff summability. 
i 
Let C(a) denote the generalized Hausdorff matrix generated by fi„= f tn+" dt. 
o 
A routine calculation verifies that the nonzero entries of the nth row of C ( I ) are 
(n+oc+1) -1. Let * denote the adjoint, l/p + l / g = l . 
Lemma 1. I—2C*{a)lq£B{lq) and has simple eigenvectors of the form 
(1) x„ = x0 / 7 (l - - r ^ ) , where C, Re (1/A) > \ j q . 
Proof . From [8, Theorem 1], C ^ B ( / " ) , so that /-2C ( a ) /g€5(/ ' r) , and 
hence I-2C*w/q€B(l"). 
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Suppose {I-2C*Mlq)x=tx. Then, as in the proofs of [1, Theorem 2] or 
[10, Theorem 1], one obtains (1), where i/X—2/q(l — (). As in [1], it is readily verified 
that {x„}dl9 for Re(l/A)=»l¡q. From (1) it is clear that each of the eigenvectors 
is simple. . 
Let CRP(A), A (A), and Q(A) denote, respectively, the point spectrum, and resolvent 
sets for an operator A. Let D= {z£C||z|<l}, D the closure of D. 
Lemma 2. ap(I-2CH*)lq) contains D and a(I-2C(a)/q) = D. 
The first result is immediate, since, from Lemma 1, every point of D is in the 
point spectrum of I—2C*ix)jq. To prove the second result it will be sufficient to 
show that |C|>1 implies (€{?(/—2C(<z)/<7)• The generating sequence for the gen-
eralized Hausdorif method corresponding to (/—/+2C(c,)/g is n„=£ — 1 + 
+2/#(n+a + l). Let e„=l/fx„. Then 
£ = J _ [ i 2Jl 1 
" C - l L n+a + l +2/q(C, — 1) J ' M - 1 ) . 
If H d e n o t e s the corresponding generalized Hausdorff matrix, then Hf^ -
= { f l f T \ and 
IC—11 
where <5„=(n+a + l +2 /? (£- l ) ) - 1 . It suffices to show that Hf^Bi l*) . As an 
H((x) matrix, <5„ has the representation 
-1 ,1 + 2/^-1) 
<5„ = f where m = — — . 
Since |{|>1 implies 1 - 1 / p + R e ( 2 / g ( { - l ) ) > 0 , 
i i 
f t-v\dp(t)\ = J i-i/p+R«(2/«(t-i»di<00> 
From [7, Theorem 1] H^eBil") and the proof is finished. 
Lemma 3. Let A, B£B(l"), p> 1. If a is a simple eigenvalue for A with cor-
responding eigenvector x, and if B commutes with A, then x is an eigenvector for B. 
Proof . Let a and x be as in the Lemma. Bx=B (— Ax]=— B(Ax) — 
W ) a 
=—(BA)X=—(AB)X=a[—BX}. Since x£l", A,B£B(lp) guarantee the associ-
a a U J 
ativity of the multiplication. 
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Thus A(Bx)=a(Bx); i.e., Bx is also an eigenvector for A corresponding to 
the value a. Since the eigenvalues of A are simple, Bx=8x for some scalar 8; i.e., 
x is an eigenvector for B. 
A special case of Lemma 3 appears as Theorem 1 of [10]. Lemma 3 can obvi-
ously be generalized, but the present form is sufficient for our purposes. 
Theorem 1. Let Hia)£B(l*). Then 
№ < > % s sup 1 2 ( n n - k d ) A " - k ^ -
Rei>l/«j ln=k V / 
Proof . It is known that H(a) commutes with C(a). Therefore H*w commutes 
with C*(a), and hence commutes with I—2CHa)/q. Let x = {x„} be defined as in 
(1). Since x is a simple eigenvector for /—2C*(a)/?> x is an eigenvector for H*(a) 
by Lemma 3. H™eB(lp) implies HHa)eB(lq), so that <aq . Moreover, 
(H*Mx\ = 2 = 2 h£xk = k—n k—n 
= k2[n-kJ "flnxk = 2o( r J ¿rt*nxn+r. 
n + r 
Note that we may write x„+,=x„ JJ (1—8J(j+a)), where 8=1/L Therefore 
j = n + l 
¿("n-Kiiw)-
Since x is an eigenvector for H*, it follows that i ^ ^ ^ ^ ' V n ^ c W , 
where c is independent of n. Also, 
= ||H*tm% S \\H*Mx\\J\\x\\q S 
so that 
sup 
Re(i)=-l/4 l*=n V K — n ! | 
The above result has shown that each of the column sums of the matrix 
is equal to c(3). More is true. 
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the columns of //(ot_,5) 
belong to I. 
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Proof. ¿ 1 ^ 1 = ¿ ( " ¡ ¡ V ) 
n=fc n=* \ n — K / 
I f n + a - ^ l 
~ «Û Jn+aj Xn-kV M |r(k + 
\A-knk | = 
r ( fc+a+1) J [ r ( « + a + 
«+1-3)1 , f» r ( n + a + 1 ) 
Since Hix)eB(lp), the columns of //(o° are uniformly in l". If 
{|r(n + a + l —5)/r(«+a + l)|}Ç/*, 
the result follows by Holder's inequality. Since |r(« + a + l — <5)|/r(«+a+l)~ 
~ n - R e W and Re(<5)>l¡q, we have { |r(«+a + l-<5)/r(n+a+l)|}Ç/4 . 
Let c denote the space of convergent sequences. Condition Hw£B(c) implies 
that {n„} has the representation 
i 
(2) fin = f tn+*dp(t), n^0,P(i)£BV[0,l]. 
o 





sup / t'-'dm / t - i / p \ d p ( t ) \ . 
9 0 
Proof. H w £B(c) implies {/¿„} has the representation (2). 
= / < ' " i i " + ' t r i ) ( i - 0 " - ' < # K < > = g „=*v n-k ) 
i l 
= / tk+x[]-(l-t)]-ik+1+'-^dp(t) ^ f t^dfiit), 
the interchange of integration and summation being justified by condition (3). The 
left inequality now follows from Theorem 1. The right inequality is Theorem 1 
of [7]. 
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Theorem 4. Let H(ll)£B(l2). Then there exists a unique bounded analytic func-
tion / defined on D such that 
(5) H w = / ( / - C ( a ) ) . 
/(D) is a nonempty open set, a(H(a)) = closure of / (D), and op(Hw) contains the set 
f(D)~, where ~ denotes complex conjugation. If {pin} are the diagonal elements of 
Hw, then 
(6) / W ( l - ( » ! + « + I)-1). 
Assuming the existence of such an / satisfying (5), its uniqueness follows from (6). 
From Lemma 2, ffp(/-C*w)2i) and a(I-Ci")) = D. The spectral results of the 
theorem then follow from the spectral mapping theorem, since / is analytic in D. 
To prove (5) it will be sufficient to construct a Hilbert space H of complex 
valued functions defined on D, with the usual addition of functions and multiplica-
tion by scalars, which satisfies the following four axioms of [13, p. 782]: 
(a) Point evaluations are bounded linear functionals on H. Hence, to each 
{£/), there corresponds a function fcQ in H such that / ( ( ) = ( / . £,) for all f^H. 
(b) The operator Mz of multiplication by z on H maps H into itself and is a 
contraction. 
(c) The functions are simple eigenfunctions of the operator M*. 
(d) The functions in H are analytic in D. 
From Lemma 1, each £££> is a simple eigenvalue of /—C*(a), with correspond-
ing eigenvector/;, whose components are defined by (1) with x0=1. Define k ^ f a . 
Then ( I - C * w ) k t = l k T h e vectors {fcj, ^D span/2. To see this, let {e„} denote 
the standard orthonormal basis for I2, i.e., e„(k)=onk, n, k^O. Define a sequence 
of real numbers {£r} by C r=(a-t-r)/(a+r+l), r=0 ,1 , 2, ... , and denote the cor-
responding sequence of eigenvectors by {/}. A straightforward calculation verifies 
that f0=e0, and that 2 , f cL 0 (^)(- 1 ) ' :A=e r r ! / (H-a) . . . ( r+a) for r > 0 . Therefore 
{ / } spans I2, so that, a fortiori, {k;}, £££> spans I2. •< 
As in [14], I2 can be transformed into a Hilbert space of complex valued func-
tions. For fO2, define its transform / by 
(7) / ( 0 = (f,k!), (€£>• 
Let / /denote the set of all such functions / , with the usual addition of functions and 
scalar multiplication, and with inner product defined by ( / , g ) = ( / , g). Then H 
is a Hilbert space, and the mapping U: l2^H, defined by U/=f, is a unitary 
transformation of 7.2 onto H. Also U(I—C(a)) = Mz, where M, denotes multi-
plication by z on // . Since ||£c||2 is uniformly bounded on compact subsets, of H, 
from (7), | / (0 l = ll/ll2ll^cll2. a n d each/ in H is bounded over D. 
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To show that each / is analytic, it will be sufficient to show that H contains 
a dense subset of analytic functions. The {en} in I2 are transformed as follows: 
e0(O = (e0, k) = 1, e„(Q = (en, kc) = r(B+g + 1) 1 ~ 
(n S 1), UD 
where w+a=£/(l—Q. These transforms are rational functions whose only pole 
is at £=1. Thus, their finite linear combinations are analytic in D. 
That the functions are simple eigenfunctions of M* follows from Lemma 1 
and the argument of [13, p. 782]. 
It remains to show that Mz is a contraction, or equivalently, that ||7—C(a)||2 = 1. 
If it can be shown that C(a) is hyponormal, then, from [15, Theorem 1], its norm is 
equal to its spectral radius. From Lemma 2 this value is 1, so that ||7—C(a)||2=l. 
Lemma 4. C(tz) is hyponormal. 
For a a nonnegative integer this is a known result since, from [4, Theorem 2], 
C(a) is subnormal, hence hyponormal. 
It is easy to verify that 
{ Pn+KVnk, n > k o Pk + ccynk, n = k 
where 
To show that C(a) is hyponormal we must show that c t ( a , C w - C ( l , C + w is a 
positive operator; i.e., that 0 for each n, where 
A, = 
Po+Woo Pi+Woi ••• Pn-i+ayo,n-i 
Pi + ay w Pi+ayn ••• Pn-i + a?i,n-i 
Pn-i + «V»-i,o Pn-i + a?»-i,i ••• Pn-i + «y„-i,n-i 
D„ can be written as the sum of two determinants, where the first column of 
the first determinant contains the /?,-, the first column of the second determinant 
consists of ayi0, and the remaining columns of the two determinants are identical. 
Each of these determinants can, in turn, be written as the sum of two determinants, 
by decomposing their second columns. Thus one. has Dn=Z)^ 4- D^+D^+7))(14). 
In D'^ the entries in the z'-th row of the first two columns are ayi0 and aya," 
respectively. If one f a c t o r s l / ( a + l ) from the first column and l/(a+2) from 
the second column, then the first two columns of are identical, so £><4)=0. 
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Exploiting this idea, becomes 













Pa + aVo3 
Pa + Woa 
ft-i Pn-I 1,2 ft-i + ay n —1, 3 







ayoo Pi •• ft-1 
D = 
a7io Pi • • ft-i 
ay„-i, 0 Pn-1 • ft'-i 
In a similar manner one may write 
Po • Pn-1 
Pi ayn • • ft-1 
Pn-1 ay„-i,i • • ft-1 
Pn-1 Pn-1 Pn-1 ft-l + aVn-l,3 
ft-i + «7o,n-i 
ft-i + ayi,B-i 
ft-i+ay„-i,„-i 
ft-i + ayo,n-i 
ft-i + ayo,n-i 




Pn-1 Pn-1 ay«-i,2 Pn-1 ••• Pn-1 
Continuing in this manner, one may write Z)n=2; "i £n0» where 
ft ft • • ft-i 
ft Pi • • ft-i 
ft-i ft-i • • ft-i 
and E®, for 0 s / < n , is the result of replacing the i-th column of £n(n) with 
It will now be shown that each determinant is nonnegative. To accomplish . 
this it will be sufficient to show that, for each n, 
(i) ft is monotone decreasing, and (ii) Pn-l-Pn yn-l,n 
Pn~Pn +1 Vn,n+1 
0. 
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For (i), /?„—ft+1 = l/(M+a + l ) 2 (n-fa+2)>0. Expanding the determinant in 
(ii), and using (i), yields. 
1 
(n + a) (« + a + l)2(n + a + 2) P - L _ U o . v« + a n + ct + l J 
E^n) is an ¿-shaped determinant, which has been shown in [1, p. 131] to be 
nonnegative, since ft is monotone decreasing. 
To evaluate E® for l<z'<n, subtract column 1 from column 0. Then sub-
tract column 2 from column 1. Continue in this way through column i—2. Then 
takes the form 
(i + a + 1) 
ft-ft ft-ft P,-t-P,-i Pi-1 l/(«+l) Pi+1 
o ft-ft l/(«+2) 




Columns zero through /—2 of have all zeros below the main diagonal, and 
the diagonal entries are ft—ft-i, 1, which are positive by (i). To show 
that Efp is positive, it is sufficient to show that 
A - ! l / ( a + l ) ft+1 ... P„.! 
ft !/(<*+i + 1) ft+1 ... ft_x 0. 
ft_x l/(a + n) ft-x ... ft_! 
Subtract row 1 from row 0, then row 2 from row 1, etc., to obtain 
(8) 
ft—i Pi l/(a + 0(a + i + l ) 0 
P,-P,+i l/(a + i + l)(a + i+2) 0 




The above determinant has all zeros above the main diagonal, beginning with 
column 2. The corresponding diagonal entries are ft—ft-+1, except for the last 
one, which is ft-x- Expanding yields a positive number times the determinant 
of(ii). 
To evaluate subtract row 1 from row 0, row 2 from row 1, etc., to obtain 
a determinant with the same property as (6). Expanding then gives a positive num-
ber times the determinant 
a(7oo-yxo) 0 
a(7io-V2o) ft-ft 
which is easily seen to be positive. 
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To evaluate 7T*0), factor a / ( l+a) from column 0. Then subtract row 1 from 
row 0, row 2 from row 1, etc., to obtain a determinant of the same form as (8). 
We shall now verify equation (6). First we shall show that (6) is true for f ( £ ) = ? . 
The result is trivially true for r = 0 . Assume the induction hypothesis. Then 
/ ( 7 - C w ) = ( 7 - C w ) r + 1 = ( 7 - C(a)) ( 7 - CMJ, so that 
(.f(I-C"%k = z (i- c(°%V- C<«%. 
In particular, 
fin = (/(/-C<«>))M = ( / - C ( \ ( / - C < t » = 
= i i L - J f c L _ J = (i L _ - i + 1 = / ( i - ( „ + « + i ) - i y I n + a + 1 ) V n + a + l J { n + a + 1 ) J K v ' J 
oo 
I f / is an arbitrary analytic function in 7), then / ( z ) = Z akzk> so that 
k = 0 
n„ = ( / ( 7 - c<">))m = ( J ^ ( / - C ^ ) = 
- 2 «»(I -(»+«+1)"1)11 =/(i -(«+«+1)-1)-
4 = 0 
Theorem 5. Let Hw£B(l2)C)B(c). Then 
||7/<">||2 = sup \ft~1+1/xdP(t) = sup f t 1 dp(t), 
where ¡in is defined by (2). 
Proof . From Theorem 4 there exists a bounded analytic funct ion/ on D such 
that 77(ot)=/(7—Cw). From [13], 
ll#(a)ll2 = ll/(y-C(<0)||oo = sup |/(z)|. 
To obtain an explicit representation of the norm, it is necessary to determine the 
particular analytic function / which is associated with 77(a). Equation (6) says that 
/ is determined by the n„. Since HfB(c), n„ satisfies (2). Therefore 
i 
, / ( l—(n + a + 1)-1) = f tn+*dp(t). 
o 
Writing z = l — (n+a + 1) - 1 we obtain 
/ ( z ) = f i ^ d P i t). 
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Note that z / ( l - z ) = — 1 +1/(1—z). With w=l-z, then | z |< l gets mapped into 
|1—w|<l, so that 
f ( z ) = f t ^ - 1 d № = / ¿ - 1 d m • 
0 0 
For the second representation of the norm, note that |1 — w[«=l is equivalent 
to Re(l /w)>l/2, i.e., Ref— — ll=—1/2. Now set z=—-1. 
vw ) w 
Theorem 6. Let Hix)^B(lp)C\B(c), p> 1. If P(t) is a totally monotone mass 
function, then 
sup I f i*dp(t) = f t~1/pdp(t). 
(z)=>l/p l y X Re »
1 
Proof . Let *l/(z) = f tzdfi(t). Then xj/(z) is analytic for R e ( z ) > - l / p and 
o 
continuous for Re (z)= — I/p. Since p is totally monotone, 
i i 
J f W d f i d ) §r / t~llPdfi(t) s 0. sup |<Kz)| = sup 
R e ( z > - l / p y i R 
The conclusion follows from (4). 
Coro l l a ry 1. Let H(ct)eB(P)C]B(c) with P(t) totally monotone. Then 
| | t f ( a ) | | 2 = / ( - l ) , where f satisfies (5). 
P roof . From Theorem 6, the supremum occurs at —1/2, which corresponds 
to w=2, which corresponds to z=—1. 
Let C—C(o); i.e., C is the Cesaro matrix of order 1. If one sets H= {ij/\\j/ is 
a bounded analytic function on |z—1|<1} and makes the association H=\p(C) 
for each Hausdorff matrix in B(l2), then, for each Hausdorff matrix with a totally 
monotone mass function ft, \\H\\2—\j/(2) from Corollary 1. This result has been 
verified for several particular Hausdorff matrices by DEDDENS [3]. 
Let \H\ denote the matrix whose entries are \h„k\. 
Theorem 7. Let p> 1. Then \H\£B{lp) if and only if H~llq£B(l). 
Proof . From the proof of [7, Theorem 2], implies 
sup 
» k=o \ n — k ) • ,.-.. 
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i.e., Hulp)£B(c). Since { ^ ^ { " n - k } f o r p > 0 ' H^B(C)- Therefore there exists 
a function P(t)dBV[0,1] such that 
= f fd№-
From [8, Lemma 1], J r1,p \dfi(t)\ exists. We may write 
o 
i l 
H„= f t"+1~1,9(t1,9~1 dfi(t)) = f tn+1-ll9dy(t), 
0 0 
t 1 
where y(t)= f u~llpdp(u). Since f r1'" \dfi(t)\ exists, y£BV[0,1]. 
0 0 
Now, from [6, Theorem 16.3], H^1,9)£B(i). This implies 77(-l/9)€.B(/) 
" n—k \ n — k J 
From [6, Theorem 16.2], there exists a function P(t)£BV[0,1] such that 
(9) f t " + 1 - ^ d P ( f ) , n - l / q ^ 0 . Define n0= f i1 _ 1 / pd0(t) , which exists, since P(t)£BV[0,1]. Then (9) is true 
o 
for all wsO, which implies HVp)dB(c) and so H£B(c). Thus there exists a func-
tion y(t)£BV[Q>, 1] such that 
i 
Ä = / fdyit). 
o 
HWp)£B(c) implies 
" *=o \ n —k J l 
From [7, Lemma 1], f rllp\dy(t)\ exists. By [7, CoroUary 1], \H\£B(lp). 
o 
A result similar to Theorem 7 is true for 77(<,) with a>0. 
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Functionally complete algebras in congruence 
distributive varieties 
I. G. ROSENBERG 
We say that QZ>Ah is central if ( a t , . . . , ah) € ¡? whenever a , = a j for some g i s 
invariant under permutations of coordinates and g ^ C x A h ~ 1 ^ 0 . ' We prove: A finite at least 
three-element algebra A = ( A ; F ) in a congruence distributive variety is functionally complete if 
and only if is simple, monotonic with respect to no bounded partial order on A and A1' admits 
no central subalgebra for H=2,..., \A\ — 1. For two-element algebras the condition simplifies to 
nonmonotonicity. If the variety K satisfies zf2(K), the absence of central subalgebras of Ah 
(h=2, ...,\A\-1) may be restricted to h=2. 
Recall that a finite algebra A is functionally complete (other names: complete 
or Sheffer with constants) if each finitary operation on the same universe is algebraic 
over A (i.e. obtainable from the operations of A, the projections and the constants 
via iterated composition). It is known (see e.g. [7; § 79] that all finite algebras in 
an arithmetical variety (i.e. in a congruence distributive and permutable equational 
class) are functionally complete. Recently McKenzie [5] has shown that with the 
exception of affine algebras a finite algebra in a congruence permutable variety is 
functionally complete if and only if it is simple (see also [2]; a short proof is in [15]). 
R. W. QUACKENBUSH in [7] asks for an analog of McKenzie's result for congruence 
distributive varieties. Combining JÓNSSON'S Mal'cev-type conditions [4] with the 
results of [8, 9] we answer this question. 
For a set A and h positive integer we say that gc:Ah is central if Q is totally 
reflexive ((alt ..., an)€g whenever a¡=a¡ for some 1 invariant under 
all transpositions of coordinates and contains CXAh~1¿¿0. The main result is: 
Theorem. A finite at least three-element algebra A=(A; F) in a congruence 
distributive variety is functionally complete if and only if A is simple, monotonic with 
respect to no bounded partial order on A and Ah admits no central subalgebra for 
h=2, ..., \A\ — l. 
Received November 10,1980. 
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Proof . The necessity is obvious. For example, if a nontrivial equivalence Q 
is a congruence of A then even the set of all operations on A admitting 9 as a con-
gruence is not a functionally complete set of operations. 
Sufficiency. Let e-, ( /=1,2 ,3) denote the ternary projections (defined by 
ei(xi, x3)=xi for all Xi, x2, x3£A). It is well known [4] (quoted also in [1, 
Ch. 5, Ex. 70]) there exist and ternary operations e^tg, tx, ..., tn-±, tn = e3 
derived from A such that for i=0,1, . . . ,« — 1 the identities 
(1) ti(x,y,x) = x, 
(2) ti(x, x, y) = r i+i(x, x, y) (i even), 
(3) ti(x, y, y) = ti+1(x, y, y) (i odd), 
hold for all x, yd A. To prove the functional completeness of A it suffices to verify 
that the operations of A augmented by the constants satisfy the following six types 
of conditions [8, 9, 11]. The first type of condition is just the nonmonotonicity. 
The conditions of the second type (the absence of the automorphisms of certain 
types) are taken care of by the constants. The third type of condition applies only 
if \A\=pm, p prime and requires A to be non affine. Here A is affine if all f£F 
are of the type 
(4) f ( X l , ...,x„) = B1x1+...+B„xn + C 
where + denotes the addition of an w-dimensional (column) vector space of char-
acteristic p on A and Bt and C are mXm and m X l matrices over p = {0,1, ..., p — 1}. 
The following simple statement will be needed once more later. 
Claim 1. For at least one t£ T— {/l5 ..., /„} the following conditions (i)—(iii) 
are not equivalent: 
(i) t(x, x, y) = t(x, y, x) =x, 
(ii) t(x, y, y) = t(x, y, x) = x, 
(iii) t=e1. 
Proof . Suppose (i)—(iii) are equivalent for all if (/=1, ...,«). From t0=e1, 
(2) and (1) we obtain that tx satisfies (i), hence t1=e1 by (iii). From this, (3) and (1) 
it follows that t2 satisfies (ii) and again t2 = et. Continuing in this way we finally 
arrive at the contradiction e3=tn—e1. • 
Using (4) it is easily proved that the conditions (i)—(iii) are equivalent for t 
affine. Consequently, not all rf are affine and therefore A is not affine. 
The fourth condition is the simplicity of A. The fifth condition is that no h-ary 
central relation is a subalgebra of Ah for h—l, ..., \A\ — l. Our assumptions do not 
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cover the unary central relations (proper subsets of A) but these are taken care of 
by the constants. 
For the sixth type of condition, the first point to notice is that t0, ..., tn are all 
surjective (as maps A3-*A). We claim that at least one of the if is essentially at 
least binary. If not, then by (1) each t{ is either e± or e3. Let j be the least index 
such that tj = e3. Then clearly and using (2) or (3) (for z—x or z=y) 
we obtain the contradiction 
x = ex{x, z, y) = tj^{x, z, y) = tj(x, z, y) = y. 
Thus T—{tt, ...,?„} is not included in the set of all essentially unary or nonsurjec-
tive operations which is a particular instance of the sixth type (the Slupecki con-
dition [14]). We show that T satisfies the remaining conditions as well. To this end 
we must define( wreath algebras. Let h^3, and « > 1 be integers and let 
h={0, . . . , /z- l}, M-{i, ...,m},N={ 1, . . . ,«} and B=hm. A wreath operation on B 
is an n-ary operation w on B associated to permutations pt of b (¿=1, ..., m) and. 
maps r: M-~N and s: M—M as follows. For xi = (xa, ..., xim)£B (i£N) set 
(5) *>(*!, ..., XN) = (Pi(x,(i)s(i)), PM (-*j*(m)s(m))) • 
Now an algebra A is said to be a wreath algebra if it is isomorphic to an algebra, 
on B having wreath operations only. 
Next we prove the following: 
Claim 2. For a ternary wreath operation t on B the conditions (i)—(iii) above are 
equivalent. 
Proof . Let py, p2, p3 be the permutations of h and let r: M—{ 1, 2, 3} and 
s: M—M be the maps in the representation (5) of t. Set Ri = r~1 {¡} (/=1, 2, 3). 
To prove (i)^(iii) observe that in (5) we need R2—R3=0', moreover s and pt 
( f= l , 2, 3) must be identities on M and h. The same argument proves (ii)=>(iii). 
Finally (iii)=>(i) and (iii)=>(ii) are obvious. • 
Using an idea from [13] (applied also in [10]) it was shown in [12] that a surjec-
tive algebra does not satisfy the remaining conditions of the sixth type if and only 
if it is a wreath algebra. Combining both claims we obtain that (A, T) cannot 
be a wreath algebra; consequently A is not a wreath algebra and the proof is com-
plete. • 
Remark 1. For algebras on a two-element set the situation is much simpler.. 
There are only two bounded partial orders (dual to each other) on such a set and 
therefore a single type of monotonicity. Similarly there is but one type of linearity. 
It is well known and follows from Post's criterion [6, 3] that a two-element algebra, 
is functionally complete if and only if it is neither monotonic nor linear. The same. 
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argument as above may be used to remove the nonlinearity stipulation yielding: 
A two-element algebra in a congruence distributive variety is functionally complete 
if and only if it is not monotonic. 
Remark 2. Observe that there are more exceptional cases than in congruence 
permutable varieties; moreover they are of a different nature. Lattices — a typical 
instance of congruence distributive varieties — provide examples of functionally 
noncomplete algebras that are monotonic and possibly not simple. 
For a congruence distributive variety K let /d„(K) denote the existence of ex= 
= t0, tx, ..., t„—e3 satisfying (1)—(3) for the least n [4]. For example, <d2(K) means 
that each algebra in K has a majority ternary operation M among its derived opera-
tions (i.e. M satisfies the identity M(x, x, y)=M(x, y, x)=M(y, x, x)=x). We 
have: 
Corol lary. Let K be an equational class of algebras satisfying zl2(K). A finite 
algebra A in K is functionally complete if and only if it is simple, monotonic with 
respect to no bounded partial order on A and admits no central subalgebra of A2. 
Proof . Let 2</z<| / l | and let Q be central. Then there exists c f A such 
that cXAh~1Qe- Let M be the corresponding majority operation. We maintain 
that e is not a subalgebra of (A; M)h. Assume it is and choose alt ..., ah£A. From 
M(aj_, QY, c) = ax, M(a2, c, a2) = a2, M(c, a¡, a¡(i=3, ..., h) and {ai, a2, c, ..., C)£Q, 
(«I, c, a3, ..., ah)£g, (c, a2, ..., ah)dQ it follows that (ax, ..., ah)£g leading to the 
contradiction Q=AH. • 
Remark 3. Applying an argument from [12] it can be shown that for a sur-
jective algebra (i.e. the operations are all onto maps) in a congruence distributive 
variety the absence of central subalgebras can be restricted to the nonexistence of 
binary central subalgebras. Now for « > 2 and we construct a 
functionally noncomplete algebra A¡ in a variety K satisfying /1„(K) having central 
h-ary subalgebras exactly for h in the range from / to \A\ — 1 and satisfying all the 
other conditions of the theorem. For this end we first exhibit a ternary algebra 
TC=(A; t0, ...,?„} satisfying (1)—(3) and admitting every central /r-ary relation Q 
containing {c}XAh~1 (h=2, ...,\A\ — \) where c is a fixed element of A. Set 
(6) t^x, x, y) = x, ti(x,y,x) = x (i = 1, . . . , n - l ) , 
(7) t„-i(,x, x,y) = y (n odd), í„_i(*, y, y) = y (n even) 
and t¡(x, y, z)=c in all remaining cases. To establish that a central relation Q 
containing {c}xAh~1 is a subalgebra of Thc it suffices to prove the following claim. 
If 1 = 2 a = (a1, ..., ah)£Ah\Q and x2J, x3j) = a ; (j=\, ..., h), then 
a—(xml, ...,xmh) for at least one Note that all a¡ are distinct from c 
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because For / = 1 by virtue of (6) then either xlj=x2j=aj or x1J=x3j=aJ 
and therefore a=(xu, ..., xlh). Similarly by (7) we obtain a=(x31, ..., x3h) for 
i=n—1 while a = ( x u , ..., xlh) follows directly from (6) for —1. 
Let U[ denote the set of all finitary operations on A whose range has less than 
/ elements (i.e. |/(,4")|</). Finally At = (A; C/,U{?0, ..., i„}> provides the required 
example. Indeed for l^h<\A\ due to total reflexivity each central /i-ary relation 
Q is a subalgebra of (A;f)h for every f£Ut whereas for 1 <&</ there is always 
a range h operation / not admitting g as a subalgebra of (A; f ) h . 
To conclude we mention the following problem arising in this connection. 
Suppose A is a finite algebra in a congruence distributive variety which is not func-
tionally complete (e.g. a lattice). Functional completeness is achieved by adjoing 
new operations. The problem is to describe conditions for these added operations. 
These will depend on the conditions of the theorem failed by A and a fortiori by 
<0,..., tn which may impose certain structure on t0, ..., tn (for example the mono-
tonicity of all t0, ..., t„ with respect to a bounded partial order) and allow us to 
restrict the conditions for new operations. 
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On the orbit structure of orthogonal actions with isotropy 
subgroups of maximal rank 
J. SZENTHE 
Some of the basic concepts and facts concerning compact Lie groups are nat-
urally derived by applying results from the theory of compact transformation groups. 
In fact, if G is a compact semisimple Lie group and g its Lie algebra then the adjoint 
action 
Ad: Gxg -*• g 
yields a natural setting for the introduction and study of such concepts as the Cartan 
subalgebras, the Weyl chambers and the Weyl group of G which in turn yield a 
description of the orbit structure of the adjoint action ([3] pp. 17—32). It will be 
shown below that an analogous procedure can be carried out in a more general 
setting. Actually, let 
a: GxR" - R" 
be an orthogonal action of a compact connected semisimple Lie group G such that 
the isotropy subgroups of a are of maximal rank. Then concepts can be introduced 
concerning the action a which reduce to the Cartan subalgebras, the Weyl chambers 
and to the Weyl group of G in that special case when a is an adjoint action. More-
over, these general concepts yield such a description of the orbit structure of the 
action a which can be considered as an extension of the description of the orbit 
structure of the adjoint actions in terms of Weyl chambers and Weyl groups. 
1. Some basic facts concerning orthogonal actions with isotropy subgroups 
of maximal rank 
If a: <jXR"—R" is an action of class C°° of a compact connected Lie group 
G, then the action a is said to be orthogonal provided that the transformation 
a9: R" -<- R" 
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defined by ag(x)=ot(g, x), x£R" is orthogonal for every g£G. Let z£R" and 
consider for any point x of the orbit G(z), which is an embedded submanifold of 
class C°° in R", the orthogonal decomposition 
Tx R" = Nx@TxG(z), 
then W(z)=U{Ay*€G(z)} is canonically a subbundle of class C~ in TRn and 
it is called the normal bundle of the orbit G(z). Consequently, the exponential map 
exp: TR" —• R" 
restricted to N(z) is a map £,: N(z)^R" of class C°°. If x£G(z) then both Nx 
and sz(Nx) are called the normal subspace to the orbit G(z) at x. If, in particular, 
G(z) is a principal orbit then the normal subspace ez (Nx) of G(z) for any x£G(z) 
intersects every orbit of a in consequence of the Principal Orbit Type Theorem. 
Moreover, in the special case when a is the adjoint action 
Ad: Gxg — g 
of a compact connected Lie group G and the orbit of Z£g is principal then the 
normal subspace to the orbit at any of its point X is equal to the uniquely defined 
Cartan subalgebra of g containing X ([3] pp. 20—22). 
Consider now an orthogonal action a: GXR"—R" such that its isotropy sub-
groups are of maximal rank and let z£R" be a point such that G(z) is principal. 
If x£G(z) then the normal subspace Nx to G(z) at x is the unique complement of 
TxG(z) in TXR" which is mapped onto itself by every transformation 
Txocg: TXR" — TxRn, g€Gx 
according to an earlier observation, where Gx is the isotropy subgroup of a at x [6]. 
Consequently, the observation yields that the action has a unique maximal slice at 
the point x. The following lemma is based on this observation. 
1.1. Lemma. Let a: GXR"— R" be an orthogonal action such that its isotropy 
subgroups are of maximal rank and z£R" a point such that G(z) is a principal orbit. 
Then the set of elements g£G such that CTG maps the normal subspace E, (NZ) of G{z) 
onto itself is equal to the normalizer N(GZ) of Gz in G. 
Proof. Consider first an element g£G such that ag maps ez(Nz) onto itself. 
If hd.Gz then the transformation defined by g~~lhg leaves every point of ez(Nz) 
fixed since the orbit G(z) is principal. Consequently, g~lhg£Gz holds, but then 
g is an element of the normalizer of Gz. Consider secondly an element a of the nor-
malizer N(GZ). If now hi Gz then 
a'1 ha — h'dG, 
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is valid and consequently the transformation a ^ o ^ o a ^ o a " 1 maps the subspace 
aa(e2(Ar2)) onto itself. But then aa(e x(N z)) yields a maximal slice of the action a 
at z. Since by above mentioned observation a has a unique maximal slice at z, now 
W ) = EZ(AQ 
follows and consequently the element a has the property which is required by the 
lemma. 
On account of the preceding lemma a concept can be introduced which has 
a basic role in deriving the subsequent results. Let a: GXR"—R" be an orthogonal 
action such that its isotropy subgroups are of maximal rank and z£R" a point 
such that <J(z) is a principal orbit. Then on account of the preceding lemma the 
restriction 
N(Gz)Xez(Nz) - £,(N,) 
of the action a to the normal subspace sz(JVz) of G(z) can be considered. Since the 
orbit G(z) is principal, the kernel of the restricted action, that is, the set. of those 
elements g£N(Gz) for which the restriction of ag to ez(Nz) is the identity, is equal 
to Gz. Consequently the restricted action defines an effective action 
v: AXez(Nz) ez(Nz) 
of the group A=N(GZ)/GZ on the normal space. Since G is compact and GzaG 
of maximal rank, the group A is finite by a basic result ([4] pp. 66—70) and the 
action v, being defined by the restriction of an orthogonal action to a subspace, is 
orthogonal. In the special case of the adjoint action 
Ad: G x g — g 
of a compact connected semisimple Lie group G the group A obviously reduces to 
the Weyl group of G and the action v is equal to the canonical action of the Weyl 
group on the Cartan subalgebra I)eg to which the normal subspace sz(Nz) reduces 
([3] pp. 20-22). 
Consider an orthogonal action a: GXR"—R" and an arbitrary point zÇR". 
Since the orbit G(z) is an embedded submanifold of class C°° in R", the standard 
definition of cut points and focal points of submanifolds applies to G(z). As it has 
been pointed out earlier if the isotropy subgroups of a are of maximal rank and if 
the orbit G(z) is principal then the singular orbits of a are closely related to the 
focal locus of the orbit G(z) [8]. The following lemma presents one of these earlier 
results referred to, which will be applied subsequently. 
Ife. 
1.2. Lemma. Let a,: GXR"-*-Rn be an orthogonal action such that its isotropy 
subgroups are of maximal rank and zÇR" a point such that G(z) is a principal orbit. 
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Consider a unit vector s£Nz and assume that is first focal point of the principal 
orbit G(z) on the ray 
z+te(s), t £ 0. 
Then the orbit G(x) of the action a is a singular one. 
A proof of the above lemma was obtained by application of some results con-
cerning the relation of focal points and some Jacobi fields [8]. 
2. The construction of the cut locus of a principal orbit as the union 
of some subspaces 
Let a: GxR"-^R" be an orthogonal action such that its isotropy subgroups 
are of maximal rank, z£Rn a point such that the orbit G(z) is principal and k 
the dimension of this orbit. Consider now a point x of the (n—fc)-dimensional 
normal subspace ez(Nz) such that G(x) is principal too. It will be shown below 
that under an additional assumption the intersection of the cut locus of G(x) with 
sz(Nz) can be obtained as the union of a finite number of (n — k—l)-dimensional 
subspaces of R". As subsequent observations exhibit under the additional assump-
tion referred to, the intersection of the cut locus of the principal orbit G(x) with 
the normal subspace ez(Nz) is equal to the set of those points of ez(Nz) which do not 
have principal orbits. Thus by studying the cut locus of a principal orbit, results 
concerning the orbit structure of the action a are to be obtained. 
In studying the cut locus of a principal orbit first that case will be treated where 
a cut point is a first focal of the orbit. As it has been observed such focal points 
are conveniently described by some vectors which have been called critical vector-
of the orbit [6], [7]. A derivation of these critical vectors is presented here in a somes 
what changed setting for sake of subsequent applications. 
Let a: GxR" — R" be an orthogonal action with isotropy subgroups of maxi-
mal rank, z£R" a point such that G(z) is principal and consider an arbitrary point 
x£ez(Nz). Since the orbit G(x)cR" is an embedded submanifold of class C°°, the 
second fundamental tensor 
a)x: TxG(x)XTxG(x) + Nx 
of G(x) at x can be considered. Moreover, a simple argument yields that 
cox(Txagu,Txagv) = Txagax(u,v) 
holds for u, v£TxG(x) and g£Gx. Therefore, if s£Nx is a unit vector which is 
left invariant by Txag for a g£Gx then 
<s, a>x(Txagu, Txagv)) = (Txags,Txctga)x(u, v)) = (s, cox(u, v)) 
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holds for u, v£TxG(x). In other words, the second fundamental form of G(x) 
taken at x in the direction of s is left invariant by Txag for the g£Gx considered. 
Assume now that He: Gx is a subgroup such that every element of Nx is left invariant 
by Txag for gdH. Fix a unit vector s£Nx and consider the set 
{A,(s)|i = l , . . . , p} 
of eigenvalues of the second fundamental form of G(x) taken at x in the direction 
of s. Then those eigenvectors of this second fundamental form which have A,(j) 
as eigenvalue form a subspace Ei(s)czTxG(x) and consequently a decomposition 
into direct sum 
r xG(*)=©{£i(s) | i = l,..., |>} 
of mutually orthogonal subspaces is obtained. Owing to the above mentioned invari-
ance of the second fundamental form, these subspaces E^s), i=1, ...,p are left 
invariant by the representation 
Txag: TxG(x) ->• TxG(x), g£H. 
Consequently, the subspaces Ei(s), z=l , . . . ,p themselves are direct sums of irre-
ducible subspaces of the above representation and thus a decomposition into 
direct sum 
TxG(x)=®{Al\l= 1, . . . ,r} 
of irreducible subspaces of the considered representation is obtained. Assume now 
that the decomposition of TxG(x) into direct sum of irreducible subspaces of the 
considered representation is unique up to the order of the terms. Then the depend-
ence of the eigenvalues /=1, ...,p on the unit vector sdNx can be easily, 
described. In fact, fix an orthonormal base (elt ..., ek) of TxG(x) which is com-
patible with the above decomposition into direct sum of irreducible subspaces, and 
let fij(s) be the eigenvalue of the eigenvector e} of the second fundamental form of 
G(x) taken at x in the direction of s for j= 1, ..., k. Then this second fundamental 
form in the chosen base is given by 
k 
<s, o)x(u, v)) = 2 A<j00 "V 
7 = 1 
for 
k k 
u= 2 u'ej and v = 2v3ej- • ' 
i j=i 
Moreover, fix an orthonormal base (i l 5 ..., s„_k) of Nx too and put ixja=Hj(sq) 
for 7=1, ..., k and q=1, ...,n—k. Then as an obvious calculation shows the fol-
lowing is valid:; — . . _ 
n—k n—k 
^•00 = 2 where s = 2 T"sq-
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Consider, therefore, those vectors wJ} j= 1, ..., k which are defined as follows; 
n-k 
™j= 2 Vjqsq for J = •••> k. 9 = 1 
As a simple calculation shows, the above vectors wJ} j= 1, ..., k do not depend 
on the choice of the base (¿u s„-k). Moreover, those vectors Wj for which the 
corresponding base vectors are in one and the same irreducible subspace A, are 
evidently equal. Consequently, the system of vectors Wj, j=l, ...,k reduces to 
a system of vectors w,, /=1, ..., r. Restrict now to that special case when the point 
x(Lez(Nz) is such that G(x) is principal and when H=GX. Then both of the above 
made two assumptions hold; in fact, every element of Nx is left fixed by Txag for 
g€Gx since G(x) is principal and the decomposition of TxG(pc) into direct sum of 
irreducible subspaces of the representation 
Txa9: TxG(x)-»TxG(x), g£Gx 
is unique up to the order of terms since the subgroup GX<^G is of maximal rank [7]. 
The vectors w,, l—i,...,r thus obtained are called the critical vectors of the principal 
orbit G(x) at X££z(NZ). In the special case of the adjoint action 
Ad: Gxg - g 
of a compact connected semisimple Lie group G the critical vectors of a principal 
orbit can be explicitely given in terms of the root vectors [7]. 
The second fundamental tensor of the principal orbit G(x) at x can be expressed 
in terms of the critical vectors of the orbit as follows: 
n-k n-k f k \ 
cox(u, v) = 2 <v <"*("> v))sq = 2 = 
4 = 1 9 = 1 V = 1 ' 
k r 
= 2wju}vJ= 2 W,<«!,»,> 
j=l / = 1 
where u(, vt are respectively the projections of the vectors u, v£TxG(x) on the sub-
space A, for /=1, ..., r. 
Let x'=x+ez(t)dEz(N2) be such that G(x') is principal, then the critical vec-
tors of the principal orbit G(x') at x' are given by those of G(x) at x as follows: 
w>; = w,+/, / = 1, ...,r 
owing to the expression of the second fundamental tensor in terms of second deriva-
tives of a parameter representation of G(x') and to the linearity of the orthogonal 
action a. 
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The intersection of the focal locus of the principal orbit G(x) with the normal 
subspace ez (Nz) can be conveniently described with the stand-by of the critical 
vectors of the orbit. In fact, let s£Nx be a unit vector, then the focal points of the 
orbit G(x) on the line 
X + T£x(s), t £ R 
are attained by those values Tx(J), ..., Tp(J) of r which are given by the not vanishing 
eigenvalues ¿¡(s), ¡' = 1, ...,p of the second fundamental form of G(x) taken at x 
in the direction of s in the following way: 
T;(s) = "TTT = /- \ w h e r e ' = ••' P 
(see e.g. [5] pp. 32—38). Thus the focal locus of G(x) is completely determined 
by the critical vectors of the orbit. Consequently, the first focal point of G(x) on 
the line considered is obviously attained by that value of x which satisfies the follow-
ing condition: 
Consider now the unit sphere S(x) of the normal subspace Nx centered at the origin 
and define the map / , : S(x)-*ex(Nx) for 1=1, ...,r as follows 
fi(s) = ^ sySx(s) where s£S(x). 
The image of ft is obviously an («—A: — l)-dimensional flat F, of R" lying in the 
normal subspace Ez(Nz)=Ex(NX) which is orthogonal to ^(w,) and intersects the ray 
x+ie^wi), r s 0 
at the distance from the point x. Consequently, the intersection of the focal 
locus of the principal orbit G(x) with the normal subspace ez(Nx)=ez(N1) is given 
by the union of the (n—k—l)-flats F,, 1=1, ...,r. These (n—k— l)-flats do not 
depend on the choice of the point x in the normal subspace ez(Nz) in consequence 
of the above already given dependence of the critical vectors w,, 1=1, ...,r on 
the point x. Therefore the points of Ft, 1=1, ..., r are on singular orbits of a in 
consequence of 1.2. Lemma, since if x£ez(Nz) is approprietly chosen a point of 
Ft is first focal point of the principal orbit G(x). Conversely, any point of ez(JV2) 
which lies on a singular orbit is point of an F, for some 1=1, ...,r; in fact, at a 
point of a singular orbit of a a suitably chosen infinitesimal isometry of a vanishes 
and, since infinitesimal isometries are Jacobi fields, the well-known relation of 
Jacobi fields and focal points yields the assertion. The («—A:—l)-flats F,, 1=1, ..., r 
are passing through the origin of R \ In fact, those homotheties of R" which leave 
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the origin fixed are equivariant with respect to the action a since this action is ortho-
gonal. Therefore, these homotheties map singular orbits to singular orbits and 
consequently they map an element of the system Flt 1=1, ..., r to another element 
of this system. Since this observation holds for any homothety of R" leaving the 
origin fixed, the (n —k—l)-flats Ft, 1=1,..., r are passing through the origin of 
R". On account of the above observations the (n—k—l)-flats F,, 1=1, ..., r are 
called the singular (n-k—l)-dimensional subspaces of the action a in the normal 
subspace e,(Nz). In the special case of the adjoint action 
Ad: Gxg — g 
of a compact connected semisimple Lie group G the singular (n—k—l)-dimensional 
subspaces of the action in a Cartan subalgebra f)=ez (TV,) reduce to the walls of 
the Weyl chambers of G in this Cartan subalgebra ([3] pp. 17—23). Consequently 
the union of the singular («—k—l)-dimensional subspaces is equal to the set of 
singular points of g in the Cartan subalgebra i). 
The following lemma yields an important property of the singular subspaces 
which has essential consequences for the subsequent results as well. 
2.1. Lemma. Let a: GXR"—R" be an orthogonal action such that its iso-
tropy subgroups are of maximal rank, z£R" a point such that G(z) is principal and 
k the dimension of this orbit. If F is a singular (n-k—l)-dimensional subspace 
of the action a in the normal subspace ez (Nz) then there is an element g of N(GZ) such 
that the restriction of ag to ez(Nz) is equal to the reflection of ez(Nz) on F. 
Proof . Consider a point c£F which does not lie on the intersection of F 
with another singular (n —k—l)-dimensional subspace and the line L of R" which 
lies in sz(Nz) passes through c and is perpendicular to F. If x f L is sufficiently 
near to c then G(x) is principal and x is a nearest point of G(x) to c. Since c is a 
nearest point of G(c) to G(x), conversely x is a nearest point of G(x) to G(c) and 
therefore to c. Consider a point c of L such that G(c) is principal and xcc is valid and 
let x be a nearest point of G(x) to c. Then x£sz (Nz) holds since c is a nearest point of 
G(c) to 5c. Moreover, x cannot be on the same side of F in ez(Nz) as x, since in that 
case the minimal segment cx would contain a focal point of G(x). If c converges 
to c on L then the corresponding points x have a point of accumulation x', which 
is a nearest point of G(x) to c but is not on the same side of F in sz (Nz) as x. Con-
sider now an element g€ G such that 
x' = <x(g,x) 
is valid. Then a9 maps £z (Nz)=ex (Nx)=sx. (Nx.) onto itself and consequently 
g£N(Gz) by 1.1. Lemma. Moreover ag maps F onto a singular (n—k—^-dimen-
sional subspace of a in ez(Nz); consequently, ag maps F onto itself provided that 
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x sufficiently near to c and c is sufficiently far from the other singular (n—k—1)-
dimensional subspaces in sz(Nz). Thus x and x' have the same distance from F. 
But x and x' have the same distance from c. Therefore x' lies on L and a9 leaves c 
fixed. Assume now that the restriction of <xg to sz(Nz) is not equal to the reflection 
of ez(Nz) on F for every g satisfying the above conditions. In this case there is a 
sequence {c;|i€N} of different points of F and a sequence {Xj|/£N} of different 
points of ez(Nz) satisfying analogous conditions to those salisfied by c and x, and 
a. corresponding sequence {g;|t£N} of elements of N(Gz) such that the restriction 
of a9( to EZ(NZ) is not equal to the reflection of sZ(NZ) on Ffor ¡'£N. Since the points 
C;£F are arbitrary they can be selected so as to make the action of the elements 
of {g;|z'£N} on ez(Nz) different; in fact since a9 is not a reflection on F, the set of 
its fixed points in ez (Nz) is a nowhere dense set, consequently ct can be chosen so 
that it is not left fixed by agj for 7=1, ..., /—1. Since the group A=N(GZ)/GZ 
is finite by a former observation, a contradiction is obtained. Thus, there is a 
g£N(Gz) such that the restriction of ocg to ez(Nz) is equal to the reflection of ez(Nz) 
on F. 
In the special case when a is the adjoint action of a compact connected semi-
simple Lie group the preceding lemma reduces to the well-known fact that the Weyl 
group contains the reflections on the walls of the Weyl chambers ([2] pp. 17—23). 
Consider now the general case of an orthogonal action a: GxR"—R" such 
that the isotropy subgroups of the action are of maximal rank, fix a point 26 R" 
such that G(z) is principal and let k be the dimension of this orbit. Let now SCN(Gz) 
be the set of those elements g for which ag when restricted to ez(Nz) yields reflection 
of sz(Nz) on one of the singular (n—k — l)-dimensional subspaces of a lying in 
EZ(NZ); moreover let WczN(GZ) be the subgroup generated by S. Put now. W=W/GZ 
and S=£/GZ then (W, S) is obviously a Coxeter system ([1] pp. 72—89). The 
group W which is defined up to isomorphisms, will be called the generalized Weyl 
group of the action a. According to a basic result the group W admits a decomposi-
tion into a direct product W= W1X...XWS and the vector space ez(Nz)=Nz 
into a direct sum NZ = T0®T1@...@TS of orthogonal subspaces such that the 
action of Won 7\, ..., Ts is irreducible and non-trivial ([1] pp. 81—83). The sub-
groups Wp, p = 1, ..., s which are generated by reflections ([1] pp. 83—85) will 
be called the irreducible factors of the generalized Weyl group of the action a. Accord-
ing to a result of H. S. M. Coxeter these irreducible factors of the generalized Weyl 
group can be of the following types: 
A„, n l ; B„, n S 4; C„, n S 3; D\\ £6, F „ Es; F4; G3; G4. 
The additional assumption referred to above can be given now as follows: The 
irreducible factors of the generalized Weyl groups of the action a are all of different 
type and no one of them is of type Bt. 
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Returning now to the study of the intersection of the cut locus of a principal 
orbit G(x) with the normal subspace sz(Nz) that case will be considered when the 
cut locus contains a point which is not a focal point of the principal orbit. 
Consider therefore an orthogonal action a: GxRn-*-R" such that its isotropy 
subgroups are of maximal rank and the irreducible factors of its generalized Weyl 
group are all of different type and no one of them is of type Bi, let a point zgR" 
be such that G(z) is principal and let k be the dimension of G(z). Assume now 
that there is a point xfez (Nz) such that G(x) is an exceptional orbit and consider 
an element 
g£Gx-Gz. 
Let y££z(Nz) be such a point that G(y) is principal. Then y'=a(g, y) is 
different from j and y'dez(Nz) since Gx maps ez(Nx) onto itself. Consider now the 
set F of those points of ez (Nz) which have the same distance from y and y'. Since 
F is obviously an (n—k—l)-flat which contains the point x and the origin of R", 
it is an (n—k—l)-dimensional subspace of R". Anticipating some facts to be proved 
below, F is called the ( n - k — l)-dimensional exceptional subspace of the action 
a in the normal subspace ez(Nz) passing through the exceptional point x. If the 
point y is sufficiently near to x then y and y' are nearest points of the orbit G(y) 
to x and consequently y and y' are nearest points of G(y) to points of F which are 
sufficiently near to x. Thus a neighborhood of x in F is a subset of the cut locus 
of the principal orbit G(y). Actually, the exceptional subspaces have but a seeming 
existence under the above assumptions as a subsequent result shows. In fact, they 
are introduced here in order to show the non-existence of exceptional orbits by 
contradiction. 
The following lemma is a counterpart of the preceding one for ths case of 
exceptional subspaces of an orthogonal action. 
2.2. Lemma. Let a: G X R" R" be an orthogonal action such that its isotropy 
subgroups are of maximal rank, the irreducible factors of its generalized Weyl group 
are all of different type and no one of them is of type Bt. Let z£R" be such that 
G(z) is principal and let F be an exceptional (n-k — \)-dimensional subspace of ct 
in ez(Nz). Then there is an element g£N(Gz) such that the restriction of <xg to ez(Nz) 
is equal to the reflection of e2 (N.) on F. 
Proof . Consider the decomposition W= ^ X . - X ^ of the generalized Weyl 
group of a into direct product of irreducible factors and the decomposition ez(Nz) = 
= T0®T1®...®TS of the normal space into direct sum of orthogonal subspaces 
already defined above. Let now x£ez(Nz) be such that the orbit G(x) is exceptional. 
Then x is contained in the interior of a chamber C defined by the singular (n—k—1)-
dimensional subspaces of ain e.(Nz). Consider now an element g such that g£Gx—Gc 
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holds. Then ctg maps sz(Nz) onto itself and interchanges the singular (n—k-1)-
dimensional subspaces of a in e, (N,) among themselves. Consequently ag maps 
the chamber C onto itself. But then AG induces an automorphism of the graph 
associated with the Coxeter system (W , S) which is the union of its connected com-
ponents the graphs associated with the irreducible factors. Since the irreducible 
factors are of different types the automorphism of the graph is composed of auto-
morphisms of its connected components. But these connected components can be 
only of the following types: 
A„, n = 1 °—o —° 
2? n = 4 o o o o o 
I o 




£ 8 O O O O O O O 
Since there is none of the type B t among the components of the graph associated 
with W the non-trivial automorphisms of these components are involutorious. Con-
sequently the automorphism of the graph associated with W induced by AG is 
involutorious. But then the restriction of ag to ez(Arz) has to be an involutorious 
isometry. 
Consider now the exceptional (n—k—l)-dimensional subspace F of a lying 
in e z (N : ) passing through x and defined by a point y€ez(Nz) such that G(y) is 
principal. Then ag interchanges the points y and y"=a(g, y) and consequently 
it maps F onto itself. Thus F interchanges the sides of F in E,(NZ) as well. Assume 
now that the restriction of a9 to Ez (NZ) is not equal to the reflection of sz (TV,) on F. 
Then there is a point y*^Ez(Nz) such that y*, a(g,y*) are different and the line 
of R" passing through these two points is not perpendicular to F, moreover the 
point y* can be chosen so near to x as to render the preceding requirements valid. 
Then the above construction applied to y* yields an (n—k — l)-dimensional excep-
tional subspace F* of a in SZ(NZ) which is different from F. Since by the above 
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argument ag maps F* onto itself and interchanges the sides of F* in ez (Nz) a con-
tradiction is obtained. Therefore, AT restricted to Ez(NZ) is equal to the reflection 
on F. 
The following obvious corollary of the preceding lemma has important con-
requences which are given subsequently. 
Coro l l a ry . Let a: GxR"—R" be an orthogonal action such that its isotropy 
subgroups are of maximal rank, z£R" a point such that G(z) is principal the irreducible 
factors of its generalized Weyl group are all of different type and no one of them is 
of type Bit and k the dimension of this orbit. If F is an exceptional (n-k — i)-dimen-
sional subspace of a. in the normal subspace ez(Nz) then, with the exception of those 
(n-k—2)-dimensional subspaces in which F intersects the singular (n-k — l)-dimen-
sional subspaces of a in E,(Nz), the points of F are on exceptional orbits of the action a. 
Proo f . In consequence of the preceding lemma a point of F cannot be on a 
principal orbit of a. On the other hand if a point of F is on a singular orbit of a 
it is contained in a singular (n—k—l)-dimensional subspace of a by a previous 
observation. 
The above corollary now justifies the anticipated terminology since it shows 
that the set of those points in sz (Nz) which have exceptional orbits is included in 
the union of the exceptional (N—K—l)-dimensional subspaces of a in Ez(NZ). 
Consider the adjoint action Ad: GXg—g of a compact connected semi-
simple Lie group G. The isotropy subgroups of this action Ad are all connected 
on account of some basic facts ([3] pp. 15—16). Consequently this action Ad has 
no exceptional orbits. The following theorem yields a generalization of this observa-
tion, a result, which has been stated already earlier without the additional assump-
tion essential for the proof given here [6]. 
2.1. Theorem. Let a: GXR" — R" be an orthogonal action such that its iso-
tropy subgroups are of maximal rank the irreducible factors of its generalized Weyl 
group are all of different type and no one of them is of type 2?4. Then the action a has 
no exceptional orbits. 
Proof . Since G is connected, a9 preserves the canonical orientation of R" 
for every g£ G. In order to prove the theorem by an indirect argument assume that 
there is a point x€R" such that G(x) is an exceptional orbit of A: On account of 
a result due to D . MONTGOMERY ([2] pp. 1 8 8 — 1 8 9 ) the orbit G(x) is orientable. 
Thus the canonical orientation of R" induces an orientation of G(x) too. Consider 
now the restriction 
a' : G x G ( x ) - G ( x ) 
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of the action a to the orbit G(x). Then for every element g£G the corresponding 
transformation 
<x'9: G(x) - G(x) 
is orientation preserving since G is connected. Consider now a point z£R" such 
that G(z) is principal and that X£Ez(NZ) holds. Let k be the dimension of the orbit 
G(z). Since G(x) is exceptional, there is an exceptional (n—k—l)-dimensional 
subspare F of a in ez(Nz) passing through the point x. Moreover, by 2.2. Lemma 
there exists a g£G such that the restriction of ag to ez(Nz) is equal to the reflection 
of sz(Nz) through F. Thus, the restriction of ag to ez(.Nz) is not an orientation pre-
serving transformation; consequently, the restriction of ag to exp (TxG(x)) is not 
an orientation preserving transformation either. But then ag cannot be an orienta-
tion preserving transformation of G(x). Thus a contradiction is obtained which 
shows that a has no exceptional orbits. 
The following theorem which is a consequence of preceding results yields a 
generalization of the well-known fact that Weyl group of a compact connected 
semisimple Lie group is generated by reflections on the walls of the Weyl chambers 
of the group ([3] pp. 17—23). 
2.2. Theorem. Let a: GxR"—R" be an orthogonal action such that its iso-
tropy subgroups are of maximal rank the irreducible factors of its generalized Weyl 
group are all of different type and no one of them is of type z£R" a point such 
that G(z) is principal and k the dimension of the orbit G(z). Then the action 
v: AXsz(Nz) ->- ez(Nz) 
of the group A—N(GZ)/GZ on the normal subspace ez(Nz) is generated by reflections 
of eM(Nz) on the singular (n-k — i)-dimensional subspaces of a in sz(Nz). 
Proof . The reflections of sz(Nz) on the singular (n—k — l)-dimensional sub-
spaces of a in ez(Nz) generate on account of 2.1. Lemma a subgroup of A which 
acts under the action v simply transitively on the set of chambers which are defined 
in ez(Nz) by the singular (n—k — l)-dimensional subspaces ([1] pp. 72—74). Assume 
now that there is a g£N(GZ) such that the restriction of AG to Ez (NZ) is not a product 
of reflections on singular (n —k — l)-dimensional subspaces. Since ag maps the 
orbits of a onto themselves, it maps a chamber defined by the singular (n—k—1)-
dimensional subspaces to such a chamber. Thus, the above indirect assumption 
implies that among these chambers there is one C which is mapped onto itself by 
ctg. But then there is an interior point x of C which is left invariant by ag. Since 
x is an interior point of C, the orbit G(x) cannot be singular according to previous 
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results. But G(x) cannot be principal, since g is not an element of Gz in consequence 
of its definition. By 2.1. Theorem G(x) cannot be exceptional either. Thus a con-
tradiction is obtained which shows that the action v is generated by the reflections 
of sz(Nz) on the singular (n—k—l)-dimensional subspaces. 
3. The orbit structure of orthogonal actions with isotropy subgroups 
of maximal rank 
On account of the preceding results a description of the orbit structure of 
orthogonal actions with isotropy subgroups of maximal rank can be given. This 
description, provided by the following theorem, reduces in case of the adjoint action 
of a compact connected semisimple Lie group to the well-known result concerning 
the relation of the orbit space of the adjoint action to the Weyl chamber of the 
group ([3] pp. 17—23). 
3.1. Theorem. Let a: GxR"—R" be an orthogonal action such that its iso-
tropy subgroups are of maximal rank, the irreducible factors of its generalized Weyl 
group are all of different type and no one of them is of type B4, z£R" a point such 
that G(z) is principal and k the dimension of this orbit. Let C be one of the chambers 
defined by the singular (n-k—\)-dimensional subspaces of a in the normal subspace 
sz(Nz) and 
X: C - R " / G 
the map which renders to a point xgC its orbit G(x) in the orbit space Rn/G of the 
action a. Then X is a homeomorphism. 
Proof . The map X is surjective. In fact, the normal subspace sz(Nz) intersects 
every orbit of a in consequence of the Principal Orbit Type Theorem and consequently 
C intersects every orbit of a too on account of 2.2. Theorem and of the transitivity 
of v on the set of chambers in ez(Nz). In order to show by an indirect argument 
that X is injective, assume that there is a point x£C and an element g£G such 
that a (g , x)=y£C holds and x, y are different points. It is sufficient to show the 
existence of such an element g*£N(Gz) that y=a(g*, x) is valid, since then by 
a basic result on reflection groups ([1] pp. 75—76) the points x, y coincide and thus 
a contradiction is obtained. If G(x) is a principal orbit then aa maps the normal 
subspace ez(Nz) onto itself and therefore g£N(Gz) holds by 1.1. Lemma. Thus 
in this case the choice g*=g can be made. If G(x) is singular then there is an a£G 
such that y=a(ag,x) and <xag maps sz(Nz) onto itself. Consequently, the choice 
g*=ag can be made in this case on account of 1.1. Lemma. Since by 2.1. Theo-
rem the orbit G(x) cannot be exceptional, all possibilities have been considered. 
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Introduction 
In [10] A . LICHNEROWICZ proved that every compact oriented Riemannian 
manifold M with nonnegative generalized Ricci tensor is the total space of a fibre 
bundle with flat torus base space and with totally geodesic bundle projection. He 
also showed that the universal covering M of M splits isometrically as R*XM0 
where M0 is compact and satisfies the same curvature condition as M and R* is 
endowed with the flat metric. In [1] J . CHEEGER and D . GROMOLL proved that there 
is a finite covering & of M such that M is diffeomorphic to the product of a flat 
torus Tfc and an another compact manifold Mx. However, in many cases, Af does 
not split isometrically as T*XMx. 
These results can be obtained by the study of certain harmonic mappings and 
their relations with the isometry group of M. The subject of our present note is 
to generalize the theorems mentioned above to the case when there is no curvature 
assumption of M. In this way we obtain several results about the structure of com-
pact Riemannian manifolds and their covering spaces. 
The body of the paper is divided into two parts: 
In Part I we overview some properties of harmonic mappings and their rela-
tions with the isometry group. This part is essentially based on [10]. In Part II 
we study compact Riemannian manifolds in general and then we apply the obtained 
results to compact homogeneous Riemannian manifolds and compact Lie groups. 
All manifolds, mappings, bundles, etc. are supposed to be smooth, i.e. of class C°°, 
unless stated otherwise. 
The author thanks Prof. A. Lichnerowicz for the valuable discussions on the 
paper at the "Conference on invariant metrics, harmonic mappings and related 
topics" in Rome, 1981. 
Received May 13, 1980. 
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I. Harmonic mappings and their factorizations 
1. The notion of harmonic mappings. Let W ^ M be a vector bundle over a 
Riemannian manifold M and denote ^ [ r , ( M ) — M , r£N, the bundle of r-covectors 
of M. Further put 
A"{M, W) = Sec W and A\M, W) = Sec (^<8>^(M)) , r£N. 
The elements of A'(M, (V) are called r-forms on M with values in W. 
A covariant differentiation on the vector bundle W^-M is a linear mapping 
V: A°(M, W) — A1(M, fV) 
which satisfies the derivation rule 
V(/iw) = w®di.i+(iVw, 
w£A°(M, W) and ¡1 scalar on M. The operator V defines a covariant differentia-
tion 
ixoV = Vx: A°(M, W) - A°(M, W) 
for every vector field XdX(M) on M. It can be canonically extended to a covariant 
differentiation 
Vx: Ar(M, W) - Ar(M, W), r£N, 
by the rule 
Vx(w®/1) = + 
w£A°(M, W) and k£Ar(M). 
Now consider a fixed covariant differentiation V of the vector bundle W ^ M . 
The exterior differentiation of the vector bundle W-+M is a linear mapping 
d: Ar(M, W) — Ar+1(M,W), r = 0 or N, 
for which 
d(w®A) = (Vw)AA + w(g><tt 
holds, w£A°(M, W) and ).£Ar(M). 
Suppose that the bundle W^-M is Riemannian-connected, i.e. each of the 
fibres has a positive-definite inner product ( , ) and the covariant differentiation V 
preserves the metric on the fibres of W, i.e. 
W ' ) = ( Y X W , V / ) + (H>, V X W ' ) 
holds, iv, w'£A°(M, W) and X^X(M). This inner product can be extended to 
an inner product of the bundle W®&~lr](M)-~ M by 
(w®A, w'®X') = (w, w')(A, A'), 
w, w'£A°(M, W) and /., X'^A'(M). 
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Let M be compact and oriented and denote its volume element by i>€ A"(M), 
n=dim M. The global scalar product of <P, TdAT(M, W) is 
<4>, !P> = / (<£, 90». 
M 
Let 
d: Ar(M, W) Ar-\M, W), r£N, 
be the adjoint operator of d with respect to the global scalar product and put d=0 
if r~ 0. Finally let 
A = dod+dod: Ar{M,W) — Ar(M,fV), r = 0 or r£N, 
be the Laplace operator of the bundle W—M. An r-form <P on M with values in 
W is said to be harmonic if A$=0. 
An explicit formula for the operator d is 
d4> = - trace {{X, Y) - Vxoir3>} = - trace {(X, 7 ) - ixoVY<P}, 
$£Ar(M, W), cf. [14], Proposition (1.1). 
Now let M denote a compact and oriented Riemannian manifold and let M' 
be a complete Riemannian manifold. If / : M—M' is a mapping of class C 2 then 
let F—M be the vector bundle obtained by pulling back the tangent bundle 
T(M')^M' along f . Then the elements of A°(M, F) are canonically identified 
with the vector fields along / and the tangent map can be considered as a specific 
1-form on M with values in F. The covariant differentiation of M' canonically 
induces a covariant differentiation of the bundle F^-M. The metric tensor of M' 
determines a positive definite inner product on the fibres of F^-M and so the bundle 
F-+M becomes a Riemannian-connected bundle. The mapping / : M—M' is 
said to be harmonic if 4 ^ = 0 or equivalently if 0/*=0. (Cf. [4] and [10] § 18/c, 
p. 75.) 
2. The ideal It and the mapping / ([10] § 17 and § 19). Let M be a compact 
oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n with first Betti number p=b1(M). 
The metric tensor of M defines a module isomorphism y: £(M)-*A1(M). Let Gt 
be the maximal connected subgroup of the group of isometries of M. Then the 
Lie algebra Lt of G, can be identified with the Lie algebra of the infinitesimal iso-
metries of M. Then X£L- if and only if Vy(X)fA2(M). Denote by tf the linear 
space of harmonic 1-forms of M with dimension p. Every harmonic 1-form is 
invariant by Lt and hence ixa, XfLt and af^C, is a constant function on M. 
Let Ii = {X€Li\ixot=0 for every a^^f}. Then [L i,L;]c7 i and 7,-cL,- is an 
ideal such that L./7,- is commutative. If XfLx has a critical point on M then 
Xdh. 
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Consider the universal covering nM: M ^ M represented by the homotopy 
classes of curves starting from a base point m0£M and denote m0£M the class 
of null-homotopic loops. The mapping nM pulls back the metric tensor of M to 
a metric tensor of M. Let JP* be the dual space of JP endowed with the flat metric 
and define J M \ M - ^ f * by 
where n*Mfi=du. Let P c ^ f * be the image of H1(M; Z) under the de Rham 
isomorphism ^(M; R)—Jf*. Then P is a discrete subgroup of JC* of maximal 
rank. The canonical torus of Af is the quotient J3 (M ) = ffi *jP endowed with the 
flat metric. The mapping f M projects down to a harmonic mapping such that 
PM°#M=/MonM> where pM: Jf*-<-B(M) is the canonical projection. 
3. Factorization of harmonic mappings ([10] § 19). Let M and N be compact 
oriented Riemannian manifolds with base points m0£M and x0£N, resp. and 
let / : M-~N be a base point preserving map such that / * : A1(N)-^A1(M) sends 
harmonic 1-forms of N to harmonic 1-forms of M. Denote the dual map of the 
restriction o f / * to f f N by the same symbol / * : The base point preserving 
map / can be lifted to a map / : Jdf—N. By the Stokes' theorem fNof=f*o 
holds. Each face of the cube in Figure 1 commutes, where / * : ¿ t f ^ ^ N is projected 
to an affine map B ( f ) : B(M)-*B(N). The bottom face also commutes. Especially, 
if M=N and / : M—M is an isometry then / induces an affine transformation 
of B(M). 
Let be the class of compact Riemannian manifolds such that M belongs to 
IP if the quadratic form defined by the symmetric 2-tensor 
is positive semidefinite at every point of M, where X is some positive scalar on M 
and RF/S are the local components of the Ricci tensor. If N belongs to and 
«) = u(m)-u(m0), 
Figure 1 Figure 2 
CiJ = Ru-ViVJlogk •J 
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/ : M—TV is a harmonic mapping then / * sends harmonic 1-forms of N to har-
monic 1-forms of M. So,/defines an affine mapping B ( f ) : B(M)-*B(N) making 
the above diagram commutative. By local calculation it can be shown that if X£Li 
then ^ ( X ) defines a uniform vector field on M. Another definition of the ideal 
7; can be obtained in this way putting 7; = {X£ Lt (X)=0}. Denote GB the 
group of translations of B(M) and let LB be the Lie algebra of GB. There is a canon-
ical homomorphism 
A- Gi - GB 
satisfying #og=/i{g)o#, g£Gt. The kernel of ^ is a closed invariant sub-
group of Gi and the Lie algebra of the maximal connected subgroup (r ;)0 of rt 
i s / ; . Denote Z 0 cG; the maximal connected subgroup of the center of Gf. Then 
Z0 is a closed invariant subgroup of G; and its Lie algebra 3f is the center of Lt. 
The Lie algebra of the closed invariant subgroup Z 0 n(r ; ) 0 is the ideal 3¡n/j . 
Choose a base {Z1, ..., Z r ) of 3,07,- and let Zr+\ ..., ZF+qe3,- be such that 
{Z1, ..., Zr+q} is a base of 3;. Let || • || be a norm on the vector space 3f. Then there 
exists e>0 such that if X1, ..., X r+4€3, with \\XJ-ZJ\\<e, ..., r+q, then 
{Xx, ..., A"'+'1} is also a base of 3f. There exist vectors V1, ..., F?€3,- with 
| |Z r + J -K J | | <8 such that exp (RKJ')cZ0 is closed in Z0 (j=l q), cf. [2], 
Ch. XIX, Sec. 10, p. 188. Then {Z1, ..., Z r , V\ ..., V9} is a base of 3f. Let P ^ L f 
be the linear subspace spanned by the vectors VJ, j= 1, ...,q. By i '1c3 i , the 
linear subspace Pt is an ideal of Lh Furthermore Pi H 7; = {0} and 7> i+/ i=i, i 
hold. Let Qt^zGi be the connected subgroup which corresponds to the Lie algebra 
P;. By 7>iC3i, it follows that Qt<zZ0, i.e. Qt is a central subgroup of Gt. Define q 
Q'i~ n e xP (RJ7J)- Then 2 - e g ; and Q\ is a closed subgroup of Gt. Because j=1 
dim 2 ; =dim Q[=q it follows that Q\ is relatively open in Qi and hence Qi=Q'r 
Especially we obtain that is a closed central subgroup. It is easy to see 
that G ~ ^¡(r^o holds. The Lie algebra of the closed subgroup Hi=Q t f \T, is 
trivial and hence Ht is a finite central subgroup of G ;. 
II. Compact oriented Riemannian manifolds as total spaces of fibre bundles 
4. The general case. Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold and 
choose a toroidal subgroup QiCGt as in §3. The subgroup //, is the kernel of 
the homomorphism/=/ f12,-: GB and if we put HB=im/ then Qi~*HB 
is a local isomorphism of compact groups. If n£M and y£B(M) then denote 
6(n) and 9(y) the orbit of the action of Qt and HB through the point nfM and 
y£B(M), respectively. There is a strong relation between the action of Qi on M 
and the action of HB on B(M) as follows:. 
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Theorem 1. The mapping M-*B(M) is equivariant with respect to the 
epimorphism J\ Qi-*HB. For every m0£M the restriction f\0(/w„): d(m^)-*9(ef(m0)) 
is a finite covering with multiplicity equal to the index of the isotropy subgroup 
(Ci)m0<=#f in ^e group H^ 
Proof . By the equation / o g = / ( g ) o / g^Qi, it follows that f is equi-
variant with respect to f . Let m0£M be fixed and show that d (m0) — 
—9O>0), yQ=/(jn0), is a covering. Because / : Qi-~HB is an epimorphism, 
/ | 0 ( m o ) : 6(m0)-*9(y0) is surjective. Let ydflCjo) be fixed and find a neighbourhood 
VB of y in S(jo) evenly covered by f\9(m0), cf. [13], Ch. 2. Sec. 1, p. 62. The sub-
group Hi is discrete in Qt and hence there exists an open and connected neigh-
bourhood U of e in Qi with (U-U'1) f\Hi={e). Putting UB=/(U) we obtain 
a difieomorphism J: U-+TJB. The action of HB on B(M) is free and hence VB= 
=• UB(y) is an open and connected neighbourhood of y in 3(j0) . Then 
(/|e(m«))-1(^a)=U{t/(iw)|»i€(/|e(»»0))-1(j')} and U(m)f)U(m')=& if m^m', 
m, m'€(,/|0(iWo))-1(j)- We obtain that VB is evenly covered by f\6(m^). Thus 
/\6(m0): 8(m0)-*9(y0) is a covering with multiplicity card ((J:\9(m0))~1(y))= 
=card (//,/(<2i)m0) which accomplishes the proof. 
Our next result is a generalization of a fibration theorem of A . LICHNEROWICZ 
in [10], §23, pp. 85. 
Theorem 2. Let M be a compact oriented Riemannian manifold and suppose 
that the rank of the mapping f is ^q=codim 7, at every point of M. Then there 
exists a harmonic fibration M—9 with q-dimensional fiat torus base space 9 and 
finite commutative structure group. Moreover, p = q holds. 
Proof . By Theorem 1, it follows that / is a mapping of constant rank q. 
Thus im f consists of a unique orbit of HB. Because HB is compact, 9 = im ¿fa 
czB(M) is a flat torus of dimension q and HB is its group of translations. Let 
i9: SczB(M) be the canonical embedding and l e t M — 3 be defined by f = 
Because / is harmonic and i3 is totally geodesic, it follows that / is a harmonic 
map, [4]. If y£9 then 1 (>0 is a closed submanifold of M. Let C/cg, and 
UB<zHB be open and connected neighbourhoods of the identity elements, respec-
tively, such that /\U: U-*UB is a difieomorphism. If y0£9 then VB=UB(y0) 
is an open and connected neighbourhood of y0 in 9. Define a map 
h: /~\VB) - VBx/~Hy0) 
as follows: 
If then J(m)=h(j0) is valid for some h£UB. There exists 
g£U such that g)=h. Define h(m)=(f(m), g~x(m)). Routine calculation 
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shows that h is a bundle map and thus M-+S is a locally trivial fibre bundle. 
It is easy to see that Ht is the structure group of this bundle, cf. [10], Ch. V, § 13, 
p. 64. By similar reasonings as in [10] we can prove that the fibres of 
are connected. By the very definition of I, it follows that p = q. Thus the theorem 
is proved. 
Now we turn our attention to the study of covering spaces of compact 
Riemannian manifolds. In [1] J . CHEEGER and D . GROMOLL showed that every 
compact Riemannian manifold of nonnegative Ricci curvature has a finite covering 
which splits as the product of a torus and of another manifold. Our analogous 
result is the following: 
Theorem 3. Let M be compact and oriented Riemannian manifold and suppose 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) There is no exceptional orbit of the action Q, on M. 
(2) The rank of the mapping / is ^#=codim /,• at every point of M. 
Then there are finite isometric coverings n: and Q: M-~M2 such that 
Mj (7 = 1,2) is diffeomorphic with T q X M j , where Mj is a compact manifold. 
In diagram: 
T ' X M , % M i M - S - * M2 % T«XM2. 
Proof . By Theorem 1 every orbit of Qt on M is of highest dimension q. By 
(1) it follows that every orbit of Qt on M is principal, i.e. there exists a unique sub-
group KaH; such that (Qt)m = K holds for every m£M. By virtue of a theorem 
of [7], Kap. I, § 1.5, p. 6, we obtain a differentiable principal fibre bundle M-+ 
-*M/Qi with structure group Qt/K. Because K<zHt, a routine calculation shows 
that Q: M-*M\H% is a finite covering of multiplicity card (HJK). The space 
M/Hi can be endowed with a structure of Riemannian manifold so that Q: M^ 
-*M\Hi is a local isometry. 
Let be fixed and consider the fibre Then is invariant 
under the action of Ht and thus el^j, : is a finite covering. The inclu-
sions i: $FyCLM and //¡eg,- induce a canonical map k: J^Hi—M/Qi such that 
Jo i=Xo(g\^yg) holds. It is easy to prove that X is a diffeomorphism. The map 
f = ( f , J): M-*BX(M/Qi) is invariant under the action of 77,- on M and hence 
it can be factorized by Q yielding a diffeomorphism / : M[Hi-~9X(M/Qi). Putting 
M2=M/Hi and M2=MIQi we have 
M — M 2 % T « X M 2 
where Q is a finite covering. 
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Let я Q i X ^ - i - M be defined by n(g, m)=g(m), g£Qt and m^SF^. Then 
я is surjective and we show that я is a finite covering. Let m0£M be fixed and find 
a neighbourhood U of m0 evenly covered by я. Because e\&y0: ^ y ^ ^ y J H i a 
finite covering there exists an open and connected neighbourhood S of m0 in 
such that if s£S then #,(.?) nS={.s} holds. (S is a slice of the action of Q{ on 
M but we shall not use this fact later.) Choose a neighbourhood W of e in Qt with 
(W• W-^DH^ {e} and put U= We show that U is open in M. If WB= 
=/(W) then J\W: W—WB is a diffeomorphism and WB(y0) is an open neigh-
bourhood of y0 in 9. As in the proof of Theorem 2 there is a bundle map 
h: / " H ^ U b ^ W X ^ 
defined by h(m)=(/(m), m£f~1(WB(ya)), where W is the unique 
element for which <f(m)=Jr(g)(y0) holds. The composite of the mappings . 
( C X ^ » WBX^yo - W B { y / ^ Ш У О ) ) С M 
is n\WX&ryo and so я | W X ^ : Wx&'y^f~1(WB(>'0)) is a diffeomorphism. 
fVXS is open in WX&rya and thus U=n{WxS) is open in M. By a simple 
calculation we have n~1(U) = (J ( / r 1 W)Xh(S) and because я |ЖХ5: WXS^U 
лен, 
is a diffeomorphism we obtain that n\(h-1W)Xh(S): (A-1 W)Xh(S)-*U is also 
a diffeomorphism for every /г€# (. If h^h' then {h~iW)Xh{S)C[(h'~1W)X 
Xh'(S)=0 and so U is evenly covered by n. Thus я: 6fX^j,o—M is a finite 
covering. Putting M1=QiXSPya and M x = w e have 
T « x l j « M i M 
where я is a finite covering which accomplishes the proof. 
Example. Let G/H be a compact and oriented Riemannian homogeneous 
space, i.e. G is a compact Lie group, Я с С is a closed subgroup and the metric 
tensor of the oriented manifold G/H is induced by a biinvariant metric of G. Then 
the sectional curvature of GIH is nonnegative for every tangent plane and thus, 
by [10], Ch. VII. §23, p. 84, the rank of / : G/H—B(G/H) is maximal at every 
point of G/H and / is surjective. We have HB=GB and hence / : Qt—GB is 
a local isomorphism. Because G{ acts transitively on G/H and # f is a central 
subgroup, it follows that every isotropy group of the action of Qt on G/H is trivial. 
We obtain that Theorem 3 can be applied to G/H=M. 
3. Applications for Lie groups. In this section every compact Lie group is con-
sidered with a biinvariant metric and with the torsionfree connection. Then every 
compact Lie group belongs to 
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Theorem 4. If G is a compact Lie group then G—B{G) is an epimor-
phism. 
Fi r s t proof . If G=T is a torus then B(T) = T and / r = i d r hold and 
the statement is obviously valid. If G = S is a compact semisimple Lie group 
then its universal covering group S is compact and hence the canonical epimorphism 
n s : S->-S is a harmonic map. By § 3 
fsoTzs = B(ns)o/s 
holds. The mappings ns, and are surjective and so B(ns) is also a surjective 
map. Thus 0=b1(§)=dim£(,?)sdim B(S)=b1(S) and we obtain that B(S) is 
a one-point space and is a constant map. So our statement holds if G is a semi-
simple Lie group. 
T x g 
In the general case G=———, where T is a torus S is a semisimple Lie group 
and DcTXS is a discrete invariant subgroup. By Kiinneth's formula b1(TXS) = 
= ^ 0 0 + M S ) holds, i.e. B(TXS)=B(T)X.B(S). It is easy to see that the har-
monic map TXS-+B(T)XB(S) is universal among the harmonic maps 
from TxS into torus and thus / r x s = / r X / s . Hence fTXS is an epimorphism. 
Consider the commutative cube in Figure 2, where 
•denotes the canonical epimorphism. / r x S is an epimorphism and so y T x S is also 
an epimorphism. ilD is an isomorphism and hence / e = 4 0 / r x s ° ^ d 1 i s a n ePi" 
morphism. Thus G-*B(G) is also an epimorphism which accomplishes the 
proof. 
Second proof . Consider the universal covering nG: G--G represented by 
the homotopy classes of curves in G starting from G. We have p G o / = / o n c , 
where pG: 3#G —B(G) is the canonical projection. J is a totally geodesic map 
and hence it commutes with the exponential mapping, i.e. J o exp=exp o and 
J(e~)=0, where e£G is the identity element. Denote g and 1) the Lie algebra of 
G and B(G), respectively. Because J^ sends infinitesimal isometries to parallel 
vector fields, g-<-I) is a Lie algebra homomorphism, where we used the identi-
fications TS(G)=Q and r 0C?O={). G is simply connected and so, [6], Ch. IV, 
Sec. 3, Th. 3.1, pp. 54, there exists a Lie group homomorphism h\ G — f o r 
which h t i = h o l d s , h commutes with the exponential mapping and hence 
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h. So J is a homomorphism. By the previous diagram # is a homomorphism, 
which accomplishes the proof. 
Remark . Denote the kernel of the epimorphism G—.8(G) by N. Then 
N is a compact invariant subgroup of G, G/N^B(G) and G-*GjH is the 
quotient map. 
Coro l l a ry 1. Let G be a compact Lie group and denote by P: GXG —G and 
A: B(G)XB(G)—B(G) the product and the addition operation respectively. Then 
fGoP = Ao(fGx/G) 
holds. Moreover, by the identification B(GXG)=B(G)XB(G), B(P) = A is valid, 
where B(P) is defined in § 3. 
Let M be compact, oriented and let M', M" be arbitrary Riemannian mani-
folds. Further let g: M'—M" be a map. A mapping / : M—M' is said to be 
g-harmonic if g j f(df^)=0 is valid. 
Theorem 5. Let M be a compact, oriented Riemannian manifold and let G 
be a compact Lie group. Then every C2-mapping /0: M—G is homotopic to a 
harmonic mapping fx'. M—G. Moreover, there exists a homomorphism 
B(fJ: B(M)~B(G) for which fGofx=B(fx)ofM holds. If [M; G] denotes the 
group of homotopy classes from M to G then 
B: [M-, G] - Horn (B(M), B(G)) 
is a homomorphism. 
Proof . By Theorem 4 $G\ G—B{G) is an epimorphism. Denote the kernel 
of by N. Then G/N^B(G) holds. Using this identification we may consider 
G-*GjN as a principal bundle. Let f be a left-invariant connection on this 
principal bundle. Now let f0: M—G be an arbitrary C2-mapping and consider 
the C2-mapping / 6 o / 0 : M-*B(G). According to a result of [14] there exists a 
vector field v. M^ T(B(G)) along / G o / „ for which exp B ( G W: M-+B(G) is 
a harmonic mapping. Now we define a vector field u: M—T(G) along /„ as fol-
lows: 
If m£M then let umd7^(m)(G) be a /"-horizontal vector for which 
is valid. Furthermore, let f,=expG(tu), O ^ i ^ l . 
Because / c : G~B{G) is totally geodesic, [4], (Sc)*°d(fJ*=d(SG°fi)* holds. 
So, in order to prove that the mapping fx\ M-+G is </c-harmonic it is enough to 
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show that exp ' o i > = o f is valid. If tn£_M then. 
A ( / l W ) = / g (eXP/0<m) " J = eXP/oG(/„(m))(^)+/0(m)"m) = eXP/G(/0(m»vm 
holds, i.e./i is a ^-harmonic mapping and it is obviously homotopic to /„. 
Because JGo fx: M—B(G) is a harmonic mapping there exists an affine mapping 
B(fJ : B(M) - B(G) 
such that fG ofl=£(fJ)o holds. After performing a suitable translation we 
may suppose that B( f^) is a homomorphism. 
Now let f0,h0: M-*G be homotopic C2-mappings and construct f , hx: M~*G 
in the above manner. Then # G o f x and o hy are homotopic harmonic mappings 
and hence, [14], they can be obtained from each other by suitable translations. So 
B(f1) = B(h1) is valid. Every continuous mapping is homotopic to a C2-mapping 
and therefore 
B: [M; G] - Hom(fi(M), B(G)) 
is well-defined. We have to prove that B is a homomorphism. Let /„, h0: M-»G 
be C2-mappings and construct the yG-harmonic mappings fx, hx: M-*G. We state 
that fx • hx: M—G is also a ^ -harmonic mapping. Indeed, fc,°(A' h\)=fc ° / i + 
and hence is a harmonic mapping and = 
is valid. So 
B(A • hx)o/M = /co{/, • K) = Ao/^Aofc, = 
= Bifjofn+Bihdofu = ( ^ ( / J + B ^ O / M 
holds. B ( f - l h ) is uniquely determined and hence B^f^- h1) = B(f1)+B(h1) is 
valid which accomplishes the proof. 
The following lemma is a special case of a theorem of H. C. WANG [8], Ch. VI. 
Sec. 4, Theorem 4.6, p. 248. Here we present a direct proof for this special case. 
Lemma. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then every parallel vector field on G 
is left-invariant. 
Proof . Let L1czLl be the ideal of the parallel vector fields of G. If X£L1 
then denote X the extension of Xe£Te(G) to left-invariant vector fields. Then 
Y—X—^fLi is an infinitesimal isometry and Ye=0. Thus F€/ ; , i.e. Y is tangent 
to the fibres of the fibration f : G—B(G). On the other hand the fibres of the 
epimorphism c/: G-+B(G) can be identified with the left-cosets of 7V=ker ^ and, 
for every g£G, (Lg)MTe(N)—Tg(gN) holds, where Lg denotes the left translation 
of G with G. The vector field X is orthogonal to gN's, [10]. So Y is orthogonal 
to the fibres of the fibration , / : G-~B(G), i.e. 7 = 0 identically on G. Hence 
X=X and so X is left-invariant. 
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Denote by g the Lie algebra of G and let 3 be its center. By the previous lemma 
LjCg. If X£Li and F6g then [X, Y]= -[Y, X]= ~VrX=0, i.e. 1 ^ 3 is also 
valid. Conversely, let and consider an infinitesimal isometry FgZ,, on G. 
Then Y= 2 n=d im G and XJ£q,j=l, . . . ,«, and thus VYX= j? fiiVxtX= j=1 
2 HjlxJ>x] =0, and so VX=0. We obtain that 3. Thus P i = L x = 3 j=1 
can be chosen. If g£Q{ then there exists X£Pt with exp G 'X=g . Because X^LxCZ g 
we have expG Ar(x)=g(x), x£G, and hence the isometry g is identical with a left-
translation Ls for some g£G. Thus the inclusion L^czg defines an inclusion QiCiG 
by g>--g, g£Gi and g=Lg. If g^Qi then g commutes with the isometries of G 
and thus L3 commutes with the left translations of G. We obtain that QtciZ where 
Z denotes the maximal connected subgroup of the center of G. But dim Q~ 
=dim jP—dim 3=dim Z and so Qi=Z. By Theorem 4, G—B(G) is an epi-
morphism. Denote Na G the kernel of / . In the proof of Theorem 3 we obtain 
that n: QiX^—M is a finite covering, where n(g, m)=g(m), gdQt, w g ^ . In 
our case G=M, e=y0, and Q{ is the center of G. Thus 
n: QiXN - M 
is an epimorphism with discrete kernel. Because QlC\N= Qi(e) H is finite we 
obtain that N contains finitely many elements of the center Z and hence N is semi-
simple. In this way we obtain the following classical result: 
TxN 
T h e o r e m 6. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then G=———, where T is 
a toroid, N is a compact semisimple Lie group and D is a finite central subgroup of 
TXN. 
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A Mal'cev condition for compact congruences to be principal 
PAVO ZLATOS 
The aim of this note is to show that the following property of a variety (equa-
tional class) K of algebras is equivalent to a Mal'cev condition: 
For any algebra 21 £K each compact congruence relation <£ on 21 is principal. 
We shall refer to the property above as "21 has (PCC)" (principal compact con-
gruences). As usual, a class K of algebras has (PCC) iff every 216K has (PCC). 
Though the fact that (PCC) defines a Mal'cev class of varieties could be easily 
proved using the general results on Mal'cev conditions (see [1], [8], [9] or [5, Appendix 
3]), we prefer to describe this condition explicitly. 
In [5] and [7] a wide use of algebras enjoying (PCC) is made, in particular, they 
are employed in the proof of the characterization theorem of congruence lattices. 
In [6], to every algebra 21 an algebra 21 with an isomorphic congruence lattice having 
(PCC) is constructed (see also [5, Exercise 2.30]). In view of this result when study-
ing lattice-theoretical properties of congruence lattices, it is sufficient to deal with 
algebras having (PCC) since the principal congruences can be better described. 
The authors in [6] raised the question to characterize those classes K of similar 
algebras having (PCC). We shall solve this problem in the case when K is a variety. 
Throughout the paper the standard notation and terminology of [5] is used. 
For the reader's sake, we summarize all the results needed in the following four 
easy lemmas which will be stated without proof. The first one is actually [5, Lemma 
10.6]. 
Lemma 1. A congruence relation on an algebra 21 is compact if and only 
if it can be represented as a finite join of principal congruences. 
Thus, particularly, principal congruences are compact. 
The second lemma is a modified version of [5, Theorem 10.4], describing the 
smallest congruence 0(H) on an algebra 21 containing the subset H g A X A (i.e., 
the binary relation H on A; see also [5, Theorem 10.3] and the final note in [4]). 
Received July 4, 1980. 
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L e m m a 2. Let 91 be an algebra, H a symmetric binary relation on A, and 
x,y£A. Then 
(*,jO€0(H) 
if and only if for some natural number ms 1 there exist a sequence of pairs 
(a0,b0), (a^bd, ..., (am,bm)£H and a sequence g0,g1,...,gm of unary algebraic 
functions on 91 such that for i=0,1, ..., m — 1 the following algebraic identities 
hold in 91: 
x = g0(z), gm(z) = y for each z£A, 
gi(a<) = gi+i(ai+1) for i even, 
gi(b,) = gi+i(bi+1) for i odd. 
The third lemma gives in view of Lemma 1 an immediate characterization of 
(PCC) for single algebras. 
Lemma 3. For every algebra 91 the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) 91 has (PCC); 
(ii) for all a0, ax, b0, b^A there are c, d£ A such that 
0(ao,bJ\/B(flubJ = 0(c,d). 
The last lemma is rather technical, enabling to state the final result in a "nicer" 
form. 
Lemma 4. Let 91 be an algebra generated by a set S ^ A . For every algebraic 
function g: A"—A on 91 there is a natural number m, a m+n-ary polynomial p 
and elements s„, ..., s m + 1 from S such that for all a0, ..., an_1^A holds 
g(a0, ...,«„_!) = p(s„, . . . ,sm_1 , a 0 , ...,a„_1). 
Now, everything is ready to state the promised Mal'cev condition. 
Theorem. For any variety K of algebras the following four conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) There are quaternary polynomials r and s such that for each algebra 9i£K 
and all a0, alt b0, b^A holds 
9(a0, b0)yd(a1, bj = 6(r(a0, ax, b0, bj, s(a0, alt b0, bx)). 
(ii) K has (PCC). 
(iii) The free algebra over K with four generators FK(4) has (PCC). 
(iv) For some natural numbers m ^ l , n ^ l there are quaternary polynomials 
r, s, quinternary polynomials pl,p\,p\,p\, •••,p°m,p1m, q0, qx, .... qn and a 
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function f : {0,1, ...,«}—{0,1} such that for i=0, l,j=0,1, ..., m—l and 
k =0,1, ..., n — l the following identities hold in K: 
xi = Pb(*o, xx,y0, y±, z), p'm(x0, J0> yi, z) = Ji, 
Pj (x0,x0, y0, yx,r) = p)+1(x0, x±, y0, y1, r) for j even, 
Pj(.xo, x1,y0, y!,s) = Pj+i(x0, xx, y0, y±,s) for j odd, 
r = 9o(*o,*i,:)Wi>z)> qn(x0,x1,y0,y1,z) = s, 
qk(xo, X1,y0, yx, xf{k)) = qk+1(x0, xx,y0, yt, xf(k+1)) for k even, 
<Jk(x0, y0, yi,yf(k)) = <]k+i(x0, y0, yi, y/(k+D) for k odd. 
Proof . Applying Lemmas 1—4 we can easily establish the implications (i)=> 
(ii)=Kiii) and (iv)=>(i). It suffices to prove (iii)=»(iv). According to Lemma 3, 
there exist elements r, s£FK(4) (i.e. polynomials in variables x0, x l 5 the 
latter being the free generators of FK(4)) such that 
6(x0,y0)\/6(x1,y1) = 6(r,s). 
This equality of congruences is equivalent to the conjunction of the following three 
conditions : 
( x „ y k e ( r , s ) (¿ = 0,1) 
and 
(r, s)0(xo, Jo)V0(x1 , j1) = 0({(xo, y0), (x l5 jO})-
Then, combining Lemmas 2 and 4, these conditions yield the identities. 
Finally, we shall present three examples of known varieties enjoying (PCC). 
Example 1. The variety of residuated lattices (and hence also the varieties 
of Heyting algebras and Boolean algebras) has (PCC). 
A residuated lattice £ = ( L ; A, V, •, ->-, 0,1) is an algebra of type (2,2, 2, 2,0,0) 
such that (L; V, A, 0,1) is a bounded lattice, (L; •, 1) is a commutative monoid 
and the identities 
x ^ y - x y , (x-y)xi£y 
hold in fi. If in addition the identity 
(*) x-x = x 
is satisfied, then £ is a Heyting algebra. (Note that (* ) is equivalent to xy=xAy 
in the variety of residuated lattices.) Similarly, a residuated lattice satisfying the 
identity 
xV(x - 0 ) = 1 . . 
(which already implies (#)) is a Boolean algebra. For closer discussion see [3]. 
10* 
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Let us introduce the polynomial 
x~y = (xVj) - (xAy) = (x - j)A( y *)• 
Then the Theorem applies with m=2, w = 3 , / ( l ) = 0 , / ( 2 ) = l and 
r(x0, x1,y0,yj = (x0 — J o M f o — jj), 
pi(*o> *i> Jo, J i , ¿) = (x ;(r — z)Vj;)A(x;V j , z ) (i = 0, 1), 
<h(x0, Jo, Ji} = ((x0 ~ Jo))A(x! — jj), 
q-i(xo, *i , Jo, J i , z) = (xx — j ^ V f o — z). 
E x a m p l e 2. A variety D is said to be a discriminator variety iff there is a 
ternary polynomial t which is the ternary discriminator, i.e. 
on every subdirectly irreducible algebra (see [10]). Assuming D to be a dis-
criminator variety, let us introduce the following polynomials: 
T(x, y, ZQ, Zj) = t(t(x, y, Zq), t(x, y, Zj), Zj), 
on every subdirectly irreducible 5l£D. Applying the Theorem for m=2, n = 3, 
/ ( 1 ) = 0 , / ( 2 ) = 1 , again, and 
xlt Jo, Ji) = t(x0, j 0 , j , ) , s(x0, x1? j 0 , y j = t(y0, x0, x^, 
Pi(x0, x1,y0,y1, z) = d(x0,y0, z), 
Pi(*o, x l 5 J 0 , JL5 z) = T(x0,y0,t(x1, z, y j , T(x0,z,xI, yj), 
<h(x0, x l 5 j l 5 z) = t{d(x0,z, y0), i(x0, z, jo), Ji), 
JO, J I , z) = t(y0, x0, z), 
the fact that D has (PCC) follows immediately (cf. also [10, Theorem 2.2]). 
and 
d(x, y, z) = T(x, y, x, z) = t(x, t(x, y, z), z). 
Hence, T becomes the normal transform or quaternary discriminator 
and d becomes the dual discriminator 
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Example 3. For fundamentals on lattice-ordered groups we refer to [2]. We 
shall use the additive notation without requiring the /-groups to be commutative. 
Let us introduce the polynomial 
|x| = —xVx. 
The well known fact that /-groups have (PCC) (see [2, Theorem XIII. 18]) follows 
then from our Theorem by putting m = n = 3 , / ( l ) = 0 , / ( 2 )=1 and 
r(x0, x1} y0, yj) = + = 0, 
Pi(x0,x1,y0,y1,z) = (zA(xi-y,)) + yi, 
(t = 0,1) 
P'a(x0, x1,yQ, >>!, z) = (zACVi-x^ + x,-, 
? I ( * O > * I , J W I . * ) = + 1 * 1 - ^ 1 , 
qz(x<>,x1,ya,y1,z) = \xx-z\. 
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Bibliographie 
Analytische Theorie, Qualitative Theorie und Stabilitätstheorie, Dynamische Systeme und Bifur-
kationstheorie, VII. Internationale Konferenz über Nichtlineare Schwingungen, Berlin, 8—13. Sep-
tember 1975, Band 1,1—2; 498 and410 pages, Akademie-Verlag, Berlin, 1977. 
This series of conferences on nonlinear oscillations is organized jointly by the Academies of Sci-
ences of Ukraine, Poland, CSSR, and GDR. The Proceedings contain 100 papers written mostly in 
English, partly in Russian, German and French. The papers deal with ordinary differential equations 
of second and higher orders, partial differential and functional differential equations, and differential 
equations in abstract spaces. The plenary lectures were the following: Qualitative conditions for non-
linear oscillations (L. Cesari), Singularly perturbed systems (A. B. Vasil'eva), Equations with hysteretic 
nonlinearities (M. A. Krasnosel'skiï). 
L. Pintér, L. Hatvani (Szeged) 
L. Bole—Z. Kulpa (ed.), Digital image processing systems. (Lecture Notes in Computer Sci-
ence, Vol. 109), V + 353 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1981. 
In the first paper, a selected group of eleven universal (computer based) image processing sys-
tems is surveyed and compared by Z. Kulpa. They constitute a seemingly representative sample of the 
vast variety of such systems built in the last decade in European countries. The survey covers systems 
built for research purposes, either in image processing as such or for some other specific problem area, 
as well as more practically-oriented ones, including a commercially available routine picture analyzer. 
An overall classification of their general aims as well as basic parameters and features of their hard-
ware structure, software support and application area is given. 
In the next 5 papers several European computer systems are described in detail: GOP and 
CELLO from Sweden, BIHES ("Budapest Intelligent Hand-Eye-System") from Hungary, CPO—2/ 
K—202 from Poland and S. A. M. (called previously MODSYS) from West Germany. 
In order to show the readers possible practical usefulness of such systems and to introduce them 
into the methods and techniques of image processing, the book has been augmented by a paper by 
Milgram and Rosenfeld, leading specialists in the field. This paper describes algorithms for 
detecting and classifying objects such as tanks and trucks in forward-looking infrared imagery. 
It summarizes research conducted in the areas of image modeling, pre- and post-processing, segmen-
tation, feature extraction, and classification. 
The book gives a very good survey of picture processing techniques and systems. 
J. Csirik (Szeged) 
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M. Golubitsky and V. Guillemin, Stable mappings and their singularities (Graduate Texts in 
Mathematics, 14), X+211 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, 1973. 
The theory of singularities of stable mappings came into being in the late '50's when R. Thom 
noticed that previous separate results, mainly due to Hassler Whitney and Marston Morse can 
be incorporated into a single theory, which has been successively created by contributions of Harold 
Levin, John Mather, V. I. Arnold and C. T. C. Wall. The authors' objective is to give a presentation 
of this new theory which suites a first or second year graduate course. 
The contents of the book can be summarized as follows: First prerequisites from the theory of 
differentiable manifolds are given. Then Sard's theorem, the Thom transversality theorem, and some 
basic facts concerning jet bundles are presented. The Whitney embedding theorem and the Morse 
theory are obtained via transversality. Then the basic ideas of stability theory are introduced, such as 
stable and infinitesimally stable mappings, immersions with normal crossings, and submersions with 
folds. The main result needed from analysis, the Malgrange preparation theorem is presented next. 
Then Mather's fundamental theorem on stability is derived. At last the classification schemes for 
stable singularities of Thom, Boardman and Mather are presented. 
The authors managed to yield a clear-cut presentation of the theory where the main ideas are 
never lost in technicalities with which this subject necessarily abounds. 
J. Szenthe (Budapest) 
H. A. Maurer (ed.), Automata, Languages and Programming, Sixth Colloquium, Graz, July 
1979. (Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 71), IX+684 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—-Heidelberg— 
New York, 1979. 
The book contains the rull text of lectures presented at the Sixth Colloquium on Automata, 
Languages and Programming (ICALP 79), held in Graz, Austria, July 16—20,1979. The proceeding 
colloquia of this series took place in Paris (1972), Saarbrücken (1974), Edinburgh (1976), Turku 
(1977) and Udine (1978), all sponsored by the Europian Association of Theoretical Computer Sci-
ence (EATCS). 
There are three papers from invited lecturers: Recent advances in the probabilistic analysis of 
graph-theoretic algorithms (R. Karp), The modal logic of programs (Z. Manna and A. Pnueli), A sys-
tematic approach to formal language theory through parallel rewriting (G. Rozenberg). 
In addition, 50 papers have been selected by the program committee out of 139 submitted pa-
pers, thus insuring a very high standard of this volume. Papers are concerned with the theory of com-
putation, formal languages, automata theory, complexity, programming languages, etc. The book is 
recommended to all research workers in these areas. 
Z. ¿sik (Szeged) 
A. Mazurkiewich (ed.), Mathematical Foundations of Computer Science, 1976. (Lecture Notes 
in Computer Science, 45), XI+606 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1976. 
MFCS 76, held in Gdansk, September 6—10,1976, was the fifth in the series of MFCS symposia 
organized in Poland (every even year) and Czechoslovakia (every odd year). These symphosia cover 
all branches of theoretical computer science, such as the theory of computations, programming lan-
guages, data bases, complexity of algorithms, formal languages and automata theory. 
The volume contains the text of 14 invited lectures and 67 communications. The latter were 
selected by the program committee out of a great number of papers submitted. In spite of the five 
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years passed, most of them are relevant and timely, even at present. The book is recommended to 
specialists working in theoretical computer science. 
The invited papers are the following: Exercises in denotational semantics (K.. R. Apt and 
J. W. de Bakker), W-Automata and their languages (W. Brauer), On semantic issues in the relational 
model of data (J-M. Cadiou), The effective arrangement of logical systems (E. W. Dijkstra), Recursivity, 
sequence recursivity, stack recursivity and semantics of programs (G. Germano and A. Maggiolo-
Schettini), Descriptional complexity (of languages). A short survey (J. Gruska), On the branching struc-
ture of languages (I. M. Havel), Observability concepts in abstract data type specification (V. Giarratana, 
F. Gimona, and U. Montanari), Algorithms and real numbers (N. M. Nagorny), On mappings of 
machines (M. Novotny), Recent results on L systems (A. Salomaa), Decision problems for multi-
tape automata (P. H. Starke), Recursive program schemes and computable functional (B. A. Trakh-
tenbrot), Some fundamentals of order-algebraic semantics (E. G. Wagner, J. B. Wright, J. A. Goguen, 
and J. W. Thatcher). 
Z. £sik (Szged) 
Theodor Meis and Ulrich Marcowitz, Numerical solution of partial differential equations (Applied 
Mathematical Sciences, 32), VIII+541 pages, Springer-Verlag, New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, 
1981. 
This book is the English translation of the original German edition "Numerische Behandlung 
Partiel ler Diflerentialgleichungen" published in 1978 also by Springer-Verlag. The material presented 
grew out of two courses of lectures delivered by the authors at the University of Cologne in 1974/75. 
The reader is not supposed to be familiar with the theory of partial differential equations and 
functional analysis. Sections 1, 2, 4 and 12 contain some basic material and results from these areas. 
There is much emphasis on theoretical considerations, too. They are discussed as thoroughly as the 
algorithms which are presented in full detail and together with the programs. The guiding principle 
of the authors is that the theoretical and practical aspects are equally important for a genuine under-
standing of numerical mathematics. 
The book is divided into three parts, which are largely independent of each other and can be 
read separately. Part I is devoted to the initial value problems for hypsrbolic and parabolic differential 
equations, while Part II to the boundary value problems for elliptic differential equations. In the treat-
ment particular emphasis is placed upon the fundamental concepts of propsrly (or well) posed prob-
lems, consistency, stability, and convergence. The situation is illuminated everywhere by an abun-
dance of examples. Part III provides a good account of the methods for solving systems of linear and 
nonlinear equations obtained when we discretize boundary value problems for elliptic differential 
equations. Since we usually have systems of equations with a great number of unknowns, the utility 
of such a discretization is highly dependent on the effec:iveness of the methods for solving these sys-
tems of equations. 
The path from the mathematical formulation of an algorithm to its realization as an effective 
program is often difficult. This is illustrated by six typical examples of FORTRAN programs in the 
Appendices. As an aid to readibility each program is divided into a greater number of subroutines 
than usual. This approach greatly simplifies the development and debugging of programs. 
The book ends with a Bibliography and Index. 
This well-written textbook is highly recommended to every mathematician, physicist and engi-
neer, who wishes to begin studies in the area of numerical solution of partial differential equations. 
Ferenc Móricz (Szeged) 
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Sidney A. Morris, Pontryagin duality and the structure of locally compact abelian groups (London 
Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 29) V m + 1 2 8 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cam-
bridge—London—New York—Melbourne, 1977. 
•"738 
One of the central results in the theory of locally compact abelian groups is the Pontryagin-van 
Kampen duality theorem which implies that a locally compact abelian group is completely determi-
ned by its dual and thus yields a powerful method to study the structure of such groups. Utilizing 
this fact, the author gives an approach to the structure theory of locally compact abelian groups 
which proceeds simultaneously with the derivation of the duality theorem. This approach is made 
possible by a new and simple proof of the duality theorem, which beyond some basic facts from group 
theory and topology, presupposes only the Peter-Weyl theorem. 
First, a concise general introduction to the theory of topological groups, some basic facts con-
cerning subgroups and quotient groups of R" and concerning uniform spaces are given. Then dual 
groups are introduced. The duality theorem is proved first for compact and discrete abelian groups 
and then extended to all locally compact abelian groups. The structure theory of locally compact 
abelian groups including the Principal Structure Theorem is derived simultanesouly. Then some 
consequences of the duality theorem and applications in diophatine approximations are discussed. 
The structure theory is further developed by considering its relations to the structure theory of general 
locally compact groups. At last some important results are given concerning the structure of non-
abelian locally compact groups. Each chapter contains a number of stimulating and illustrating exer-
cises, which help to develop the reader's technique. 
The author's skill and exceptional knowledge of the subject enabled him to achieve his purpose 
completely. The lecture note is very clearly and elegantly written and can be recommended as a text 
for first year graduate courses both by its content and by the educational value of its presentation. 
J. Szenthe (Budapest) 
William Parry, Topics in ergodic theory (Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, 75), X + 1 1 0 pages, 
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge—London—New York—Melbourne, 1981. 
Ergodic theory stands at the junction of many areas like probability theory, group actions 
on homogeneous spaces, number theory, statistical mechanics, etc. In this slim volume the author 
provides a speedy introduction to a considerable number of topics and examples. He aimed neither 
for the utmost generality in the theorems nor for scholarly comprehensiveness. On the other hand, 
the material presented exhibits a nice unity. 
The book consists of a preface, introduction, five chapters and an appendix. The introduction 
includes a brief account of the origins of ergodic theory and an outline of present trends. Chap. 1 
collects the principal ergodic theorems of von Neumann, Birkhoff, Wiener, etc. Chap 2 is a concise 
study of martingales and the ergodic theorem of information theory. Chap. 3 treats the notions 
of weak and strong mixing as well as those of Markov and Bernoulli shifts in the theory of Markov 
chains. Chap. 4 is devoted to 'entropy' and contains, among others, the Halmos and von Neumann 
classification theorem, and the Rohlin and Sinai theorem. Chap. 5 presents special examples such as 
flows and changes in velocity, abolishing eigenvalues, minimality without unique ergodicity, and so-
me further information about mixing. For the reader's convenience the spectral multiplicity theory 
of unitary operators is included in the appendix. 
The book is supplemented by References, Future Literature, and (a subject) Index. Each sec-
tion ends with exercises, which are used to extend theory, to illustrate a theorem, or to obtain a clas-
sical result from one recently proven. 
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To sum up, the present book is a good introduction of a rapidly developing and important 
subject. There are many directions a researcher might take in ergodic theory and the chapters in 
this book could provide the first steps in these directions. 
Ferenc Móricz (Szeged) 
K. Weihrauch (ed.), Theoretical Computer Science. 4th GI Conference, Aachen, March 26—28, 
1979 (Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 67), VII+324 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidel-
berg—New York, 1979. 
The subject includes automata theory, complexity theory, and formal languages. 
L. Boasson discusses context-free sets of infinite words. H. Maurer deals with homomorph-
isms in language theory, e.g. homomorphism equivalence, homomorphic representation, grammar 
forms and L forms. A. R. Meyer and I. Greif report on programming language semantics. R. Milner 
develops an algebraic approach to the theory of communicating systems. A. Schönhage reports 
on°storage modification machines. L. Valiant relates combinatorial enumeration questions to the 
P = N P problem. J. Beauquier considers strong versions of properties of context-free languages, e.g. 
of ambiguity and non-determinism. V. L. Bennison relates complexity-theoretic properties (s.a. speed-
ability, levelability) to information-content characterisations (related to the jump operator). 
N. Blum and K. Mehlhorn show that the average number of rebalancing operations in a weight-ba-
lanced tree is constant. G. Boudol studies program transformations, strong equivalence, giving 
a new recursion induction principle. B. von Braunmühl and R. Verbeek discuss a relation between 
time and space by the means of an intermediate model, the "finite-change" automata. P. van Emde 
Boas and J. van Leeuwen investigate the pebble-game, a model for time-space trade-offs in computa-
tion. D. Friede studies transformation diagrams and strong deterministic grammars. P. Gács gives 
relations between measures of complexity and randomness. H. Ganzinger discusses the reduction 
of storage needs of attribute evaluation in the course of automatic compiler generation. I. Guessarian 
deals with various completions of posets. J. Heintz shows new applications of algebraic geometry 
in complexity questions of calculating polynomials. M. Jantzen studies languages defined by zero-
testing-bounded multicounter machines. A. Kanda and D. Park deal with effectively given domains. 
M. Latteaux discusses properties of two linear languages with respect to substitution closed full 
AFL and rational cones. M. Majster and A. Reiser discuss the construction of position trees, related 
to various pattern-matching problems. K. Mehlhorn gives a new sorting method, which sorts pre-
sorted files quickly. Th. Ottmann, A. L. Rosenberg, H. W. Six and D. Wood deal with node-visit 
optimal 1-2 brother trees. W. J. Paul and R. Reischuk discuss graph-theoretic separability properties 
and their relation to the P = N P problem. J. E. Pin gives characterisations of three varieties of lan-
guages (rational, aperodic and locally testable). L. Priese deals with the construction of minimal uni-
versal Turing-Machines. Ch. Reutenauer considers closure properties of varieties of languages and 
monoids. H. A. Rollik answers in the negative the question whether there exists a finite set of auto-
mata searching all planar graphs. J. Sakarovitch shows a transversal property for a mapping related 
to pushdown automata. C. P. Schnorr develops lower bounds for the complexity of calculating poly-
nomials. E. Ukkonen shows the noncoverability of certain grammars. K. Wöhl discusses Presburger 
arithmetic and equivalence of simple programs. 
G. Túrán (Szeged) 
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Abelian group theory. Proceedings of the Oberwolfach Conference, January 12—17,1981. Edited by 
R. Gôbel and E. Walker (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 874), XXI+447 pages, Springer-
Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1981. — DM 48,50. 
Algebra carbondale 1980. Lie Algebras, Group Theory, and Partially Ordered Algebraic Structures. 
Proceedings of the Southern Illinois Algebra Conference, Carbondale, April 18—19, 1980. 
Edited by R. K. Amayo (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 848), VI+298 pages, Springer-
Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1981. — DM 34,50. 
Algebraic geometry. Proceedings of the Midwest Algebraic Conference, University of Illinois at Chi-
cago Circle, May 2—3,1980. Edited by A. Libgober and P. Wagreich (Lecture Notes in Mathe-
matics, Vol. 862), V+281 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1981. 
— DM 29,—. 
Algebraic K-theory, Evanston 1980. Proceedings of the Conference Held at Northwestern University 
Evanston, March 24—27, 1980. Edited by E. M. Friedlander and M. R. Stein (Lecture Nofes 
in Mathematics, Vol. 854), V+517 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 
1981.—DM 53,50. 
Analytical methods in probability theory. Proceedings of a Conference Held at Oberwolfach, Germa-
ny, June 9—14, 1980. Edited by D. Dugué, E. Lukâcs and V. K. Rohatgi (Lecture Notes in 
Mathematics, Vol. 861), X+183 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 
1981. — DM 21,50. 
V. I. Arnold, Singularity theory. Selected Papers (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series, 
53), VI+266 pages, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge—London—New York—Melbo-
urne, 1981. — £ 12.50. 
H. J. Baues, Commutator calculus and groups of homotopy classes (London Mathematical Society Lec-
ture Note Series, 50), IV+160 pages, Cambridge Univerity Press, Cambridge—London—New 
York—Melbourne, 1981. — £ 11.25. 
J.-M. Bismut, Mécanique aléatoire (Lecture Notes in Mathematics, Vol. 866), XVI+563 pages, 
Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1981. — DM 59,—. 
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P. M. Cohn, Universal algebra (Mathematics and its Applications, Vol. 6), XI+412 pages, Reidel 
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